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Abstract

Statistical mechanics is concerned with the study of systems with a large number of 

interacting constituents. Equilibrium statistical mechanics, originally introduced as a 

theoretical approach for thermodynamics, is well understood and a general theoretical 

framework exists. Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics is less well understood and no 

general theoretical framework currently exists. The study of nonequilibrium statistical 

mechanics often consists of analysing the behaviour of simple models which can exhibit 

interesting phenomena not expected from equilibrium systems of such simplicity.

Recently, statistical mechanics is finding application in areas that are not often 

strongly associated with physics, such as biology and the social sciences. These fields 

contain systems with many interacting constituents, but for which the concepts of equi 

librium statistical mechanics are often not intuitive or applicable. Thus the study of 

such systems through simple nonequilibrium models is commonplace. Many such mod 

els have been proposed to represent complex networks, such as the Internet, metabolic 

pathway networks and social acquaintance networks. Networks represent the connec 

tions between the components of a system; the structure of these connections is often 

crucial to the function of the system. The recent analysis of large data sets taken from 

real networks has revealed high levels of organisation. The study of simple models is 

being used as a first step to gain insight into how and why this organisation comes 

about.

In this thesis a simple, stochastic, interacting particle system the zero-range pro 

cess (ZRP) is studied with various analytical and numerical methods. In particular, 

the application of the ZRP and some of is generalisations to complex networks is 

focussed upon. The ZRP is a hopping particle model where particles hop between 

sites of a lattice under certain rules that depend only on the properties of the site 

from which the particles hop hence the name zero-range. Through its simplicity 

the steady state of the ZRP can be solved, even for nonequilibrium dynamics, and 

yet despite its simplicity it can exhibit interesting phenomena such as condensation 

transitions, where a finite fraction of the total particles in the system will condense 

onto a single site of the lattice.

Firstly, interesting finite-size effects surrounding the condensation transition in 

a one-dimensional, driven version of the ZRP are studied. These take the form of 

discrepancies in the current-density diagram between finite and infinite systems, with
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the finite behaviour resembling that seen in real traffic data.

Following this, direct applications of the ZRP to complex networks, and interest 

ing phenomena arising from the specifics of the applications, are studied. The ZRP is 

applied as a model of networks and is found capable of reproducing power-law degree 

distributions, as observed in many real networks, at the critical point of the condensa 

tion transition. The degree is the number of connections a component of the network 

has. This model is then generalised to include creation and annihilation of particles 

or links, and this is found to exhibit critical behaviour namely power-law particle 

and degree distributions in a region of the parameter space, rather than at a critical 

point. The full phase diagram of this system is investigated, revealing low density and 

high density phases as well as subdivisions of the critical phase.

The application of the ZRP to networks is further explored through the modelling 

of a directed, weighted network with a multi-species ZRP. In this model there are 

two possible types of condensation, independent condensation of particle species onto 

sites and a condensation of all particle species onto a single site. These transitions are 

investigated along with their critical behaviour. As before the model is found to be 

capable of reproducing power-law distributions of various quantities, as seen in real 

weighted networks, at the critical points of these transitions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The main area of physics with which this thesis is concerned is statistical mechanics. 

Statistical mechanics was originally introduced in the late nineteenth century as a 

theoretical description of thermodynamics. Statistical mechanics actually uses the fact 

that there is a large number of constituents in a system to its advantage. For example, 

it is in principle possible to model a gas by treating every atom or molecule of the gas 

as a particle undergoing classical Newtonian mechanics; however, this is analytically 

and numerically intractable for a numbers of particles much less than Avogadro's 

number. Statistical mechanics uses the fact that there are many constituents to make 

statistical predictions from simplified microscopic models of the system which typically 

contain the minimum amount of detail required to correctly reproduce macroscopic 

observable quantities.

The area of equilibrium statistical mechanics is now well developed: a general 

theoretical framework of statistical mechanics exists for systems that are in thermal 

equilibrium. Loosely speaking, this means the system is free to exchange energy with 

a heat bath and is at the same temperature as the bath. Under these conditions 

the system will attain a steady state and the correct probability distribution for the 

microscopic states of the model is the one which maximises the Gibbs entropy under 

the appropriate constraints.

Statistical mechanics and in some cases the concept of equilibrium can be extended 

and used to treat other systems with large numbers of constituents, often ones that 

are traditionally considered as being outwith the scope of physics and that do not have 

thermodynamic numbers of constituents. For example, statistical mechanical methods 

have been used to model the stock market see [I] for a recent review. However, 

the concept of equilibrium is frequently not readily applicable to such systems and 

nonequilibrium methods are required.

15
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Nonequilibrium statistical mechanics is less developed than its equilibrium cousin: 

no general theoretical framework is available for the study of nonequilibrium systems. 

Thus it is common to investigate very simple nonequilibrium models in order to build 

up a catalogue of knowledge that will hopefully lead to a general framework for the 

treatment of nonequilibrium systems. Many nonequilibrium systems are being driven 

away from equilibrium, for example by having some current of energy or mass forced 

through the system, but often can still attain a steady state. Such systems, known 

as driven diffusive systems, have proven amenable to analysis through the study of 

simple models in numerous cases.

A useful example of a model for driven diffusive systems is the zero-range process 

(ZRP) [2, 3, 4]. The ZRP is a conceptually simple Markovian [5] model in which 

interacting particles hop from site to site on a lattice. In many of its variants, the ZRP 

has several nice properties including a simple steady state which has a factorised form 

and the ability to display interesting phenomena such as condensation transitions. 

The condensation transition is characterised by a macroscopic number of particles 

collecting at a single site of the lattice and the factorised form for the probability 

makes such transitions amenable to analysis. The ZRP is studied both because it is 

a fecund model for fundamental nonequilibrium investigation and because it can be 

applied with reasonable success to model many real systems.

In this thesis, the ZRP and aspects of its behaviour are studied in detail. In 

particular, condensation transitions and connected phenomena are investigated, both 

from a fundamental point of view and from the point of view of application to real 

systems. In the applications, the main focus is on complex networks.

Complex networks map the structure of the interactions of interacting constituents 

and are composed of nodes to represent the constituents and links that connect two 

interacting constituents. Many systems are composed of interacting constituents and 

the structure of the interactions often forms a crucial backbone to the system. As 

such, the areas in which networks are pertinent are legion and include disciplines as 

diverse as biology, information technology and the social sciences. Commonly cited 

examples of networks that many people use everyday are transportation networks, 

telephone networks and the Internet.

In order to model networks in general, it is useful to think of the nodes and links 

themselves as interacting constituents. Thus it is appropriate to model and analyse 

these networks with the tools of statistical mechanics. The field of complex networks 

has recently enjoyed an explosion of interest in the physics community [6, 7, 8, 9] 

and has become an important, contemporary area of statistical physics research. Part 

of the reason for this surge of interest is due to generic complex behaviour seen in
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measurements taken from real networks. For example, many networks have been seen 

to show a power-law tail in the distribution of the number of links connected to a 

node, suggesting some general organising principle present in networks. Many models 

have been proposed which try to reproduce this behaviour, and others, in the hope 

that they might give some insight into the way real networks are created and evolve.

The ZRP can be applied to networks in several ways; two of which are discussed in 

detail in this thesis. As a basic model of a network the sites of the ZRP can be thought 

of as nodes and the particles as ends of links; this gives a model that is capable of 

partially reproducing the behaviour of real networks in terms of the distribution of 

the number of links connected to a node. A ZRP with multiple species of particle 

can be used to model a weighted network in which links are assigned a value (or 

weight) to describe their relative importance in the function of the network. In this 

mapping, the particles of the ZRP represent units of weight of the links and the model 

is again capable of partially reproducing behaviour seen in real weighted networks; the 

behaviour of which is similar to, but richer than, the behaviour of unweighted networks 

in many respects. In both cases the ability of the ZRP to undergo condensation 

is instrumental in the ability of the model to reproduce realistic behaviour of the 

network, with the most realistic behaviour typically being seen at the critical point of 

the transition. In the context of networks, the condensation transition corresponds to 

a single node capturing a finite fraction of all the links or in the weighted case to a 

node or nodes capturing finite fractions of the available weight and it is at the critical 

point of these transitions that power-law behaviour can be observed.

In this thesis, the basic ZRP and some of its well-studied properties are introduced 

in Chapter 2. This includes a solution of the steady state, a general analysis of 

condensation transitions in the ZRP and some generalisations for which the steady 

state can also be found. Then in Chapter 3, an interesting finite size effect that 

occurs around the expected transition point and is characterised by an overshoot 

of the current-density diagram of the model is studied in detail. Also, connections 

between this and behaviour seen in data taken from real traffic models are briefly 

discussed. In Chapter 4, the field of complex networks is briefly reviewed from a 

statistical mechanics perspective. This includes discussion of several existing network 

models. The relation between the basic ZRP and some of these network models and 

the general applicability of the ZRP to networks are also discussed. In Chapter 5, a 

generalisation of the ZRP with creation and annihilation of particles which can show 

critical behaviour in a region of parameter space rather than just at a critical point 

is introduced and analysed. The same principle is then applied to a network model 

based on the ZRP; this gives a network model that is able to show realistic behaviour
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in a region of the parameter space. Finally in Chapter 6 weighted networks are 

briefly reviewed and a model for a directed network based on a multi-species ZRP is 

introduced. This includes a discussion of several existing models of weighted networks 

and an in depth investigation of the multi-species ZRP directed, weighted network 

model. This model represents a novel mapping between hopping particle models and 

weighted networks and also displays a new kind of condensation transition that is 

analysed in detail. This model is seen to be capable of reproducing realistic behaviour 

for some weighted-specific quantities, at criticality in a similar way to the unweighted 

model.



Chapter 2

The Zero-Range Process

2.1 Introduction

As noted in Chapter 1, the study of nonequilibrium systems is often facilitated through 

simple models. Such models are currently being studied because they are both inter 

esting in their own right and are also useful in building up a set of knowledge of 

nonequilibrium systems. As none yet exists, such a set of knowledge will hopefully 

lead to a general theoretical framework as developed and useful as that which is in 

place for equilibrium statistical mechanics.

Such simple models have a rich history in both equilibrium and nonequilibrium 

statistical mechanics. For example, the Ising model has enjoyed enormous success 

and publicity despite its inherent simplicity and no one would question its place in 

the pantheon of key developments in statistical physics.

One of the simple models that is used to study nonequilibrium systems is the zero- 

range process (ZRP) [2, 3, 4] and it is this model and its generalisations with which this 

thesis is predominantly concerned. In this chapter, the basic ZRP system and some of 

its previously studied generalisations are introduced, along with analysis of some of the 

interesting behaviour that can be seen. Further interesting behaviour, generalisations 

and also applications of the ZRP are discussed in the following chapters.

2.2 Basic zero-range process system

The basic ZRP is now introduced in a general, but not the most general, form and the 

steady state solution is given. Some of the more general forms are discussed, following 

the initial introduction of the model, in later sections of the chapter.

19
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Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the layout and a possible hop move for the basic ZRP 

model.

2.2.1 Model definition

A one-dimensional lattice of L sites, labelled // = 1 . . . L, upon which reside N particles 

is considered. Particles on site n will hop to site //+! with a rate ^(rfy), which depends 

on the site which the particles are hopping from, yu, and the number of particles on this 

site, nM . The lattice has periodic boundary conditions so a particle hopping from site 

L will hop to site 1. A simple diagram of a possible hop move is shown in Figure 2.1.

The hop-rates u^n^} correspond to the probability per unit time of a hop oc 

curring. Thus the dynamics is conveniently simulated using a random sequential 

algorithm, whereby at each time step a site is chosen at random and a particle moved 

to the neighbouring site with probability wM (nM )Ai. The time interval At must be 

chosen to be small enough such that the probability of two events happening in a 

single time-step is negligible.

The dependence of the hop-rates on the number of particles at a site allows in 

teraction between particles, but only those at the same site   hence the terminology 

zero-range. The dependence of the hop-rates on sites allows disorder in the system. 

As will be discussed later, these properties allow the system to exhibit condensation 

transitions.

2.2.2 Steady state solution

This model has a steady-state which can straightforwardly be solved [2, 3, 4]. The 

steady-state has the requirement that the probability current into and out of a con 

figuration due to hops balances:

P(ni. . ... n^. ....

P(m, . . . ? nM_i + 1, nM - 1, . . . , ni>M+1 (nM+1 + l)0(nM ) . (2.1)
M
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The left hand side of (2.1) is the total probability current out of a given configuration 

{nfj} ~ (nii n2i • • • ?^L) of site occupancies of the system. The right hand side is 

the total probability current into this given configuration. The 6(n) are the usual 

Heaviside step functions [10] and are there to make clear that hops cannot cannot 

occur from a site with no particles.

Note that as particles can hop only to the right, a detailed balance condition  

where the probability current out of a state A and into a state B is equal to the 

probability current from state B back into state A—cannot be satisfied. Thus the 

dynamics of the system are nonequilibrium in nature: a current of particles is being 

driven through the system. However, as shall be seen in section 2.5.1, choices for the 

dynamics can be made that do satisfy a detailed balance condition and have the same 

steady state as this system.

As an ansatz, the steady-state probability distribution is assumed to have the 

following factorised form:

n /"(n*) - (2 - 2)
where the ///(nM ) are given by

f n -n^T^ forn> °
= < (2.3) 

for n = 0 ,

and Z(M, L) has been introduced to ensure that the probabilities are correctly nor 

malised. Inserting (2.2) and (2.3) into (2.1), equating terms of the sums and cancelling 

common factors leads to

(2 -4) 

Rearranging a little gives

-! + 1) =

As each side of this equation is a function of an independent variable they can be set 

equal to a constant and without loss of generality this constant can be taken to be 

equal to one. This gives the recursive relation

(2-6)

Iterating this leads to (2.3) and thus the steady state ansatz (2.2) is valid. It is known 

that an irreducible Markov process with a finite state space possesses a unique steady
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state, see, for example, [11, 12]. The ZRP is a Markov process; it falls under its basic 

definition of a stochastic process whose future evolution depends only on the present 

state of the system and not its past states. An irreducible Markov process is one 

where any state can be reached from any other given sufficient time. Thus, provided 

that the hop rates are chosen such that the ZRP is irreducible, an ansatz that satisfies 

(2.1) is the unique steady state. This argument only applies to finite systems. For a 

discussion of the infinite case see, for example, [13].

It should be noted that despite the factorisation property of the steady state 

the occupancies of the sites are correlated. This correlation comes about from the 

constraint that the total number of particles is conserved and comes into the equations 

through the normalisation quantity Z(N,L).

2.2.3 Normalisation

The quantity Z(7V, L) introduced earlier to ensure the correct normalisation of the 

steady state probability distribution plays an analogous role to the partition function 

of equilibrium canonical ensemble analysis and is given by:

Z(N, L) = h(nJ8 nM - AM , (2.7)

where the sums are over the occupancies of all sites and the delta function ensures that 

only states with the correct total number of particles contribute to the normalisation. 

Strictly speaking a Kronecker delta should be used, but with this the notation becomes 

unsightly. Thus the delta function notation is used and implicitly signifies a Kronecker 

delta whenever its argument is composed of integer quantities. As is usual for such 

a normalisation, it contains the key to much information about the system. Two 

quantities that can be derived from Z(JV, L) and that are of particular interest are: 

the steady-state probability that a single site ^ has occupation n, p^(n); and the 

average hopping rate from a site in the steady state, v. The probability of finding n 
particles on site // is given by:

~ L
(2.8) 

Z(N\L) '

where Z^(N - n. L - 1) is the normalisation quantity for a system with n particles and 

site // removed from it and {n^} \ nM denotes the set of occupancies of all sites except 

site //. The average hopping rate out of a site, or particle current, is independent of
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the site in the steady state and is given by

v = (m) = (ii2 ) =

- L
=l \ M

Z(JV-1,L)

where Z(AT   1, L) is the normalisation quantity for a system with N — I particles and 

L sites. In the above, the facts wM (0) = 0 (the hop-rate from an empty site is zero) 

and ti(x)/At (x) = fn(x — 1) for x > I have been used. Thus the average hopping rate 

from a site is related to the logarithmic derivative of the normalisation with respect 

to the total particle number.

2.3 Condensation transitions

An interesting feature of the zero-range process is that it shows condensation behaviour 

with nonequilibrium dynamics, even on a one-dimensional lattice; something that 

would not be expected for a one-dimensional equilibrium system. The condensation 

transition is driven by the global particle density p = N/L: below a critical density, 

pC) the system will be in an un-condensed phase, where on average the particles are 

evenly spread throughout the system; above the critical density, the system will be 

in a condensed phase where a single site holds a finite fraction of all the particles in 

the system. Strictly the transition is only present in the thermodynamic limit but 

simulations and analysis show condensation-like behaviour in large but finite systems.

Thus far, the system has been considered in a canonical ensemble, i. e. for fixed 

particle number. The condensation transition however is more straightforwardly anal 

ysed in a grand canonical ensemble, where the total particle number is allowed to 

fluctuate around some mean value. Recall that earlier both sides of (2.5) were set to 

the constant value of 1. Any value could have been chosen for this constant and it 

follows that the f^(n) are only defined up to some constant multiplicative factor, say 

zn . Reinstating this factor, z can be interpreted as the fugacity. Thus the equivalent 

of the grand canonical partition function can be found in the usual way [14]: the 

un-normalised steady-state probability distribution is summed over all configurations 

with no regard as to the constraint on the total particle number; the fugacity is then 

chosen such that the average total particle number is equal to L. Hence the equivalent
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of the grand canonical partition function, Z(z, L), is given by

00 °° oo L

00

where the functions F^z] are given by

n=0

and play the role of grand canonical partition functions for single-site systems. 

As is usual, the ensemble-average occupation for a site, {%), is given by

nM = z

and the constraint on the average total particle number is written:

L

f .
(2.12)

<nM ) = AT. (2.13)
/*=!

Combining (2.12) and (2.13) yields an equation for the global density of particles in 

the system, p = N/L,
_L_ T?i(z \

FTT(> (2-14)

where F'(z) denotes the derivative of F with respect to z. The fugacity z must be 

chosen such that the above equation is satisfied and this equation is the key to the 

condensation analysis.

Now, the fugacity, z, must have a maximum value zmax , given by the radius of 

convergence of (2.11). The existence of a condensation transition can be seen in the 

behaviour of the rhs of (2.14) as z / zmax . As z / zmax , the rhs of (2.14) will either 

converge or diverge.

If the rhs of (2.14) converges at z = 2max , then this will give a finite critical density 

pc , above which (2.14) cannot be satisfied for any allowed choice of z. Thus for p < pc , 

the grand canonical analysis is valid and a choice of z can be made that allows the 

average particle number constraint to be satisfied. However, for p > /?c , such a choice 

cannot be made for z and the grand canonical analysis cannot accurately describe 

the system. This signifies a phase transition, which manifests itself as a condensation 

transition where above the critical density a single site holds a finite fraction of the 

total number of particles in the system.
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If the rhs of (2.14) diverges at z — zmgx , then a choice of z can be made such 

that the equation is satisfied for any finite density by taking z arbitrarily close to 

Zmax- However, it is still possible to have a phase transition. Note that each term in 

the sum on the rhs is the mean fraction of the total density of particles on that site. 

If the rhs diverges through only one term in this sum diverging, then this explicitly 

signals a condensation transition. This is because as z is taken arbitrarily close to 

2max5 the term that diverges will become arbitrarily large and the site corresponding 

to the diverging term must hold a finite fraction of all the particles in the system.

Thus there are two apparent mechanisms giving rise to a condensation transition: 

one where the rhs of (2.14) converges, which will be referred to as mechanism A; and 

one where the rhs of (2.14) diverges, which will be referred to as mechanism B. The 

choice of hop-rates will determine which mechanism takes place.

A simple, previously-studied system that exhibits mechanism A is one in which 

the hop-rates are the same for each site and decay with increasing particle number 

[15, 3, 4]. Here a condensation transition is found for hop-rates that asymptotically 

decay more slowly to a finite constant value ft, more slowly than f3(\ + 2/n). The 

proof of this is given in Appendix A. Above the critical density the symmetry of the 

system is spontaneously broken and a randomly selected site will hold the condensate.

A simple, previously-studied system that exhibits mechanism B is one in which the 

hop-rates are all constant, i. e. do not depend on the number of particles, but all have 

different values [3, 4]. Here the site with the smallest hop-rate will hold the condensate 

when the critical density is exceeded. The condensation transition in this case has 

been likened to Bose-Einstein condensation and the conditions on the density of low 

energy states for condensation [14] have related conditions on the smallest hop-rates.

The critical density of the condensation transition is in principle straightforwardly 

found for either mechanism. For mechanism A, it is given by the value of the RHS 

of (2.14) at z = Zmax- For mechanism B, it is given by the largest finite value of the 

RHS of (2.14) as z is taken arbitrarily close to zmax_. This can often be found by the 

RHS of (2.14) at z = zmax minus the diverging term.

A system which has a mixture of decay and disorder in the hop-rates could show 

a condensation transition by either mechanism. Such a system will be considered in 

detail in Chapter 3.

For both mechanisms the condensation transition manifests itself in the following 

manner. Below the critical density the system is in an un-condensed phase where the 

particles are spread throughout the sites in a relatively even manner. In this phase 

the fugacity is below its maximum possible value. As the density is increased the 

fugacity must increase monotonically in order to satisfy (2.14). At the critical density
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the fugacity attains its maximum value and the particles are spread throughout the 

sites in a critical manner. Above the critical density a condensate appears with a 

finite fraction of the total number of particles at a single site. At all other sites the 

particles continue to be spread out according to the critical distribution and form. 

Thus the condensed site takes up all excess particles as the density is increased. In 

the homogeneous system above the critical density, the probability distribution for 

the number of particles at a site takes the form of the background distribution with a 

peak at high n representing the possibility of a condensate at the site. This peak has 

area 1/L so that the probability of having a condensate at one of the sites is 1.

The grand canonical analysis allows the easy calculation of the probability distri 

bution for the number of particles at a site. As in the grand canonical ensemble there 

are no constraints on the total number of particles, the steady state factorises into 

independent factors there is no delta function present to couple the factors as for 

the canonical ensemble. Thus in the grand canonical ensemble the distribution for the 

number of particles on site // is given by

(2.15)

This equation, of course, is only valid when the grand canonical analysis is valid, i. e. 

when the system is not in the condensed phase. However, it also proves useful in 

the condensed phase, as inserting the maximum value of the fugacity into the above 

equation gives the critical, background distribution that correctly describes the system 

except for the condensate.

In the homogeneous case, the critical distribution of particles can take on a power- 

law tail. This is realised when the hop rates behave asymptotically as u(ri) ~ 0(1 + 

6/n), with b > 2. Inserting this into (2.3) yields f(n) ~ (3~n n~b . Then inserting 

this and the maximum value of the fugacity (which is (3 in this case) into (2.15) gives 

p(n) ~ n~b and the probability of particles at a site has a power-law tail. This 

property of the system proves important when applications to networks are discussed 

in later chapters.

In this chapter, only the statics of the condensation transition have been discussed. 

Further discussion of condensation transitions with an emphasis on the dynamics of 

the transitions can be found in [16, 17].
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2.4 Connection between the canonical and grand-canonical 

ensembles

To motivate the validity of the grand-canonical analysis presented above, the connec 

tion between the two ensembles is now briefly discussed. It is possible to get to the 

grand-canonical density equation (2.14), by starting from the canonical normalisation 

Z(AT, L) (2.7) and inserting the integral representation of the delta function

(2.16)

which yields

dz
(2.17)

M

where the functions F^(z] have the same form as those introduced in the grand canon 

ical ensemble (2.11). Thus the canonical normalisation may be written

(2.18)

Note that the variable z introduced is just a dummy integration variable at this point. 

Now, (2.17) can be written

(2.19)1m z

For large N and L this integral will be dominated by the maximum of the exponential 

and the integral can be evaluated by using the saddle point method [18]. The saddle 

point is found by solving

Ld_
3z

which gives the saddle point equation

P = T

= o, (2.20)

(2.21)

Thus the density equation of the grand canonical analysis (2.14) is recovered and the 

grand-canonical and canonical results are equivalent in the thermodynamic limit.

Similar methods can be used to show the equivalence of the particle current v , 

as found in the canonical analysis (2.9), and the fugacity z, as introduced in the
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grand-canonical analysis, in the thermodynamic limit. Writing (2.19) in the general 

form

J)dzg(z] exp[Nh(z)] , (2.22)

where g(z) = l/z and h(z) = -ln(^) + J^lnF^z), and noting that this has the 

leading asymptotic behaviour for N ~^> 1 (assuming an appropriate saddle point can 

be found [18])
1/2

where ZQ is the location of the saddle point and </> is the angle of steepest descent 

through the saddle point, yields

<71 AT" 1 T \

~ ZQ . (2.24)

Now, ZQ is the position of the saddle point and from (2.21) this is the same as the 

fugacity from the grand-canonical analysis. Thus the fugacity is equivalent to the 

average hop rate from a site, or particle current, in the thermodynamic limit.

With this relation (2.24) the behaviour of the current can easily be seen as it is 

the same as the behaviour of the fugacity. Below the critical density the current is 

monotonically increasing and at and above the critical density the current attains a 

finite constant value.

2.5 Generalisations

The zero-range process defined above in Section 2.2.1 is already quite general, however, 

there are a few more important generalisations that also need to to be considered.

2.5.1 General lattices

Previously the model was defined on a one-dimensional ring lattice with hops to the 

rightmost adjacent site only, i. e. a particle hops out of a site // with rate u^(n^} and 

moves to site fj, + I with probability 1. The zero-range process can also be solved 

on more general lattices, i. e. one on which a particle hops out of a site n with rate 

u^rin) and then jumps to a site v with probability Wv/i [3, 4]. For the steady state to 

be soluble and have a factorised form it is required that a single particle performing 

a random walk on the lattice under the set of transition probabilities {W^} has a 

unique steady-state solution. For this to be true, it is necessary that

(2.25)
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for all // and the steady-state probability distribution of the single particle random 

walker being found at site p, is then given through

Some simple cases where a unique steady state solution for this exists have been 

discussed in [2, 3]. Again the factorisation ansatz for the steady-state probability 

distribution is made

Where the /M now have a slightly different form incorporating the steady-state solution 

of the random walker problem (2.26):
n

TT  ^-r- forn > 0
A± ii..fm\ (2.28)m=i

1 forn = 0 .

This can be proven in a similar way as before. Starting with the steady-state require 

ment that the probability current out of a state is equal to the probability current 

into that state,

7i ]_,..., n^,..., HJ,, ...

, (2.29)

inserting (2.27) into (2.29), equating terms in the sums and cancelling common factors 

yields

(2.30)

Inserting (2.28) into (2.30) recovers the steady-state solution of the random walker 

problem (2.26), thus the steady-state solution is proven for the arbitrary lattice.

Some particularly simple cases of this are: one-dimensional lattices where parti 

cles move to either neighbouring site with equal probability when hopping; and fully 

connected lattices where particles move to any lattice site other than the one they hop 

from with equal probability. In both of these cases the random walker is equally likely 

to be found at any site in the steady state, i. e. S M is a site independent constant. 

Thus these cases share exactly the same steady-state probability distribution as for 

the model with hops only to the right on a ring (2.2). It is also interesting to note that 

both these systems satisfy a detailed balance condition and hence can be considered 

to be equilibrium systems; the ZRP can give the same steady state for systems both 

in and out of equilibrium. This point has been discussed in [3].
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2.5.2 Multiple species of particles

Systems with more than one species of particle are becoming increasingly popular for 

several reasons: their study can add to the general catalogue of knowledge of nonequi- 

librium systems; the addition of extra species has been known to create new and 

interesting physics in some systems; and also because they can expand the application 

possibilities for models. Recently, generalised zero-range processes with two or more 

species of particle have been investigated [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 4j. The most general 

case is where each species of particle has a dynamics that depends on the number of 

each and every species of particle at a site and the dynamics of each species can be 

different, i. e. the hop rates depend on the set of occupancies of each species and can 

be different for each species.

To begin with the case of only two species of particle is discussed. For simplic 

ity the particles are restricted to hopping to the rightmost nearest neighbour on a 

one-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions. Generalisations to other 

lattices can be made in a similar fashion as with the single species zero-range process 

in Section 2.5.1.

Consider a ring lattice of L sites labelled n = 1... L, upon which reside N particles 

of species A and M particles of species B, say. Particles of species A on site p, will 

hop from this site with rate wM (nM ,mM ), which depends on the site, ^u, the number of 

particles of species A on this site, nM , and the number of particles of species B on this 

site, mM . Particles of species B on site fj, will hop from this site with rate v^(n^ raM ), 

which again depends on the site and the numbers of particles of species A and B on 

that site.

Under certain constraints on these hop-rates [19, 22], which are given by equation 

(2.41), the factorisation property of the single-species zero-range process is retained 

for this two-species generalisation. The steady-state probability of a configuration 

, is given by

L
(n» m^)   (2-31)

7 ' p.=l

In this multi-species case, there are several forms that the /M functions can take, one 

of which is
n .. m ^

TT  r- N TT  TTT^T ' for n, m > 0
vi M^ m) * A VH(Q,J) /9 oo\1=1 j=i ^ ^.o^;

1 for n = m = 0 . 

The requirements on the hop rates for a factorised steady state are basically such 

that all possible forms for (2.32) are equivalent. Again a normalisation quantity
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Z(AT, M, L) has been introduced, which is analogous to the canonical partition function 

of equilibrium statistical mechanics and is given by

Z(AT,M,L) = Y U^,rn^8 P> M - AT U M -M , (2.33)

where there are now two delta functions to separately constrain the number of particles 

of both species.

The condition on the hop-rates for factorisation can be found and the steady state 

proven in much the same way as for the single-species zero-range process. The starting 

point is, as always, the condition that the probability current out of a configuration 

due to hops should be equal to the probability current into this configuration due to 

hops:

?PI 

Ê TTli TTL 1 7YL

in... n r \
. (2.

As before, terms of the sums are equated, the factorised form (2.31) inserted and 

common terms cancelled, but this time the further step of equating terms that contain 

species A hop-rate u(n, m) and species B hop-rate i>(n, m) is taken. Doing so and re 

arranging a little gives

j (n 1 _|_ i m ) (2.35) 
MM -,^ M-i M_i, M_!

and

/ N M-/i- 5 M- / , i\ /o o^?\ 
(n m ) = ^ v M        uM-i(nM_i,m^_i + 1 . 2.36

In the same way as before each side of these equations (2.35), (2.36) can be equated 

to a constant as they depend on independent variables and this constant can be set to 

be 1 without loss of generality. The following two recursion relations are then found:

/ ( », m) = ".' (2.37) 
^ uM (n, m)

/„(„,«,) = ".. (2.38)H v

Prom this it is seen that there is a difference from the single-species case in that, in 

general, the order of iteration matters: Two different relations can be found between
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fn(n. m) and /M (n - 1, m - 1) depending on whether (2.37) is applied before or after 

(2.38). The two possible relations are:

, ( , m) = »-. = ;
u^n.mjv^n- l,ra)

on applying (2.37) then (2.38); and

( , m) = />.( ». m-l) = ,

on applying (2.38) then (2.37). Thus, for the factorised steady-state given by (2.31) 

and (2.32) to be valid, these two relations must be equivalent, placing the following 

constraint on the hop-rates u(n,m), v(n, ra)

wM (n, m-l) vM (n-l,m)'

With this constraint (2.41), the order in which the iteration relations (2.37) and (2.38) 

are applied does not matter and iterating relation (2.37) n times followed by iterating 

(2.38) m times recovers the form of the /M (n, ra) given in (2.32). Thus the steady-state 

for the two-species system is proven.

It should be noted that the constraint on the hop rates (2.41) makes the system 

not as general as it may first have appeared, if the factorisation property of the 

steady state is to hold: the hop rates of the species must depend on one another in a 

prescribed way. However, the system is still capable of showing interesting behaviour. 

In particular, the two-species system opens up new condensation possibilities and 

condensation transitions have been seen where a 'weak' condensate of one species 

induces a 'strong' condensate of the other [19, 20].

Generalisations to more than two-species is also possible [22]. Here there will be 

a set of constraints similar in form to (2.41); one for each possible pairing of species 

[22]

where ul is the hop rate for species i. n is the set of the occupations of all species at a 

site and n^ is the set of occupations of all species except species i at a site. A specific 

example of a multi-species system will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

2.6 Numerical study of the zero-range process

The zero-range process and many of its generalisations are amenable to study with 

numerical methods. In particular, dynamical Monte Carlo simulations and numerical
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evaluation of the partition function are useful to study condensation and related be 

haviour in the ZRP. Of course numerical studies can only be done on finite systems and 

as such true condensation behaviour can never be observed in this way. However, for 

large-but-finite systems condensation-like behaviour can often be clearly distinguished 

and it is useful to study this and compare to the expected thermodynamic behaviour. 

If an appropriate order parameter is defined, e. g. the total number of particles on the 

most occupied site divided by the total number of particles in the system, then often 

it will be measured as zero far below the critical density and significantly non-zero 

far above the critical density. Thus, although the behaviour close to the transition 

point may be blurred, distinct putative non-condensed and condensed phases can be 

observed in finite systems.

2.6.1 Monte Carlo simulation

Monte Carlo simulations of the zero-range process have already been briefly discussed 

when motivating the basic dynamics of a ZRP. The simulation of the ZRP is in general 

very simple to do and is discussed in a little more detail in this section.

The usual way to simulate the ZRP is to use a simple random sequential algorithm, 

whereby at each timestep a site is selected at random and a particle hopped from this 

site to another with an appropriate probability. Parallel updating schemes do exist 

and these tend to be much faster; however, these give different results to the random 

sequential algorithm and require a different theory [24].

One of the reasons for the ease of simulation is the fact that the configuration of a 

ZRP can quite easily be stored in an array of integer variables. For the single-species 

ZRP a one-dimensional integer array of L elements, with each element representing a 

site and the entry of each element being the number of particles on the corresponding 

site, holds a complete description of the system. For multi-species systems a two- 

dimensional array is used, with the second dimension used to distinguish between the 

species of particle.

With this storage method and for random sequential updating the simulation is 

divided into time steps of length At. At each step the following update procedure 

takes place

  A site // is selected at random by generating a random number in the range 0 

to L — I and selecting the relevant element of the array.

  A particle is removed from this site with probability uM (nM )At, i. e. the value of 

element //   1 of the configuration array is decremented by 1 if a random number
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in the range 0 to 1 is less than wAt (n/x )Ai. Note that A£ is chosen such that uAt 
is less than or equal to 1.

  If a particle was removed then one is added to site v with probability Wj/M , i. e. 

the value of element v — 1 of the configuration array is incremented by 1 if a 

random number generated in the range 0 to ^x ^xn falls between £)z=i

This process is then repeated until the end of the simulation. To ensure that any 

measurements are taken in the steady state, it is usual to allow the simulation to run 

until it is deemed to have settled and then measure and average various quantities 

of interest over the remaining steps. This is most commonly achieved by measuring 

the value of a property at evenly spaced intervals, storing it (often cumulatively) 

and taking the mean at the end. This gives a simple time average which should be 

equivalent to the ensemble average.

An example of the code to simulate a ZRP where the the average fraction of 

particles on the most occupied site and the average hopping rate from a site are 

calculated is given in Appendix C.

2.6.2 Numerical computation of the partition function

A useful feature of the ZRP and its generalisations is that the normalisation Z(N, L]
(2.7), the equivalent of the canonical partition function, can often be calculated nu 

merically and this computation can be exact up to the precision of the machine being 

used. The numerically evaluated Z(7V, L) can then be used to get exact forms for 

quantities like the probability distribution for a single site's occupancy, pM (n) (2.8), 

and the particle current, v (2.9), as these are both directly related to the normalisa 

tion. Due to the specifics of the calculation it can only be used for finite systems and 

while this means it cannot be used to fully check thermodynamic predictions, it is 

ideal for studying finite-size effects and comparing with simulations of finite systems. 

The normalisation is evaluated using a recursion relation; the derived form of the 

single site probability distribution (2.8) being the key to finding this relation. Given

(2.8) and the fact that the sum over this single site probability distribution must be 

equal to one, it is found that
N

Z(7V, L) = £ /M (n)ZM (7V - n, L - 1) , (2 .43)
n=0

where Z^(A~ - n. L - 1) is the normalisation of a system with site ^ and n particles 

removed. Now

(z,l) = fv (x) , (2.44)
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where Z^y^z, 1) is the normalisation for a system with all sites except site v having 

been removed and with x particles in it. Thus the normalisation for a system with N 
particles and L sites can be successively built up from the functions /M (n) (2.3) and 

the normalisations of systems with fewer sites and particles up to the number required 

for the final normalisation, starting from the normalisations for a single-site system. 

In order to avoid computational divergences the actual algorithm used when com 

puting the normalisation will be something like

/ N \

+ In ]T exp [In /M (n) + In ZM (JV - n, L - I) - In ZM (AT, L - 1)] . (2.45)
\n=0 /

By taking logarithms in this way, overflow errors are avoided. Although exponentiation 

operations are present, they only have differences of logarithms as their argument and 

so do not contribute to overflow errors. If large enough system sizes are used then 

overflow errors are unavoidable using standard double precision variables. Algorithms 

for doing mathematical operations to any precision do exist [25] , but these tend 

to increase run-time to impractical levels. Overflow also tends to happen when the 

density of a system passes a certain level. For large enough system sizes this density 

can be quite low, although often run-times will approach impractical levels before this 

becomes a serious problem.

An example of the code to calculate the normalisation for the homogeneous ZRP 

is given in Appendix D.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, a simple model where particles hop from site to site on a lattice   the 

zero-range process   and its analysis have been introduced. This included a discussion 

and analysis of condensation transitions, where particles of the system tend to collate 

at the same site of the lattice. Generalisations of the model to more general lattices 

and multiple species of particle were also discussed. Finally, descriptions of how to 

simulate the zero-range process and how to numerically calculate the equivalent of a 

partition function for the system exactly were given.
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Chapter 3

Single Defect Site: The 

Overshoot

3.1 Introduction

The ZRP introduced in Chapter 2 is a simple model that has been used, albeit some 

times under different names, to model various non-equilibrium systems, for example 

polymer dynamics [26], sandpile dynamics [27] and glasses [28]. Despite its simplicity 

the ZRP can exhibit non-trivial behaviour, such as condensation transitions which 

have been discussed in detail in Section 2.3. In this chapter an interesting finite size 

effect that happens around the condensation transition is studied and its relation to 

behaviour seen in vehicular traffic is briefly discussed.

3.2 The 'overshoot'

In this section, the interesting finite-size effect known as the 'overshoot' that occurs 

in the ZRP and some other systems is introduced. A particular case of the ZRP system 

defined in Section 2.2.1, i. e. a one-dimensional ring of L sites, upon which reside N 
particles which hop from site fj, to site /^+ 1 with rate uM (nM), where nM is the number 

of particles on site //, will be used to observe and discuss this effect.

Specifically, a case of the system where the hop rates are chosen such that the 

system will undergo a condensation transition at finite density in the thermodynamic 

limit, as discussed in Section 2.3 is considered. As discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4, 

an interesting characteristic of such a system is the behaviour of the particle current 

v (defined as the average hop rate from a site in the steady-state and given by equa 

tion (2.9)) with varying global particle density p. For the condensation transitions

37
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discussed in Section 2.3 the current has two distinct regions of behaviour: below the 
critical density, pc , the current is monotonically increasing with density; above pc , the 
current has a constant value. This behaviour is shown as the solid line in Figure 3.1. 

In large but finite systems, the current density diagram can show a significant devi 
ation from this behaviour. Below the critical density the current is still monotonically 
increasing with density and often shows excellent agreement with the expected ther- 
modynamic current. However, above the critical density the current often goes above 
its expected thermodynamic saturation value, before tending to this value from above 
at higher density. The finite system current 'overshoots' the expected thermodynamic 
saturation value, as shown in Figure 3.1.

0.3
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0.2
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Eo.is
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0.2 pc 0.4 0.6 
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Figure 3.1: An example of the overshoot in the particle current versus global particle 
density diagram. The solid black line shows the expected thermodynamic behaviour. 
The dashed grey line shows the behaviour of a large-but-finite system taken from an 
exact numerical evaluation of the current. In the thermodynamic limit, the current 
is equivalent to the fugacity, z. The data shown were taken from the SDS system of 
Section 3.3 with the slow site hop rate u\(n) = 0.2(1 + 4/n). The critical density 
for the system in the thermodynamic limit, pc , is equal to 0.25 and is marked on 
the graph; this coincides with the point at which the current first deviates from the 
expected thermodynamic behaviour.

This effect is quite general: it is seen for many systems in which the hop rates 
have forms that decay asymptotically to some constant finite value. For example, the 
overshoot can be seen in: homogeneous systems with hop rates of the form u(ri) = 
1 + b/na . with b > 2 for a = 1 and 6>OforO<cr<l (where condensation takes
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place via mechanism A) ; and inhomogeneous systems with hop rates of the form 
uM (n) = q^(l + b/na ), with fr, a > 0 and {q^} a set of constants with one sufficiently 
smaller than the rest (where condensation can take place via both mechanism A and 
mechanism B) Figure 3.2 shows some examples of overshoots from these systems, the 
data have been scaled so that the expected saturation value is equal to 1. Note that 
the homogeneous system with a > 1 (dot-dashed line) is tending to the saturation 
value very slowly.
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Figure 3.2: Examples of overshoots in the current-density diagram for several different 
ZRP systems. Solid line is from an inhomogeneous system with hop rates u\(n) = 
0.85(1+4/n) and u^\ = 1+4/n. Dashed line is from a homogeneous system with hop 
rateit(n) = (1+8/n). Dot-dashed line is from a system with hop rate u(n) = 1+4/n0 - 5 . 
All data have been scaled such that the expected infinite saturation value is equal to 
1. It is not always possible to evaluate the critical density, but in all cases where it 
can be evaluated it closely matches the point at which the finite system current first 
crosses the expected saturation value. The dot-dashed line represents data from a 
system where it is difficult to calculate the critical density. For the other two lines the 
critical densities coincide very closely with the point at which the current first crosses 

the saturation value.

For some of these example systems, although they appear simple, the overshoot 
is actually somewhat difficult to analyse. A particularly simple model which exhibits 
the desired overshoot behaviour, can undergo condensation via mechanisms A and B 
and is amenable to analysis is analysed in detail in the following sections.
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3.3 Single-defect-site system

In order to analyse the overshoot effect in detail, a very simple system will be analysed. 

The general basic model defined in Section 2.2.1 will be used with a particular choice 

of hop rates: All rates except one are constant and taken as 1, while one rate only, 

taken to be from site fj, = 1 for simplicity, has the form p(l + b/ri) with 0 < p < 1 and 

b > 0, i. e. the system is defined through the following hop rates

ul (n)=p(\ + b/n)

both for n > 0. Thus the system has a single 'defect' site and is referred to as the 

single-defect-site (SDS) system.

3.3.1 Grand-canonical analysis

As with the standard ZRP, analysis of the condensation transition is most straightfor 

wardly done using a grand-canonical formalism, where the total number of particles 

in the system is only constrained to a mean value and allowed to fluctuate. The grand 

canonical condensation analysis of section 2.3 is now followed in detail for the SDS 

system with the choice of hop rates as given above in (3.1). With these hop rates, the 

functions /M (n) introduced in (2.2), (2.3) are found to be, for n > 0

fp(ri) = 1 for /z > 1 , (3.2b) 

where (a)n is the Pochhammer symbol defined by

(a)m = a(a + l)(a + 2)       (a + m - 1)
t ^ 1 (3 '3)(a)0 = 1  

The FH(Z) generating functions (2.11) take simple exact forms in the SDS system

n in!
(3.4)

where 2Fi(a.6:c:x) is the hypergeometric function [29] defined by
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To see the equivalence between (3.4) and (3.5) note that (l)m = ml. The FM (z) for 

fj. > 1 are simple geometric sums

00

' (3.6)
m=0 Z

The density constraint equation (given by 2.14) takes the following form for this 

system: -
Noting that [29]

(3<8)

and inserting FI(Z), F[(z], F(z) and F'(z) into (3.7) gives

= z 2Fi(2,2;2 + b;z/p) / l z
r T „/-! i 1A TTi f-\ t . t i L- .. / — \ "'I rLl-z

Here (711(2)) is the ensemble average of the number of particles on the defect site and 

(n(z)) is the ensemble average of the number of particles on any of the non-defect sites; 

the average occupancies of all the non-defect sites are identical. Equation (3.9) is a 

key part of the analysis: as in the general analysis of Section 2.3, it is the convergence 

properties of this equation that determine the existence and type of condensation 

transitions.

Despite being extremely simple, the SDS system is capable of undergoing conden 

sation via either of the two mechanisms, A. and B, identified in Section 2.3. As this 

specific choice of system allows for a more detailed analysis than the general case, the 

two mechanism will be reconsidered here at length. Recall that the maximum value 

of z is given by the smallest radius of convergence from the set of the F^(z] functions. 

In the case of the SDS system this value is p. The convergence properties of the RHS 

of (3.9) at this maximum value of z will determine by which mechanism condensation 

takes place.

The second term of the RHS of (3.9) will always converge at the maximum value of 

z, thus the convergence of the first term determines which mechanism takes place. The 

convergence properties of the hypergeometric function are known [29], 2Fi(a, 6;c;x) 

converges o& x /* Hi c> a + b. Thus the RHS of (3.9) will converge only if b > 2 for 

the SDS system; the system shows condensation via mechanism A within this range 

and condensation via mechanism B outwith it.
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For b > 2 condensation takes place via mechanism A. The RHS of (3.9) converges 

as z /" zmax = p. and the critical density will be given by the value of the RHS at this 

point, as this is the largest density for which (3.9) can be solved. As (ni(z)), given by 

2Fi(2,2; 2 -I- 6; z/p)/(p(l + 6) 2Fi(l, 1; 1 + 6; z/p)) converges to a finite value, (n\z) /L 
will go to zero in the thermodynamic limit and the critical density pc will be given by 

the second term on the RHS at z = p,

Pc = ^- . (3.10)

For densities above this value the density constraint cannot be solved and it is known 

(see for example [4]) that a condensation must occur whereby the excess density is 

taken up by a single site in this case the defect site and thus a single site will hold 

a finite fraction of the total number of particles in the system. Numerical studies 

indicate that this condensate will appear on the slow site for this system.

For b < 2 condensation takes place via mechanism B. The RHS of (3.9) diverges 

as z / zmax = p, through the divergence of (n\(z)}. Thus the density constraint 

equation (3.9) can be solved for any finite density by taking z arbitrarily close to its 

maximum allowed value of p. In this mechanism the interpretation of the condensation 

is clear: the density constraint equation (3.9) is satisfied for any finite density above 

the critical density by choosing the fugacity z such that (n\(z}} becomes of the order 

of the system size L and thus this site must hold a finite fraction of all the particles 

in the system. For this case, the critical density itself is found by taking the limit 

z / p in such a way as to ensure (HI(Z)} /L tends to zero, i. e. the system is not in 

the condensed phase. Doing this yields the same critical density as for mechanism A

3.3.2 Grand canonical analysis of the current-density behaviour

The current density behaviour for the SDS system will now be analysed in detail for 

the two condensation mechanisms. The relation (2.24) equating the fugacity z to the 

current v is useful here, although it should be noted that this relation is only strictly 

true in the thermodynamic limit. The convergence properties of the hypergeometric 

function [29] are also useful

 < ^ .A r u i A N r(c)T(c-a-6)if f ^> n -4- h lirn o r i (fl n ' C ' T I — v ' \_______ /ii. \^- ^^ \Jv | vx am JL i i \ju • i/ • L^ • «*/ / - • • ' — •
x-i- ; r(c-a)r(c-b)

6)if c=a+ "
if c<a + 6 «m 2F 1 (a,6;c;x)_r(c)r(a + 6-i-i- (i-x)c-«-6 r(a)r(*>)
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where T(x) is the usual Gamma function [29].

For b> 2, the system will condense via mechanism A and using (3.11) the average 

number of particles on the defect site will converge to the finite value

i, (3.14)

as z /* zmax = p. Thus the density constraint equation (3.9) cannot be satisfied for 

z < Pi when p > pc and z > p must be considered. This implies an overshoot in 

the grand-canonical current. Note that the fact that the average number of particles 

converges to a finite value means there is no condensate on the defect site for z / p. 
This is because a condensate comprises of a finite fraction of the total number of 

particles in the system, so the average number of particles on the site must diverge 

with the system size. Indeed for 6 > 3 the average number of particles on the defect 

site can be less than one, which clearly does not indicate the presence of a condensate. 

The overshoot is investigated by imposing particle number dependent cut-offs in the 

sums that make up (ni(z)). These sums are cut-off at n\ = AT, thus restricting the 

slow site never to have more than the total number of particles in the system.

where
_ ( n \ (}C\ rftTl 

T^ \ ) / Z. ^ ^^. V ^^/ '**' \ J ***' *^ f O "1 /"* \2Fl (a, b ., c ., x) = ^^--, (3 . 16 )

i. e. this is a truncated hypergeometric sum.

The asymptotics of z are now determined. The following assumption for the form 

of z/p
- = exp(a(AT)) , (3.17)

is made, with a (AT) being a small N dependent quantity. In order that the density 

constraint equation (3.9) is satisfied, (n\(z)) = O(N) is required. As z is taken above 

p, this will first be true when the numerator of (3.15) is O(N] and the denominator 

0(1). The value that (n\(z)) takes for z > p is evaluated by replacing the sums of 

(3.15) by integrals over asymptotic forms of the summands

where A is a finite error term of order 1. Thus (n\(z)} may be approximated as

(3.19)
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where

; (320)
and the finite error term has been dropped from the numerator as the integral in the 

numerator is expected to be O(N). The asymptotic behaviour of G& can be found by 

integrating by parts giving

for
Thus it is clear that Gb = O(l) guarantees Gb-i = O(N] if Na(N) > 2. Therefore 

(ni(z)} = O(N] and the density equation (3.9) will be satisfied for large-but-finite 

systems when

(3.22)

This implies

o, (3,3),

which can be seen by solving (3.22) iteratively. Thus the grand-canonical analysis 

predicts an overshoot when 6 > 2. Recalling that in the grand canonical ensemble 

v = z, the current is predicted to behave as

v ~ p exp (3.24)

for particle numbers above the critical particle number, given by Lpc .
For b < 2, the system will condense via mechanism B. Here the average number 

of particles on the defect site will diverge when z /* zmax = p. Thus the density 

constraint equation (3.9) can be solved by taking z arbitrarily close to p. Thus one 

need not take z > p and no overshoot is predicted by the grand-canonical analysis in 

this case. The large-but-finite system is now analysed by determining how close z must 

be taken to p, in terms of the system size L, to solve (3.9). Using the convergence 

properties of the hypergeometric functions (3.11 - 3.13), the behaviour of (HI) as 

z / p can be analysed and it is found that

1 for 6=2

lim(n l (z))(l-z/p)\ln(l-z/p)\ = l for 6=1 (3.27)
z/p v '

(l-&) for 6<1, (3.28)
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where the identity

r(x)F(l - x) =  ^  , (3.29)
SinTTX

has been used to obtain (3.26). Thus, for b < 2, the density constraint equation (3.9) 

can be satisfied by making the choice

1   z/p

-L(p-pc )] for b = 2 (3.30)

for 1< b < 2 (3.31)
L sin(7r(&-l))(p-pc )L_

l-z/p~ for 6=1 (3.32) 
(p-pc )LlnL

~ for 6<1. (3.33)(P ~

Thus for b < 2 the grand-canonical analysis predicts that the particle current ap 

proaches its expected saturation value from below for large-but-finite systems.

An advantage for the SDS system is that the current below the critical density is 

straightforward to calculate. Noting that in the un-condensed phase the first term on 

the RHS of (3.9) goes to zero, the equation can simply be inverted to give

z = p/(l + p) . (3.34)

The equivalence of the current and the fugacity, z, is then invoked. This equivalence 

and equation (3.34) are strictly only true in the thermodynamic limit, but as can 

be seen from Figure 3.1, the finite size simulations agree extremely well with this 

thermodynamic prediction.

3.3.3 Simulations and exact numerics in the canonical ensemble

Numerical analysis within the canonical ensemble can be used to investigate the be 

haviour of the SDS system and go some way to testing the theory put forward in the 

previous section. As detailed in Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2, the ZRP can be simulated 

with dynamical Monte-Carlo algorithms and the normalisation (2.7)   the equivalent 

of the canonical partition function for equilibrium systems   can be evaluated numer 

ically.

The current v, as calculated from recursive numerical evaluation of the normalisa 

tion Z(AT, L] using relation (2.45), displays the overshoot very clearly, see Figures 3.3 

and 3.4.

In Figure 3.3 it is clearly seen than an overshoot is present for b > 0. This is in 

contrast to the grand canonical prediction that an overshoot should only occur for
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Figure 3.3: Current density diagram as calculated from exact numerical evaluation of 

the partition function for the SDS system with L = 1000, p = 0.2 and b = 0,1,2,3,4 

from bottom to top. The critical density for the systems in the thermodynamic limit, 

/9C , is equal to 0.25 (independent of the value of 6) and is marked on the graph.

b > 2 in the SDS system. It can also clearly be seen that the severity of the overshoot 

is increasing for increasing b.

The results presented in Figure 3.4 verify that the overshoot is a finite size effect as 

the severity of the overshoot is seen to decrease with increasing system size. It is also 

apparent that the system is heading towards the expected thermodynamic behaviour 

as the system size is increased.

The results from numerical evaluation of the partition function also agree closely 

with those taken from dynamical Monte-carlo simulations as one would expect. In 

Figure 3.4 the current output from numerical evaluation of the normalisation is com 

pared with that measured from a simulation. The results agree very well, even around 

the expected critical density, where one might not expect simulations to pick up the 

true behaviour due to, for example, large fluctuations which are often associated with 

transition points.

As the simulations appeared to ably reproduce the behaviour of the system around 

the critical point, they are used to investigate what is actually happening in the over 

shoot region. Thus far the existence of the overshoot has been confirmed and its 

general form analysed but little has been said about what behaviour it corresponds 

to in the system other than in terms of the particle current v. As was detailed in the 

introduction the overshoot is a phenomenon that often occurs in the presence conden-
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Figure 3.4: Current density diagram as calculated from exact numerical evalua 

tion of the partition function for SDS system with p = 0.2, 6 = 4 and L = 
200,400,600,800,1000 from top to bottom. The critical density for the system in 

the thermodynamic limit, pc , is equal to 0.25 and is marked on the graph.

sation transitions. Simulations are used to probe the condensation-like behaviour in 

large-but-finite systems and identify if this is linked to the overshoot behaviour. 

The current-density diagram can be divided into three distinct regions:

  p < pc   Below the critical density, the large-but-finite system behaviour and 

the expected thermodynamic behaviour match quite closely as can be seen in 

Figure 3.1. The system is expected to be in an un-condensed, fluid phase where 

the particles are evenly spread throughout the system. This is the low density 

region.

  p ~^> pc   Far above the critical density, the large-but-finite system behaviour 

and the expected thermodynamic behaviour again match up quite well as can 

be seen in Figure 3.1. The system is expected to be in a condensed phase with a 

single site holding a finite fraction of the total number of particles in the system. 

This is the high density region.

  p > pc — Above, but close to, the critical density the large-but-finite system 

shows non-monotonic behaviour in the current, whereas the expected thermo 

dynamic behaviour is a constant. This is the overshoot region and the behaviour 

of the configuration of a large-but-finite system is to be determined in this region.

Monte-carlo simulations were used to investigate the behaviour in each of these three
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the current-density diagram for the SDS system with L = 
1000, p = 0.2 and b = 4, as calculated from exact numerical calculation of the partition 
function and Monte Carlo simulation with direct measurement of the particle current. 
Simulations were run from random initial conditions for 106 Monte Carlo sweeps at 
density intervals of 0.01. The critical density for the system in the thermodynamic 
limit, pc , is equal to 0.25 and is marked on the graph.

regions, in particular that in the overshoot region.

For the SDS system, there is a single defect site which will have a slower hop 
rate for a large enough occupation than any of the other sites. Thus it is expected 
that a condensate will nucleate and be stable on this defect site only. Thus a useful 
measurement that can be taken during a simulation is the time-series of the number 
of particles on the defect site. The fraction of the particles on the slow site can be 
taken to be an order parameter for the system.

The behaviour in the low density and high density regions is straightforwardly 
confirmed as can be seen in Figure 3.6. The number of particles on the slow-site 
throughout the time-series taken at p = 0.23, i. e. the low density phase has an average 
value close to the value if the particles were evenly spread over the sites, although it 
is a little bit bigger. Similarly the number of particles on the slow-site throughout the 
time-series taken at p = 0.5, i. e. the high density phase, has an average value that is 
close to L(p — PC)- tne excess number of particles above the critical number. This is 
the number of particles one would expect to see on a condensed site in the condensed 
phase.

The behaviour within the overshoot region itself is now discussed. As can be seen
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(a)
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Figure 3.6: Time series of the occupation of the defect site from simulations of the 

SDS system with L = 1000, p = 0.2 and 6 = 4. Simulations were run for 106 Monte 

Carlo sweeps from random initial conditions, (a) Simulation run at particle density 

p = 0.23, which is well within the fluid phase, (b) Simulation run at particle density 

p = 0.5, which is well within the condensed phase.

in Figure 3.5 in this region the current is initially increasing, reaches a maximum, 

drops and tends towards a constant value with increasing density. As previously ob 

served, below the critical density in the fluid phase the finite system behaviour closely 

matches that expected of the thermodynamic system and the current is monotonically 

increasing. The current in the finite system seems to continue increasing on an extrap 

olation of the fluid phase line to a density above the critical density. Thus a possibility 

for the first part of the overshoot region is a continuation of the fluid phase to higher 

densities than would be possible for the thermodynamic system. This interpretation 

seems to be correct as can be seen in Figure 3.7 (a), where the occupation of the slow 

site is seen to fluctuate around a low average value as it would in the fluid phase. Then 

at higher densities the current begins to decrease; as can be seen from Figure 3.7 (b) 

this appears to coincide with an unstable putative condensate beginning to form on 

the defect site. This can be thought of as a temporal coexistence between the fluid 

and condensed phases: the system spends the majority of its time in one phase or the 

other and moving between the two takes relatively little time. At even higher densi 

ties the current begins to get close to the expected thermodynamic saturation value 

and the gradient shallows. This seems to coincide with the condensate beginning to 

become quite stable as seen in Figure 3.7 (c).

Thus, from numerical evaluation of the normalisation Z(N,L] (Figure 3.5) and 

dynamical Monte-carlo simulation (Figure 3.7), the overshoot region is interpreted as 

follows: Initially it is an extension of the fluid phase to densities above the expected
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Figure 3.7: Time series of the occupation of the defect site from simulations of the 
SDS system with L - 1000, p = 0.2 and b = 4. Simulations were run for 106 Monte 
Carlo sweeps from random initial conditions, (a) Simulation run at particle density 
p = 0.29, which is within the region of the overshoot that appears to be a continuation 
of the fluid-phase line, (b) Simulation run at particle density p = 0.34, which is within 
the region of the overshoot where the current is decreasing rapidly, (c) Simulation 
run at particle density p = 0.35, which is within the region of the overshoot where the 
current is close to the saturation value.

thermodynamic critical density, this region extends from pc to the maximum of the 
overshoot; it then gives way to a 'coexistence' region where a putative condensate 
begins to form on the defect site, but is unstable and the system oscillates between fluid 
and condensed states, this region exists where the current is decreasing most steeply; 
finally the condensate begins to become stable, this region is where the current begins 
to decrease less steeply and tend towards the expected thermodynamic saturation 
value.

Thus far only numerical evidence has been given for the above interpretation of 
the overshoot region. A grand-canonical analysis has been presented which does not 
correctly predict the parameters which allow an overshoot. However, a canonical
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analysis is also possible for the SDS system and this also supports the interpretation 

of the overshoot region. This canonical analysis is presented in the next section.

3.3.4 Canonical analysis

A useful property of the SDS system is that it has a particularly simple form for the 

normalisation Z(AT, L). Due to all the non-defect sites having the same constant hop 

rates the non-defect sites can be summed out of the normalisation easily. Recalling 

the general form of the canonical normalisation (2.7) and inserting the /M (n) functions 

(3.2) the following is found

(3 . 35)

Performing the sums over n^ .. ., UL simply gives a combinatoric factor from the delta 

function: the contribution from the non-defect sites is simply the number of ways of 

arranging the particles that are not on the defect site. The normalisation thus reduces 

to a sum over the occupation of the defect site

./V i / -KT . -r r-v\

n=0 n

Note that for simplicity n\ has been re-labelled as n.

The normalisation Z(7V, L) has thus been reduced to a single sum over the un- 

normalised probabilities that the defect site has n particles on it, i. e. the nth term of 

the sum is proportional to the probability that the defect site has n particles on it in 

the steady state. Thus studying which terms dominate the sum gives an indication 

of what state the system will be in. If Z(AT, L) is dominated by terms at low n, the 

corresponding system will be in the fluid phase and if it is dominated by terms at high 

n it will be in the condensed phase. If there are two dominating parts of the sum, at 

low and high n, then this is interpreted as some kind of phase coexistence. Given the 

results found in the numerical study of the system, investigating the maxima of the 

normalisation provides a broad explanation of the overshoot and the behaviour seen 

in the system.

The turning points in a sum are found by looking for consecutive terms that have 

a ratio tending to 1. Solving for these points in the SDS system gives a quadratic 

equation in n, the solutions of which are:

L,

(p - - Pc)A - 46pc (l + p)} + -
(3.37)
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where pc = p/(l — p) is the thermodynamic critical density and the constant A = 
Pc/P + Pc(l + b) has been introduced to lighten the equation.

Now, the number of turning points in the physical region 0 < n < N, n   R is 

given by the number of solutions of (3.37) in this region. The nature of the turning 

points can then be found by considering whether the ratios of the first two terms of 

the sum and the last two terms of the sum are greater than or less than 1. For this 

case the ratio of the final two terms in the sum indicates that the terms are always 

decreasing at this boundary.

The behaviour of the system is most clearly revealed by considering the sequence 

of boundary and turning points as the density of the system is increased from zero. 

First, note that the roots of (3.37) first become real at a density p2 given by

p 1 (l +p(l-b)\P2 = i—— - j- I   ;     ] + 
1-p L \ l-p J

Sbp
(3.38)

and that this is always larger than pc = p/(l — p). The sequence of turning points is 

best displayed in the profiles of the logarithm of the terms in the sum. As shown in 

Figure 3.8, they go through the sequence: (a) For p < pi there are no turning points, 

only a boundary maximum at n = 0; (b) at p = p2 a stationary point emerges and 

the boundary maximum remains; (c) for p> pi the stationary point splits into a local 

minimum and a local maximum with the maximum at higher n; (d) as the density 

is increased further the minimum moves to smaller n until it hits the boundary and 

this becomes a boundary minimum. For this full sequence it has been assumed that 

p < !/(! + &); for p > !/(! + &) the low n boundary never becomes a minimum. 

However, this makes little difference to the behaviour of the system and none to the 

interpretation of the overshoot.

The sequence is now described in more detail and related to the behaviour of the 

system. At low density, p < pi, there are no turning points in the region of interest. 

Thus the lowest terms in the sum dominate, with the zeroth term the largest. This 

corresponds to the fluid phase: the defect site has low occupancy with the highest 

probability. Thus the fluid phase continues to a density pi, greater than the expected 

critical density. At densities greater than pi, a maximum emerges at high n, but can 

be of similar magnitude to the boundary maximum at n = 0. Thus the defect site is 

likely to have both few and many particles on it; this is interpreted as a coexistence 

of phases and the system would be expected to move between these phases as seen 

in the simulations, see Figure 3.7 (b). At higher densities p > p2 , the maximum at 

large n dominates over the boundary and so the defect site will have a large number 

of particles on it and the system will be in the condensed phase.
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Figure 3.8: Series showing the logarithms of the terms from the normalisation sum 

Z(AT, L) (3.36), for a system of size L = 1000 with 6 = 4 and p = 0.15 at the following 

particle numbers, (a) N = 200 (p < ^2); here the sum has a boundary maximum 

at n = 0 and no turning points, (b) N = 233 (p = p-z); here there is a boundary 

maximum at n — 0 and a stationary point at higher n. (c) N — 300 (p > ^2); 

here there is a boundary maximum at n = 0 and a greater maximum at high n. (d) 

N = 500 (p ^> £2); here there is a boundary minimum at n = 0 and a maximum at 

high n.

Now, the ratio of the final two terms of the sum (3.35) indicates that the terms 

are always decreasing at the upper end of the sum and the ratio of the first two terms 

indicates that for small enough densities the terms will also be decreasing at the low 

end. Thus the normalisation sum can only have a maximum at high n, and hence a 

condensate, when real roots of (3.37) emerge. This happens at density p<2 which is 

greater than the thermodynamic critical density pc . Note that lim£-*oc>P2 = pc \ thus 

for a thermodynamic system a maximum will emerge at high n and a condensate will 

be present for densities p > pc . Hence the finite system canonical analysis recovers 

the expected thermodynamic behaviour in the appropriate limit. For large-but-finite 

systems condensation cannot occur until p > p<2, thus the fluid phase continues to 

a density greater than pc . For finite systems p% is greater than the critical density
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pc = p/(l - p) by an amount O(L~l/2 }:

P . 2 (3.39)

As p2 is the first point at which a high n maximum emerges, this density is expected 
to coincide with the peak of the overshoot as this is where the coexistence region is 
assumed to begin. Comparing the peak of the overshoot, measured from numerical 
evaluation of the normalisation, to &, as calculated from the canonical analysis of the 
normalisation, yields good agreement for b w 1... 6, as seen in Figure 3.9. Outwith 
this range it is believed that further finite size effects are becoming important.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the maximum of the current as measured from exact 
numerical calculation and the predicted emergence of real roots from the theory for 
an SDS system with L = 1000, p = 0.15 and b varying between 0.5 and 9.

3.3.5 Canonical calculation of the current

Another convenience of the single sum form of the normalisation for the SDS system 
(3.35) is that the asymptotic expansion of this can be found. This is achieved by first 
asymptotically expanding the summand for large n, then approximating the sum itself 
by an integral and asymptotically expanding this integral. The relation (2.9) can then 
be used to give the asymptotics of the particle current and thus further description of 
the overshoot from a canonical viewpoint. See Appendix B for the details of how to
do this.

The asymptotic form for the current is found to be

v = p p-pc +0 (3.40)
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between the theory prediction for the overshoot from both 

the canonical (dotted lines) and grand-canonical (dashed lines) approaches and the 

overshoot as calculated by exact numerical evaluation of the partition function (solid 

lines). Data taken from the SDS system defined by (3.1) with 6 = 1 (black lines) and 

b = 4 (grey lines). As expected, the canonical theory matches the exact calculation 

at high density where the theory is valid. The grand-canonical theory line for b = I is 

completely different from the canonical lines due to the failure of the grand-canonical 

analysis to predict an overshoot for 6 < 2. The gradient of the grand-canonical theory 

line for b = 4 differs by a factor ~ In JV to leading order.

This repeats the canonical prediction that the overshoot should be present for b > 0. 

It should be noted that this expansion is only valid for large n; specifically, it is only 

valid for densities appreciably greater than the critical density, such that p—pc ^> b/L. 
This result is compared with the results from the numerical computation of Z(JV, L) 

and the grand canonical analysis in Figure 3.10. It is found that this disagrees with 

the grand canonical expression  by a factor ~ In N to leading order for b > 2  but 

agrees with the numerical results, from simulations in the canonical ensemble, quite 

closely.

3.4 Two defect sites

With the overshoot phenomenon now studied and to some extent understood, a natu 

ral question that arises is: Can any interesting interplay effects be seen if extra defect 

sites are added to the SDS system? The answer is yes.
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The simplest case to consider is an SDS-like system with two defect sites instead 

of one. These are chosen to be sites 1 and 2, for simplicity, and are allowed to have 

different rates. A simple choice for the hop rates that allows for interesting behaviour 

is

= 6(n)pi(l + bi/n) (3.41a)

) (3.41b)

(3.41c)

A careful choice of the parameters pi, &i,p2 , &2 can reveal some interesting behaviour. 

For example, making p2 < pi results in site 2 presenting the slowest possible option 

for the system and one would expect that in the thermodynamic limit any condensate 

would form on this site. This is borne out by the expected thermodynamic critical 

densities for SDS systems with either of the slow sites removed. However, if 61,62 are 

chosen such that in an SDS system the overshoot for site 2 reaches to higher density 

than that for site 1, then it might be expected that a putative condensate would form 

first on site 1 and then move to site 2 at higher densities. In fact, this is exactly 

what can be observed in both simulations and average site occupations computed 

from numerical evaluation of Z(./V, L). The average occupations of sites 1 and 2, as 

calculated from numerical evaluation of Z(7V, L), are shown in Figure 3.11, where it 

can clearly be seen that a condensate initially forms on site 1 before moving to site 2 

at higher densities.

For this system, the normalisation has reduced to a double sum, over the occu 

pancies of the two defect sites

N N—ni 71 I TJ f /AT" -1- T — — Q\
'Zi\N,L)   / / PI PO i  r~~\ ~t——-— I I . (3.42)

Ul=0 712=0 '

The story is much the same as for the SDS system: This sum goes from having a 

dominant peak at ni, 712 « 0, to having a dominant peak at n\ « 0 with n^ large, to a 

dominant peak at n-2 « 0 with n\ large with increasing density. This sequence can be 

seen in plots of the logarithm of the profile of the terms in the double sum, as shown 

in Figure 3.12. The interpretation of this is initially the system will be in a state with 

both defect sites lowly occupied, then the occupation of site 1 will increase while site 

2 will remain lowly occupied, then sites 1 and 2 will both have sizeable occupations, 

finally site 2 will take over and site 1 will have low occupation. This is exactly the 

sequence seen in Figure 3.11.

Thus with two defect sites further interesting behaviour has been added to the 

system. It is expected that similar things could be seen for three or more defect
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Figure 3.11: Average fraction of the total number of particles on a site versus the 

global particle density for the two defect site system defined through (3.41). The 

chosen parameters are 61 = 4, p\ = 0.15, b% = 7 and p% = 0.145, meaning that the 

second site is the preferred site for a condensate in the thermodynamic limit but that 

the finite size system prefers the first site for low densities. Data were calculated by 

exact numerical evaluation of the partition function, from which n\/N (solid black 

line) and n^/N (dashed grey line) can be straightforwardly extracted.
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Figure 3.12: Series showing the logarithms of the terms from the normalisation Z(JV, L) 

double sum over n\ and n<i for the 2 defect site system (3.42). These were computed 

for a system of size L = 1000 with 61 = 4, p\ — 0.15, 62 = 7 and p% = 0.145 for varying 

global particle density. All are shown with the n\ = HI line pointing directly out of 

the page and have been scaled to clearly show the dominant terms. Interpretation 

is as follows: (a) N = 100, here the double sum is dominated by the maximum at 

m = n2 = 0; (b) TV = 400, here the double sum is dominated by a peak at large 

ni and n2 « 0; (c) N = 500, here the double sum has two peaks that are similar in 

size at m large, n2 « 0 and n\ « 0, n2 large; (d) TV = 800, here the double sum is 

dominated by the peak at n<i large and n\ « 0.
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sites. As the number of defect sites is increased, however, this kind of behaviour 

may give over to metastability. It would be interesting to see if this is the case as this 

system could then shed some light on metastability, a phenomenon which is considered 

important in traffic models, as discussed in the following section.

3.5 Relation to traffic models

The ZRP has a long-known mapping to exclusion processes [3], where only a single 

particle can occupy a lattice site at any one time. The basic idea is to view the sites 

of the ZRP as occupied sites or particles of the exclusion process and the particles 

of the ZRP as vacancies of the exclusion process. Thus, if the ZRP has L sites and N 
particles, the exclusion process will have L + N sites and L particles. In particular, 

an exclusion process with an interpretation in the area of traffic models known as the 

Bus Route Model (BRM) [15], has been studied. Here the mapping relates sites of 

the ZRP to buses in the BRM and particles in the ZRP to vacancies, or sections of 

road, which may contain passengers to be picked up.

Many other traffic models exist that are based on exclusion processes, see [30, 31] 

for some examples of these, along with discussion of real traffic and other related 

models. These exclusion process models have the road divided into a lattice of evenly 

sized road segments which can contain at most one vehicle. Furthermore, in the 

fundamental diagram, which relates traffic flux to global traffic density, overshoot-like 

behaviour is often seen in both the exclusion models and in measurements taken from 

real traffic, see Figure 3.13. Also this overshoot-like behaviour can occur around the 

transition point between freely flowing and jammed traffic phases.

A recent paper has further explored the relation between traffic models and the 

ZRP [33] by giving a direct mapping between the ZRP and a viable traffic model. 

Here the particles of the ZRP are related to vehicles of the traffic model and the sites 

of the ZRP are related to vacancies of the traffic model. Thus each occupied site of the 

ZRP represents a cluster of cars, i. e. a number of cars with no gaps between them. 

With this mapping the flux of cars can be related straightforwardly to the current 

of particles in the ZRP. Hence particle current data from the ZRP can be used to 

generate the fundamental diagram of a corresponding traffic model. An example of 

this is shown in Figure 3.14; similarities can be drawn between this and with a typical 

fundamental diagram taken from a traffic model, as shown in Figure 3.13. Thus the 

behaviours of the models can be connected, even though this particular ZRP traffic 

model is not based on exclusion principles.

In the ZRP, the usual hop rate from a site is one that decays with increasing
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Figure 3.13: Several possible schematic forms for the current-density relation that 

are consistent with empirical observations (taken from [32]). It should be noted that 

several of these diagrams contain features that could be interpreted as an overshoot.
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Figure 3.14: Fundamental traffic diagram, i. e. vehicle flux versus vehicle density for 

a homogeneous ZRP with hop rate it(l) = 10, u(n] = 1 + 6/n for n > 1 (solid black 

line). Data shown are calculated from an exact numerical evaluation of the partition 

function for a system of size L = 1000. Also shown is the expected thermodynamic 

behaviour (dashed grey line). Comparing these data with the schematic fundamental 

diagrams from real traffic data shown in Figure 3.13 indicates that overshoot-like 

behaviour may be seen in real traffic.
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particle number. Thus vehicles take longer to move away from clusters of vehicles 

and this principle is motivated as follows. Several traffic models use what are termed 

'slow-to-start' or s2s rules, see for example [34, 35]. These rules model the fact that 

vehicles that have been stationary for longer times often take longer to start moving 

and may begin by moving slowly if expecting to stop again. Thus the decaying hop 

rates that give condensation in the ZRP have an interpretation as slow-to-start rules in 

the corresponding traffic model: vehicles take more time to escape from larger clusters 

as they will have been stationary for longer.

An important observation of many traffic models is the presence of metastable 

states, often around the overshoot-like region. At vehicle densities just above the 

overshoot region, it has been observed that simulations of traffic systems started in a 

evenly-spread fluid phase will not jam during the duration of the simulation, whereas 

artificially nucleated jams at the same density will persist for the duration. The ZRP 

traffic model [33] is capable of reproducing this kind of behaviour. However, this 

behaviour was not seen in the SDS system. This could be due to the inhomogeneity 

of the SDS system, the defect site presents a definite advantage to nucleation on this 

site. Also it is not clear how a defect site of the ZRP would be interpreted in a 

corresponding traffic model. Thus it would be interesting to study the homogeneous 

ZRP with hop rates that give clear and strong overshoots to see if there is any link 

between the overshoot and metastability in these cases. If metastability is found it 

would also be interesting to study under what circumstances overshoot behaviour and 

metastability coincide and how this links with the results seen in the SDS system. 

This could then provide insight into metastability and the fundamental diagram of 

traffic models.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter a finite size effect manifesting itself as an overshoot in the current 

density diagram was studied in a ZRP with a single defect site. The overshoot was 

found to be initially a continuation of the fluid phase, giving way to a metastable 

condensate with the stability increasing as the density is increased. Interestingly 

analysis in the canonical and grand canonical ensembles gives differing predictions on 

when the overshoot should be present and what form it takes. Analysis done in the 

canonical ensemble agreed well with results from simulations done in the canonical 

ensemble, which is the natural ensemble in which to simulate the ZRP, while a grand 

canonical analysis agreed less well. Thus, the canonical ensemble is the more accurate 

when applied to a finite ZRP such as that considered in this chapter. This should not
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necessarily be taken to indicate a deficiency in the grand canonical ensemble, it is just 

that the two ensembles differ for systems of finite size. This is something that is often 

seen to be the case.

A ZRP with two defect sites was also studied and it was found that the two slow 

sites could produce interesting behaviour where a condensate can initially begin to 

form on one of the sites before switching to the other at higher density.

The general relation between ZRP models and traffic models was also discussed 

and overshoot-like behaviour seen in real traffic data was compared to that seen in 

the ZRP.

Some of the results of this chapter have been published in [36].
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Chapter 4

Networks

4.1 Introduction

There are a great many systems in nature that are composed of distinct entities that 

interact with one another in some way. In many cases mapping the structure of these 

interactions is a useful analysis of the system. The maps of these interactions are 

known as networks which are comprised of nodes to represent the entities and links 

to represent the interactions. Examples span many branches of science and include: 

Social networks, for example the network of friendships [37] in a class of school-children 

where the nodes are children and a link is a friendship between two children. Biological 

networks, for example metabolic interaction networks where metabolites are nodes 

and links connect metabolites that are produced from one another in reactions in an 

organism [38]. Information networks, for example scientific collaboration networks 

[39, 40, 41, 42, 43] where scientists are nodes and a link connects scientists that have 

collaborated in a publication. Technological networks, for example the World Wide 

Web (WWW) where web pages are nodes and hyperlinks are the links [44, 45, 46, 47, 

48, 49]. There are even networks from physics problems, for example the network of 

a potential energy landscape [50] where the nodes are local minima in the free energy 

and the links are saddle points which connect these minima. There are of course many 

more such examples, details of some of which and more involved discussions of many 

of the concepts introduced in this chapter can be found in the multitude of books and 

review papers on this subject [6, 7, 8, 9].

There are many ways to map such interacting systems: the nodes and links can 

carry a lot of information. The most common and most basic way is to consider all 

nodes as being the same, i. e. carry no information other than which entity of the 

system they represent, and all links to be binary, i. e. either present or absent. In

65
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more mathematical terminology such a network is a graph [51] with a set of vertices 

being linked by a set of edges. A simple example of such a network or graph is 

shown in Figure 4.1. The terms network, nodes and links are more common in the 

physics literature (although sites and bonds are also used) whereas in the mathematics 

literature usually only the terms graph, vertices and edges are used.

Node/Vertex 

Link/Edge

Figure 4.1: A simple graphical representation of a network. The circles represent 

nodes or vertices and the lines represent the links or edges that join them.

4.2 Complex networks

Recently, techniques from physics, and in particular statistical mechanics, are being 

applied to study complex networks, see [6, 7, 8, 9] for reviews. Network research 

has been around for a long time, but it is only recently that computer power and 

storage have become sufficiently advanced to analyse networks of a size which give 

good statistics and where the ideas of statistical physics may come into play. The 

advances in computer technology have also led to large new networks being created, 

some examples being the Internet and the World Wide Web. Where previously only 

small data sets had been analysed and network theory was just that, a theory with 

little concrete empirical backing, now statistical properties of large real data sets 

were possible. With large data sets, ways of characterising a network by statistical 

properties became more necessary previously it had been possible to simply glean 

many properties of a network by eye from a diagrammatic representation. Some of 

the key properties of interest are:
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• Degree   The degree, fcf, of a node, i, is the number of nodes that are linked 

to it, i. e. the number of nearest neighbours of node i. The distribution of 

degree amongst the nodes in a network or ensemble of networks, i.e. the degree 

distribution, P(/c), is an important characteristic of a network.

• Path length   The path length between two nodes is the smallest number of 

links that must be traversed to get from one to another. The average path 

length, t is the path length averaged over all pairs of nodes in a network.

• Clustering   The tendency of a network to highly connected groups of nodes, 

or clusters, can be measured with the clustering coefficient, C. The clustering 

coefficient is defined as the average over clustering coefficient of an individual

node i:
ECi =

where Ei is the number of connections that exist between the nearest neighbours 

of node i and ki(ki — l)/2 is the number of possible links between the nearest 

neighbours. An equivalent and more intuitive definition of the clustering coeffi 

cient is the probability that if node i is connected to nodes j and k then nodes 

j and k are also connected to each other.

Various other properties have been proposed that characterise a network, for example 

there are: various 'betweenness' quantities that characterise how important certain 

nodes are in passing information across a network [52, 53]; degree correlations, which 

measure the likelihood that a node with degree k connects to a node with degree m 
[54, 55, 56, 57]; connected component sizes, which measure the number of nodes in a 

group in which all nodes can be reached from all others in some number of steps [58] . 

There are also countless other specialised properties that are not listed here.

With the scope of networks study being so vast, there are many networks with 

widely varying values of the above properties, however, there are a surprising number 

whose behaviour falls into narrow categories for those properties that are highlighted 

above.

• Scale-free networks   Part of the surge of recent interest in the study of net 

works has been due to the discovery that many networks have a broadly- tailed 

degree distribution, i. e. one that decays more slowly than an exponential. Many 

networks have shown a scale- free distribution, by which it is meant that the de 

gree distribution has a power-law tail. The term scale free comes from the fact 

that in a power-law there is an absence of any characteristic scale. Scale-free 

degree distributions are also thought to be strong indicators of other properties
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in a network. Scale-free degree distributions have been measured in the WWW 

for example, as reported in [44, 49, 58].

• Small-world effect Many networks have been found to have a relatively small 

average path length when compared to the number of nodes or links in the 

network. In fact it was observed that many networks have an average path length 

that goes like the logarithm of the number of nodes in the network, i ~ In N. 
Networks that have an average path length that decays at least as slowly as this 

with the number of nodes are said to have the small-world property. This kind 

of effect was first popularised by Milgram [59] who asked people to get a letter 

to someone they did not know by sending it to a first-name basis acquaintance, 

asking them to pass it on in a similar fashion. It was found that, on average, 

only six such steps were required to reach the target   this has come to be 

known as 'six degrees of separation'. The small world property is important for 

electronic communication networks as a small path length generally coincides 

with a short message delivery time or overhead. The small world effect has also 

been discussed for the SCN in [39].

• High clustering In social networks if person A knows persons B and C, then 

it is highly likely that persons B and C also know one another. Thus social net 

works will have a high clustering coefficient. Furthermore it has been observed 

that as network size increases, with a constant average degree, the clustering 

seems to tend to a constant limit. While not as high as in social networks, 

the clustering of many biological, technological and information networks is also 

large and the coefficient again seems to be tending to a constant value as network 

size increases. A 'high' clustering coefficient is generally taken to be one that 

is higher than a random graph these will be discussed shortly in Section 4.4.1. 

Clustering is also often referred to as transitivity in the literature. High cluster 

ing has been measured in many real networks, as reported in [60, 61].

The three properties highlighted above are probably the most commonly studied. In 

fact many studies look primarily at the degree distribution and it is that with which 

this body of work is mostly preoccupied.

4.3 Generalisations

The most basic networks only map the connections between labelled, but identical, 

entities with simple links. More generally a network could be composed of different
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entities that are connected by different kinds of links. The following generalisations 

of basic networks go some way in accounting for this:

• Directed networks In many real networks the links have a concept of direc 

tion, for example in the WWW a hyperlink may link may link page A to page 

S, but page B may have no hyperlink back to A; it would not be possible to 

get from B to A without knowledge of the URL of A. Thus networks in which 

directed links are commonly studied. Generalisation of many of the properties 

highlighted above is straightforward. Directed networks will be discussed in 

more detail in Chapter 6.

• Weighted networks In addition to the concept of direction, links may also 

differ in importance. For example, in social networks a link may represent a 

casual acquaintance or a lifelong friend. Clearly the latter will be more relevant 

than the former in many properties of the network. As such, links can be assigned 

a weight which represents the importance of the link. Weighted networks will 

also be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

• Bipartite networks Networks may also have different types of node. For 

example, the scientific collaboration network (SCN) [39] can be described by a 

network consisting of authors and papers, with authors only linked to papers 

which they have (co-)authored. Collaboration information can then be gleaned 

from the unipartite projection of this, where authors are connected if they each 

have a link to the same paper. The bipartite picture is often favoured as taking 

the unipartite projection disposes of some of the information. Generalisations 

to multipartite networks are also possible.

• Spatial networks Thus far no mention has been made of how the position of 

a node in real space can affect things. In Figure 4.1 the position of the nodes 

is really for convenience and carries no meaning the basic representation of the 

network would be the same if the nodes were moved around without changing 

which nodes are linked. For abstract networks like the WWW the position of a 

web page does not really mean anything, any web page can link to any other as 

long as the URL is known. However, in the Internet the position of a node has 

meaning as major nodes will tend to be located where people, businesses and/or 

institutions are [62]. Another example of a network in which spatial constraints 

is important is the world-wide airport network (WAN), where nodes represent 

airports and links direct flights. Clearly for these networks there is a limit to 

how far a direct commercial flight can be and also the location of airports is
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Examples of (a) repeated connections or melons and (b) self connections 

or tadpoles.

often restricted by geo-political considerations [63]. Fortunately, information 

about the position of a node can easily be encoded in the labelling of the nodes.

Within networks and network models there is also the issue of repeated and self 

connections, i. e. multiple links between the same pair of nodes and links which con 

nect a node to itself. Although not strictly a generalisation, these concepts become 

important when modelling networks and in some real networks themselves. In mod 

elling networks it is often easier to work with models that allow for multiple and self 

connections, also known as melons and tadpoles see Figure 4.2. Also in the WWW 

one may have several repetitions of the same hyperlink in a web page and also hy- 

perlinks that point to the same page they are on, for example a home link is quite 

often present on the root page as well as the sub-pages. The effect of the presence or 

absence of repeated and self connections will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

4.4 Network models

Networks often form important backbones in complex systems and their study can be 

the key to understanding a system. As discussed above, networks can be characterised 

by various quantities and many networks show strikingly similar values for some of 

these characteristics. It is desirable to know what, if any, organising principles cause 

networks to form with these values. As such many models of networks based on simple 

rules have been proposed and studied and have given some insight into how and why 

networks come together with the observed properties. Some of the seminal models of 

networks are discussed in the following sections.

4.4.1 Erdos-Renyi random graphs

One of the earliest models of complex networks is the random graph, dating from the 

1950s. Although studied independently by other authors [64], and in fact published 

earlier, random graphs are most commonly associated with Erdos and Renyi [65] who
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performed extensive and rigorous studies. Random graphs have the advantage of being 

very simple and are also intuitive to the statistical physicist.

In the original definition of the Erdos-Renyi random graph model (ER-RG) a fixed 

number, JV, of nodes were connected by n links randomly chosen from the N(N — l)/2 
possible links. An equivalent definition in the thermodynamic limit, and one that is 

more in keeping with the concepts of statistical physics, is to connect every possible 

pair in a set of N nodes with probability p, with p chosen such that n = Np. A very 

simple network constructed by such a procedure is shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: A very simple Erdos-Renyi Random Graph. Two nodes are linked with 

probability p and not linked with probability 1   p.

As can be seen the model is quite simple and a great many properties of it can be 

calculated exactly, in depth of random graphs and what calculations are possible can 

be found in many of text books on the subject, for example see [66]. The probability 

that a node has degree k is simply the probability that k of the N — I possible links 

from it are present
~'-1 -k , (4.2)

giving the ER-RG a binominal degree distribution. This approximates closely a Pois- 

son distribution and this is often quoted as the degree distribution of a random graph   

of course it does become exact in the limit of large, sparse networks. The average path 

length is less easily calculated, but it can be rigorously shown [66, 67] that the average 

path length behaves as

t-±Z- (43)* ~ In (k) ' ( '

where (k) is the average degree in the network which is equal to Np. Thus, as with 

many real networks, random graphs exhibit the small- world property. The clustering 

coefficient is easily calculated: if person A knows persons B and C, then the probability 

that B knows C is simply p and is in fact independent of A knowing either B or C, 

thus
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Hence, when considering random graphs with fixed, finite average degree, the clus 

tering coefficient is small and will decrease to zero in the limit of a large number of 

nodes. When it is said that the clustering coefficient of a network is 'high', it is often 

meant that the clustering coefficient is larger than that of the random graph with the 

same number of nodes and average degree.

Such random graphs have long been used to model real networks, mainly due to 

their simplicity and a lack of real networks data for comparison. Their main success 

is that they possess the small-world property as is in keeping with real networks. 

However, the degree distribution differs drastically with that observed for many real 

networks in that it does not possess a broad tail. Also the clustering coefficient is 

generally much lower than those observed for real networks and tends to zero in the 

limit of large network size for fixed degree in contrast to the finite constant limit 

apparently seen for real networks.

Random graphs with arbitrary degree distribution

A step that can be taken to rectify the failure of random graphs to accurately model 

degree distributions of real networks, is to constrain the degree distribution to have 

the desired form from the outset. Essentially graphs that are maximally random 

subject to the constraint that the degree distribution is fixed are studied. Newman, 

Strogatz and Watts have studied the calculation of various properties of such networks 

using a generating function formalism in [68]. More rigorous calculations of some 

properties have been done by Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin in [69]. Further 

rigorous calculations have been done in the configuration model, in particular in the 

work of Molloy and Reed [70, 71]. In the configuration model a particular degree 

sequence is drawn from the distribution; in the limit of large system size this should be 

representative of the system. With a given degree sequence each node has a number 

of stubs, i. e. ends of links, and these are then connected together at random to 

create full links, under the constraint that no multiple or self links are created. This 

generates every possible graph for a given degree sequence with equal probability. 

A similar model has been proposed by Chung and Lu [72, 73], in which instead of 

choosing a specific degree sequence, an expected degree sequence is specified. Here 

each node is assigned an expected degree and nodes are then linked with a probability 

that depends on the expected degree of each node. This has the disadvantage that the 

degree distribution generated is not always exactly the same as the expected degree 

distribution, however many calculations are easier within this framework and is some 

sense it is a more natural generalisation of the random graph.
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Such generalised random graph models are useful as null models of scale-free net 

works. They reproduce the small- world property and have desired degree sequences, 

but still fail on reproducing the large levels of clustering seen in many real networks, 

although more recently variations which fix the clustering as well as the degree distri 

bution have been studied [74] . Also it is often seen as a disadvantage that the degree 

distribution has to be specified, one of the aims of network models is to gain insight 

into how such degree distributions arise and in this respect constraining the degree 

distribution at the outset is not satisfactory.

4.4.2 Watts-Strogatz small-world networks

In an attempt to improve on random graphs a model was proposed that aimed to 

keep the mechanism in random graphs that generated the short path length whilst 

having a separate mechanism to generate clustering. To do this Watts and Strogatz 

formulated a model that interpolated between a regular lattice and a random graph 

[75]. The appropriate regular lattice having high clustering and the random graph 

having the small-world property. 

The model is defined as follows:

1. Start with a ring of N nodes, each connected to their 2« nearest neighbours (K 
on each side). See Figure 4.4 (a) for an example with K = 2.

2. Rewire each link present in the initial ring with probability p, connecting a 

randomly chosen end to another randomly chosen node, see Figure 4.4 (b).

The driving idea behind this model is that the ring lattice with K, > 2 is highly 

clustered and that the random rewirings introduce long range connections that reduce 

the average path length. When p = 0 the small- world network (SWN) is a regular 

lattice; it has high clustering C = 3(/c   l)/2(2/c  1) for K > 2 [76], but a large average 

path length I = AT/4/c. On the other hand, when p = I all the links are randomly 

rewired and the result is something very similar to a random graph and so expected 

to have low clustering and a path length with the small-world property t ~ In AT. 

Fortuitously it turns out that only a relatively small number of long-range links are 

needed to ensure the small-world nature of the resulting network. In fact this number 

is small enough that there is a range of values of p for which the networks is both 

highly clustered and small- world in nature.

The relevant properties of the Watts-Strogatz Small World Network (WS-SWN) 

model have been studied in detail in [76]. They find that the degree distribution
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Figure 4.4: Graphical representation of a single rewiring event for the Watts-Strogatz 

Small- World Network model, (a) the initial configuration of the network, a ring of 

nodes with each connected to its K = 2 nearest neighbours on each side, (b) a single 

link rewiring event; the link denoted by a dotted line has been removed and rewired 

at one end with with probability p.

behaves as

min(fc-«,/0 f ,

PP(*)= E (>-^~"
for k > K and zero otherwise. This is a little complicated, but a similar model is to 

start with the ring and add links with probability p and in this case it is obvious that 

one gets a binomial distribution. Thus it is fair to compare the degree distribution of 

an SWN to that of a random graph. The average path length was found to follow a 

scaling relation

t(N,p) ~ N*F« (jQ , (4.6)

where FK depends only on K and satisfies

' (4 ' 7)

Thus if the network is well above some p-dependent size TV*, or equivalently is well 

above some TV-dependent p value, then it will have the small world property t ~ In N. 
The clustering coefficient is found to be

with corrections of order l/N. As stated above, for a fixed network size, the value of p 

for which the WS-SWN takes on the small-world property is generally lower than that 

for which the clustering becomes appreciably different from the underlying regular
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lattice. Thus the WS-SWN succeeds in terms of both clustering and the small-world 

property, but like the ER-RG model it fails to give a power-law degree distribution.

4.4.3 The Barabasi- Albert model

The models discussed above are all examples of what are often termed static models: 

they have a fixed number of nodes and while they may have some sequential construc 

tion procedure, this is something that is done once and then the network is fixed. 

These static models were successful in describing some aspects of real models, but a 

realistic degree distribution could only be obtained by imposing it on the system. Ide 

ally a model should get a realistic degree distribution from a set of simple rules, this 

model should then give insight into the mechanisms via which broadly-tailed degree 

distributions arise. With this in mind Barabasi and Albert proposed a simple growing 
model [77]   now known as the Barabasi- Albert (BA) model   which gives a power-law 

degree distribution from simple rules.

The model is defined as follows: Starting from an initial seed network of mo nodes 

(for the asymptotic behaviour the connections in the seed network are not important) 

the network evolves via a process with two main elements:

1. Growth   At each discrete, evenly-spaced time step a new node is added to the 

network with m < mo links attached.

2. Preferential attachment   These links are then attached to existing nodes of 

the network with a probability

- , (4.9)
j

where ki is the degree of the node to be attached to. In fact this is linear 
preferential attachment as the probability of attachment is linear in the degree 

of the node.

These rules were motivated by concepts from several real systems. Many networks 

are clearly growing entities, for example the World Wide Web and the Internet are 

both currently growing in size and show little sign of stopping. Also the idea of 

preferential attachment has long been around in the sociology literature [78] and has 

physical basis in several network models, for example in the science citation network 

papers that are already well cited are likely to attract further citations, both because 

they are more likely to be found when following citations from other papers and in that 

having many citations, they are likely to be of high quality. The idea of preferential 

attachment is also seen in models of wealth distribution and has generally gone under
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several monikers including "rich get richer", "cumulative advantage" and "popularity 

is attractive".

As stated previously the BA model yields a power-law degree distribution. An 

approximate solution due to Barabasi and Albert [77, 79] shows the degree distribution 

to be

P(fc) ~ AT7 , (4.10)

with 7 = 3. This exponent is reasonable as many real networks have had degree 

distribution exponents measured as being in the range 2   3. The degree distribution 

can also be solved exactly, in the thermodynamic limit, via a rate equation method 

[80] and a similar master equation approach [81] yielding the same asymptotics. The 

degree distribution of a similar, more rigorously defined model has been calculated in 

[82]. The average path length and clustering coefficient have not yet been calculated 

exactly, but extensive numerical simulations have been performed. It was found that 

the average path length data was fitted well by the form i = A ln(N—B)+C with A, B 
and C constants [6]. This implies that the small world property t ~ In N is satisfied 

by the BA model, however some analytical work has predicted that there may be 

a double logarithmic correction to this i ~ In N/ In In N. [67, 83]. The clustering 

coefficient has also been studied numerically, but as yet no analytical predictions have 

been made. It was found [6] that the clustering coefficient of the BA model is generally 

higher than that of a random graph model with the same average degree for different 

system sizes, but that the clustering was decreasing with N as TV"0 - 75 , which, while 

a slower decay than for a random graph, is still different from the absence of decay 

seen in many real networks. Thus the BA model yields reasonably realistic degree 

distribution behaviour and the small-world property, but it fails on clustering, albeit 

not as badly as the ER-RG model.

One of the major differences between this model and the previous two is that the 

this model is growing and so the number of nodes and links increases with time. This 

gives this model an inherently nonequilibrium nature. Thus it may be expected that 

techniques from nonequilibrium statistical mechanics may prove useful in the analysis 

of this and other network models.

4.4.4 Generalisations of the BA model

The BA model is one of the simplest models that can reproduce power-law degree 

distributions from intuitively reasonable simple rules. It was seen in the previous 

section that, in its basic form, the BA model generates a scale-free network, i. e. one 

with a power-law degree distribution, with exponent 7 = 3. Of course, real scale-free
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networks do not all have this exact exponent, many have been measured in the range 

2-3 and several lie outwith this range. Many generalisations of the basic BA model 

exist which improve this situation. As some of the concepts of the BA model and its 

generalisations will be central in some of the following sections, some of the simplest 

generalisations are discussed in detail.

Asymptotically linear preferential attachment

The original BA model had linear preferential attachment for all degree. Since only 

the tail of the degree distribution needs to be a power law for it realistically represent a 

real network, a simple and logical generalisation is to make the preferential attachment 

only an asymptotically linear function of the degree [80, 84, 47], i. e.

lift) ~ kt . (4.11)

It is found that the non-linear behaviour for small degree can significantly affect 

the degree distribution. For example, even taking 11(1) = 0,00^ and Ii(k > 1) = 

&00& (where 0,00 is a normalisation constant) [80, 84] results in a scale-free degree 

distribution with an exponent that can be tuned in the range (2, oc) simply by varying 

the constant [i.

Additional attractiveness

Another related way to generalise the BA model is to give each node a uniform addi 

tional attractiveness [81, 84, 85], i. e.

' (412)

where A is a constant. Again only a slight change to the pure linear preferential 

attachment rule can profoundly alter the degree distribution. Here it is found that 

when varying the additional attractiveness, A, and/or the number of links each node 

has when it is first introduced, m, the degree distribution retains a power-law form 

with an exponent that, as in the previous case, can be tuned in the range (2, oo). 

The effect of additional attractiveness has also been studied for directed networks in 

[86, 84], where both the in- and out-degrees can be similarly tuned.

The above generalisations by no means exhaust the catalogue of generalisations of 

the BA model. Some of the other sometimes seemingly innocuous generalisations 

can have an even greater effect on the basic model than to tune the exponent of the 

degree distribution.
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Non-linear preferential attachment

As stated above, one of the principal ideas behind the BA model is that of preferential 

attachment. In the original model only linear preferential attachment was considered. 

It was seen above that even a slight change to the non-asymptotic properties of the 

attachment probability could have a strong effect. The obvious next step is to consider 

preferential attachment that is non-linear for all degree,

, (4.13)

with a > 0 was first studied in [80] for m = I and subsequently in [84] and in [47] 

for directed networks. It was found that: for a < 1 the degree distribution has a 

stretched-exponential tail; for a = I the BA model is recovered along with the power- 

law tail in the degree distribution; for 1 < a < 2 a single node captures a finite 

fraction of all the links in the system, even in the infinite limit   a phenomenon known 

as condensation or gelation; finally for Q > 2 a single site has a non-zero probability 

of being connected to all other sites. More recently the case of m > 1 with non-linear 

preferential attachment has been studied in [87], which also looked at the clustering 

coefficient and average path length. Here, broadly the same behaviour for the degree 

distribution was found, with the exception that in the gel phase there were m super- 

connected nodes. It is interesting to note that only linear preferential attachment 

yields a power-law degree distribution. A discussion of the validity of this choice in 

terms of real networks is given in Section 4.5.

Inherent attractiveness, fitness

Thus far only homogeneous systems have been discussed in that the functional form of 

the attraction is the same for all sites, the idea of preferential attachment is that the 

richest node in terms of connectivity is the one that attracts the links, but it seems 

feasible that some nodes may simply be more able to acquire links irrespective of their 

degree. To this end networks with some intrinsic fitness of nodes have been studied, 

with so-called fit-get-richer rules. Models with multiplicative fitness, i. e. a new node 

attaches to an old node, z, with probability

where 77, gives the fitness of node z, were first studied in [88, 89]. The fitness for each 

newly added node is drawn from some distribution p(q}. In [88] the network, in its 

thermodynamic limit, was mapped onto a Bose gas. In that work the fitness of a 

node was related to an energy, hence relating nodes and energy levels and the number
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of connections a node has was related to the occupation of an energy level. Upon 

introducing a temperature parameter in the relation between energy and fitness it can 

be shown that there exists a temperature dependent transition between a fit-get-rich 

phase, where the higher fitness nodes get the most links and the degree distribution 

has a power-law tail; and a Bose-Einstein condensate phase, where the node with the 

highest fitness captures a finite fraction of all the links in the system. Subsequently 

multiplicative-fitness-driven behaviour has been studied in [85, 90]. Additive fitness 

(also sometimes known as additional attractiveness), i. e. a connection probability 

given by

has been studied in [85, 91]. It was found that this can yield a power-law degree 

distribution with an exponent that depends on (77) . A mixture of multiplicative and 

additive fitnesses was looked at explicitly in [91], it was seen that this can yield a 

degree distribution that follows a power-law with an inverse logarithmic correction, 

as was also seen for multiplicative fitness alone in [89]. The case of fitness without 

preferential attachment was studied in [92, 93]. Here, in a static construction, vertices 

are assigned a fitness from some distribution and then linked with some probability 

that depends on the fitness at both ends of the possible link. It was found that scale- 

free networks can be generated for any distribution of fitnesses, provided the correct 

linking probability is chosen. A similar model was studied in [94] and such static 

fitness models have been found to belong to the more general class of networks with 

hidden variables [95].

Non growth driven rewiring events

Another simple generalisation of the BA model is to allow the linking of the system to 

change not just by the linking of new nodes to the system, but by other mechanisms 

in parallel with this. For example, in [96] at each time step one of three processes 

occurs: Either with probability p, m new links are distributed among the existing 

network   one end chosen randomly, the other with linear preferential attachment. Or 

with probability <?, m links are rewired   a link from a randomly chosen node is moved 

to another with linear preferential attachment. Or with probability 1   p   q a new 

node is added to the system with m links and these are attached to existing nodes with 

linear preferential attachment. Under these rules, depending on p, q and m the system 

can find itself with an exponential degree distribution or a scale- free distribution with 

exponent in the range 2   oo. Many more variants of growing models with the link 

structure not solely created by the addition of new nodes to the system have been
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considered in [81, 97, 48, 85, 86, 98, 99, 91, 42, 47, 90, 100], for example.

Other generalisations

Some examples of other generalisations include the following:

  Ageing of nodes [101, 85], where nodes have a multiplicative fitness that de 

creases in time, leading to a scale-free degree distribution with an exponent in 

the range (2, oo).

  Accelerated growth [101, 85, 102], where at each time step a node is added and 

connected along with a number of extra links with the number of extra links 

added an increasing function of time. This models the fact that the number of 

links in the Internet and WWW are increasing at a faster rate than the number 

of nodes. This can lead to scale-free degree distributions with an exponent that 

is less than 2.

  Death of nodes [85, 103], where at each time step a randomly chosen existing 

node is deleted with some probability. It turns out that asymptotically this 

makes no difference to the degree distribution. This is starkly different to the 

case with random deletion of links which was found to alter the degree dis 

tribution exponent [97]. It was also found that preferential deletion of highly 

connected nodes removes the scale-free nature of the degree distribution. Many 

studies have been made of random failure of nodes and intentional attack against 

the most connected nodes in the BA model and others, and in real networks, for 

some examples see [104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109] where it was generally found 

that scale-free networks are robust against random failure, but vulnerable to 

intentional attack.

  Active and inactive nodes [110, 111], where m nodes of a network are active 

and each receives one of m links from a newly added node. The newly added 

node then becomes active and one of the active nodes is deactivated with a 

probability that decreases with degree. This leads to highly clustered networks 

with the small-world property and scale-free degree distributions. However, this 

mechanism is not intuitively realistic and this has not been generally accepted 

as one of the underlying principles behind the behaviour seen in real networks.

  Link copying, walking and redirection rules [45, 112, 46, 84, 113, 114, 115, 116], 

where, for example, nodes will link to other nodes, often chosen at random, but 

then redirect to point to a nearest neighbour of this node or copy a number
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of links from this node or undergoes such a process recursively. Such rules 

have been found capable of producing scale-free networks with a wide range of 

exponents and sometimes with increased clustering.

4.5 Validity of preferential attachment

The mechanism of preferential attachment is one of the founding concepts behind 

the BA model and its derivatives, and in the preceding section it has been seen that 

for preferential attachment alone, linear preferential attachment is required to gen 

erate scale-free networks. It has also been speculated that the scale-free structure 

of a network implies that it has grown through some linear preferential attachment 

mechanism [117]. The concept of preferential attachment is also important in much of 

what follows. Natural questions which arise are: Is there some underlying mechanism 

that itself leads to linear preferential attachment and can preferential attachment be 

measured and verified as linear empirically? Some progress has been made in answer 

ing both of these questions. In the latter case empirical observations have been made 

of the time evolution of several real networks [118, 54, 55, 119, 42, 120] and a general 

method for reverse engineering of linking preferences from empirical measurement is 

discussed in [121]. It was found that several networks do indeed seem to evolve due to 

preferential attachment, but not always of the linear variety, usually being sub-linear 

in form. For those not growing through linear preferential attachment the degree 

distribution should not be a power law [80], however it has been speculated that an 

other mechanism following linear preferential type rules could restore the scale-free 

behaviour, for example the creation of links between nodes at times after the entrance 

of each into the network [119, 42]. In the former case a few alternative rules that lead 

to a form of linear preferential attachment indirectly have been proposed [84, 113, 116] 

all of which seem reasonable and lend extra credence to the notion of linear preferen 

tial attachment. It has also been shown that a random walker on a general network 

will be found at a given node with a probability proportional to the degree of that 

node in the steady state[122].

4.6 Statistical mechanics of networks

The three models looked at in detail in section 4.4 were all successful at modelling some 

aspect of real networks and all contained ideas that hinted that the study of networks 

was in fact a field of statistical physics. The simple network models presented in 

the preceding sections tacitly involved ensembles of networks: a single network can
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be created by a set of rules, but the calculated properties involve averaging over all 

networks created by these rules. Indeed the majority of network models are studied 

in this way. Recent work has attempted to elucidate the connection between the 

modelling of networks and statistical mechanics. For example, in the original definition 

of the ER-RG model where n links are chosen at random from the N(N— 1)/2 possible 

between N nodes, each graph with n links is equiprobable. This can be mapped onto 

a classical statistical mechanics system, where each graph is a separate microstate and 

they all have the same energy and probability, in an analogue of the microcanonical 

ensemble.

There are several approaches when constructing a more formal statistical mechan 

ics of networks. Each possible network configuration can be assigned an energy and 

the usual microcanonical, canonical and grand-canonical ensembles can be realised. 

The concept of energy need not even be introduced, a statistical weight can simply be 

assigned to each possible network configuration through some rule, and appropriate 

ensembles studied. A third option is to define some restructuring dynamics for the 

network and study the statistical properties of networks in any steady state that may 

be reached. This third option of defining a dynamics is a common starting point 

for nonequilibrium models and thus this approach allows the study of nonequilibrium 

models of networks, without being confined to nonequilibrium systems.

One of the earliest papers explicitly looking at statistical ensembles of networks 

[123] had little mention of energy. Instead the ensemble was defined through a parti 

tion function given by a minifield theory a toy field theory in zero dimensions and 

the weight of each network configuration was equated to the weight of the equivalent 

Feynman diagram. The couplings of the Feynman diagrams were chosen to give a 

scale-free network in which the allowed configurations were degenerate (i. e. with self 

and multiple links) connected tree graphs. Interestingly this model was found to map 

onto the balls-in-boxes model [124, 125], It was found that, for certain parameter sets, 

scale-free degree distributions exist on a critical line between generic trees where all 

nodes have similar low degrees, and 'crumpled trees', where large star formations are 

seen, i. e. a few nodes have very many connections. The analysis was extended to 

non-degenerate graphs in [126].

Another work defined a network ensemble without going into field theory [127]; 

the ensemble was again defined by a partition function which was the sum over all 

network configurations with a fixed number of nodes and links, with each configuration 

weighted with a Boltzmann factor with a general Hamiltonian. The work in [123, 126] 

can be interpreted in a similar way, there the Hamiltonian was additive over nodes and 

only depended on the connectivity of the node this lead to uncorrelated scale-free
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networks. The work [127] looked at more complicated Hamiltonians that generated 

correlations between the degrees of the nodes, but failed to generate power-law degree 

distributions. The work in [123, 126] was extended to treat clustering in networks in 

[128, 129] and summarised in [130].

A similar ensemble approach was used in [131, 132] with both single vertex and 

many vertex energies to study topological phase transitions. For energies that depend 

on the size of the largest connected component a transition between disordered and 

giant component phases can be identified. Particular single-node energies depending 

on the connectivity show transitions between dispersed states to states with one or 

more star structures, i. e. many low degree nodes all connected to the same high degree 

hub nodes. At the transition point between the dispersed and star-like states scale- 

free degree distributions can be observed. A review of this approach and the relation 

of others to it has been given in [133]. Very recently a Hamiltonian that favours a 

node linking to other nodes with higher degree than its own was proposed in [134]. 

Numerical simulations of this system indicated that, when varying the temperature, 

the system moved between a phase with a core of highly connected hub nodes at low 

temperature and a phase with random connections at high temperature. It was also 

observed that the degree distribution had a power-law tail around the transition point, 

albeit sometimes with an extra high degree piece representing the highly connected 

hub nodes.

Network ensembles can also be defined by starting from the founding principles of 

statistical mechanics [135]. Instead of making a direct assignment of energy, one can 

simply constrain certain quantities of the ensemble to have average values equal to 

those measured in a real network, then assign probabilities to each possible network 

configuration such that the Gibbs entropy is maximised subject to the constraints. 

Such a formalism produces what are known as exponential random graphs. The 

probability distribution of the ensemble is an analogue of the Boltzmann distribution, 

but can also be thought of as the least biased probability distribution that gives average 

values equal to those that are believed to be true, i. e. those that have measured 

empirically.

Of course when such equilibrium statistical ensembles are studied, it is always pos 

sible to define some dynamics for example the Metropolis algorithm [136] that will 

move between configurations and create a dynamical system for which the time aver 

age is equal to the ensemble average. Several bodies of work put the emphasis on the 

dynamical picture rather than the energy picture see, for example, [137]. This allows 

the study of evolving networks without growth; a concept central to the BA model and 

its variants. Such studies are important as, although growth dominates the connectiv-
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ity changes in networks such as the Internet and World-Wide Web, in some networks 

it is believed that dynamic rewiring of links is the dominant factor determining the 

connectivity changes. Such networks include protein interaction networks see, for 

example, [138]. Equilibrium network ensembles can also be defined by some rewiring 

dynamics; an example of this is discussed in detail in the following section. Defining 

non-growing network models through their dynamics also opens up the possibility of 

studying networks that are both non-growing and nonequilibrium.

4.6.1 Equilibrium rewiring networks

The practice of defining simple rewiring rules that lead to an equilibrium network the 

ory was perhaps most clearly and comprehensively developed by Dorogovtsev, Mendes 

and Samukhin [139, 8]. They studied a system with N nodes and L links, with both 

these numbers conserved. Starting from some random initial configuration at each 

time step a randomly chosen end of a randomly chosen link would be rewired to 

another node preferentially with its degree, &, with some probability given by a pref 

erence function /(fc), see Figure 4.5. This rewiring procedure will repeat indefinitely

Figure 4.5: Rewiring move for the Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin equilibrium 

rewiring model. A link is selected at random (the selected link is highlighted) and 

rewired at a randomly chosen end to another node with a probability proportional to 

/(£), which depends on the degree k of that node. The link after the rewiring move 

is shown by the dotted line.

and after a relaxation period the system will attain an equilibrium steady state. This 

can be proven [139] by noting that the dynamics define a Markov process and hence
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conditions that guarantee a steady state are [140]: any state can be reached from 

any other in a number of steps; all processes are reversible and for any sequence of 

configurations that begin and end in the same configuration the probability of the 

sequence of moves between the states is the same as for the reversed sequence. These 

conditions can straightforwardly be shown to be true when the probability of a move 

depends only on the initial state and when the reverse of any move is possible, as are 

true for the dynamics given above. The probability of choosing a particular link and 

this rewiring to a node with a certain degree depend only on the initial state and as 

a rewiring can happen to any node all moves are reversible.

Thus this model combines the ideas of a equilibrium statistical physics in its def 

inition of an ergodic dynamics to generate an ensemble and the idea of preferential 

attachment from the BA model, which was one of the first successes in obtaining a 

power-law degree distribution. The analysis of this model is discussed in some de 

tail in the following as it has a strong connection with the ZRP to be discussed in 

Section 4.7.

The degree distribution is most easily obtained via a master equation approach [8]

(4.16)
+ i [-fcp(fc, t) + (k + i)p(fc + 1, *)] ,

K

where P(fc,t) is the degree distribution of the network at a given time t, k = 1L/N 
is the average degree of a node and (f(k)} is the ensemble average of the preference 

function f(k). The first and third terms on the RHS of (4.16) represent the probability 

current out of a state with a node of degree k due to a rewiring event to and from a 

node with degree k respectively; the second and fourth terms represent the probability 

current into a state with a node of degree k due to rewiring to a node with degree 

k — 1 and away from a node with degree k + 1, respectively. The above equation is 

strictly only valid for k > I. For k = 0 the following boundary equation applies

The first term on the RHS of the above equation represents the probability current 

out of a state with a node of degree 0 due to a rewiring event to a node of degree 0 

(note that there can be no rewiring event from a node of degree 0) . The second term 

represents the probability current into a state with degree 0 due to a rewiring event 

from a node with degree 1. In the steady state P(M)   > P(&), and the LHS's of the
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two previous equations go to zero. Thus the following steady state condition is found

0 =

rC

where 0(k) is the Heaviside step function and has been introduced to make the equation 

valid for all k > 0. This condition can be written in the form

Q = J(k + l)-J(k)9(k) , (4.19) 

with

(420)
Now, by iteration, it is found that

J(fc) = 0 , (4.21) 

which implies

Equation (4.22) can be solved recursively. Note that if the choice k = (f(k)) is 

made   which amounts to choosing a particular density of links in the system, for a 

given preference function   then the degree distribution is given by

 fc-i
P(fc) = n /(m) 

m+ 1
P(0) . (4.23)

.m=0

Thus, if the preference function behaves asymptotically as

* + 1-7 + 0 , (4.24) \ K /

where 7 is some finite number, then one finds a scale-free degree distribution of the 

system with exponent 7

P(k) ~ k~i . (4.25)

If k is chosen below the particular density, then it is found that the degree distribution 

has an exponential form; if chosen above then the degree distribution has a power- 

law form, but with an additional peak indicating the presence of a condensation of 

links in the system. This is identical behaviour to that seen in a zero-range process 

with an appropriate choice of hop-rates, see Chapter 2 Section 2.3   the connection 

between the zero-range process and rewiring network models is discussed in depth in 

Section 4.7.
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The above construction is referred to by Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin as 

a Canonical Ensemble of networks. Microcanonical and grand canonical formulations 

also exist [139, 8]. Though the ensembles are given names from standard statisti 

cal mechanics, the network ensembles do not necessarily correspond exactly to their 

namesakes. The microcanonical ensemble has the number of nodes and links fixed, 

but also the degree sequence, i. e. a specification of the number of nodes with each 

possible degree, k. Thus the microcanonical ensemble is constructed by assigning an 

equal probability to each network that has a given degree sequence and numbers of 

nodes and links. The grand canonical ensemble on the other hand, is constructed by 

randomly deleting links at some rate XN and having edges appear between nodes i 
and j with rate f(ki)f(kj], where A is a constant and f(k] is the same preference 

function as for the canonical ensemble. If the parameters of each of the ensembles are 

chosen appropriately, then they are all equivalent in the thermodynamic limit.

The steady state of the canonical ensemble defined above is known to share the 

same partition function as the balls-in-boxes model [124, 125]. The partition functions 

defined through minifield theories in [123, 126, 130] were also noted to be connected 

to the same balls-in-boxes model. This model was originally defined statically, but 

there exist many dynamic models that share the same partition function, a particular 

one, the zero-range process, will be discussed in the following section.

4.7 The zero-range process as a network model

In the previous section it was detailed how several of the equilibrium statistical en 

sembles of networks studied enjoyed a connection with the balls-in-boxes model. The 

balls-in-boxes model is a model that involves distributing a number of balls among a 

number of boxes. All these cases shared the property that the partition function took 

the form of a sum over a quantity that factored over nodes, each factor depended only 

on the degree of the relevant node; in other words, the Hamiltonian was a function 

of node degree and additive over nodes. Indeed these ensembles shared a partition 

function with the balls-in-boxes model and so of course the partition function of the 

balls-in-boxes model is a sum over a quantity that factors over boxes and each factor 

depends only on the number of balls in the relevant box. This leads to the obvious 

network interpretation of a configuration of a number of balls distributed among a 

number of boxes:

  Boxes are interpreted as nodes of the network.

  The number of balls in a box is interpreted as the degree of the node, i. e. balls
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are interpreted as link ends.

In the language of the zero-range process, boxes would be sites and balls would be 

particles; sites are interpreted as nodes and particles as link ends. In fact any model 

that involves the static placement or dynamic motion of particles on a lattice where 

the sites can be labelled can be regarded, on some level, as a model of a network as 

its configurations can be mapped to degree distributions.

For the mapping to be sound, it is required that there be an even number of 

particles in the system: each link contributes twice to the degree sequence. However, 

there are ways around this constraint. For example, one could consider a directed 

network and have two types of particles of equal number, representing in and out 

links. Having an equal number both types guarantees an even number of link ends 

overall and the directedness of the network can be ignored in calculations, if desired.

The above mapping between interacting particle systems and networks also only 

gives direct information about the degree sequence of the network. A given configura 

tion of the particle system defines the degree of each node, the degree sequence, but 

this degree sequence may, in general, correspond to multiple distinct network config 

urations as depicted in Figure 4.6. If the particles could be paired and these pairs 

distinguished and tracked, then the evolution of the particle system would give the ex 

plicit evolution of the networks structure. The question of how, and if, the behaviour 

of the hypothetical paired model can be recreated from the indistinguishable particle 

model at an ensemble level is discussed later.

The ZRP in particular forms a model of a dynamically evolving undirected net 

work. Links rewire from nodes with a rate that depends on the degree of the node 

at the end of the link that is to be rewired, and rewire to a node chosen at random 

from all others (in the fully connected, homogeneous version of the ZRP). It has been 

shown in Chapter 2 that the ZRP can undergo a condensation transition whereby 

a finite fraction of the total number of particles condenses onto a single site, in the 

network context this would correspond to a single node capturing a finite fraction of 

the available links. It was also shown that at criticality the ZRP can have a power-law 

occupancy distribution, corresponding to a scale-free degree distribution from a net 

works perspective. Thus the ZRP, as a network model, shares properties with several 

of the models discussed above, i. e. it can have a power-law degree distribution at a 

critical point and it can show condensation transitions in the degree. The connection 

can be elucidated further for some of these models, in particular the connection to 

the equilibrium canonical-ensemble rewiring network model of Dorogovtsev, Mendes 

and Samukhin (discussed in Section 4.6.1) is very close: with appropriate choices of
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Figure 4.6: A given degree sequence may in general correspond to multiple distinct 

network configurations, (a) A particle configuration and the corresponding stub con 

figuration that is the starting point for all the possible pairings of particles to create 

links, (b) Some of the possible distinct network configurations found by connecting 

the links, including repeated links, self links and disconnected components.

rates the two share the same degree distribution and partition function. In the case 

of the ZRP a node would be chosen at random and then a link attached to this node 

would be chosen, also at random. This link would then be rewired away from the cho 

sen node to a second randomly chosen node with a probability that depends on the 

degree of the first node. At first site this seems quite different to the model discussed 

in Section 4.6.1: in this case links are chosen at random and rewired to a node with a 

probability that depends on the degree of this target node. To see that the two models 

can share the same degree distribution the Master equation approach (4.16-4.23) can 

be followed for the ZRP

= _ 9(k)u(k)P(k, t) + u(k + l)P(fe + 1, t) 

- (u(k)} P(k) + 9(k) (u(k)) P(k - 1) ,

where k denotes the number of particles on a site of the ZRP, or equivalently the 

degree of the node and (u(k)) is the ensemble average of the hop rate, u(k). In the 

steady state the degree distribution will not depend on time and so, as before, the 

relation

-l} , (4.27)
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is found, with

J(k) = u(k)P(k) - (u(k)) P(k - 1) . (4.28)

Again, by iteration, it is found that J(/c) = 0 and thus the relation

is found. Equation (4.29) can be solved recursively. If the choice (u(k)) = 1 is made   

this amounts to choosing the number of particles, or links, in the system   then the 

degree distribution is given by

n P(0) . (4.30)11 u(k)
jn=\ v '.

Thus, if the further choice

ti(fc) - k/f(k - 1) , (4.31)

is made, where /(&) is the attachment probability of the canonical equilibrium rewiring 

network of Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin, then the ZRP will share exactly the 

same degree distribution (4.23 as this model. Furthermore, by condition (4.24), if 

u(k) behaves as

u(k} ~ 1 + £ + O (i ) , (4.32)

asymptotically, then P(fc) will have a power-law tail, i. e. the network will have a 

scale-free degree distribution

P(fc) ~ k-i . (4.33)

Note that this Master-equation approach gives the probability that a site contains 

a certain number of particles or the degree distribution in a grand-canonical form 

with (u(k)) playing the role of the fugacity. It was shown in Chapter 2 Section 2.4 that 

the fugacity is equal to the average hopping rate in a general ZRP. This motivates the 

assertion that the choice (u(k)) = 1 is the same as choosing the number of particles 

in the system. Thus, as with the grand-canonical ensemble, this treatment will break 

down at a critical particle or link number, signalling a phase transition.

Thus far it has been shown that the degree distributions of the ZRP and the 

Dorogovtsev-Mendes-Samukhin canonical rewiring model are equal for an appropriate 

choice of parameters in each case. However, as discussed briefly above, a given degree 

distribution or sequence in general can correspond to multiple network configurations. 

Only by labelling pairs of particles as belonging to single links could a distinct net 

work be tracked through the dynamical evolution of a ZRP. Since the interest is in 

calculating ensemble averages of properties, if the ensemble average for the paired
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particle system can be reconstructed from the indistinguishable particle system, then 

ensemble averages of network properties that do not depend solely on the degree can 

be correctly obtained from the model that only keeps track of the degree sequence. 

The obvious ansatz to make is that, for a given degree sequence, the statistical weight 

of a distinct network configuration is proportional to the number of ways that it can 

be created by pairing particles to create links at random. Thus if the particles are not 

labelled, then a form of ergodicity is assumed, i. e. that all possible pairings of parti 

cles will be explored equally. In this respect modelling a network in this way draws 

parallels with the configuration model, and its relatives, discussed in Section 4.4.1. 

This is a model that creates distinct networks from a given degree sequence which 

may be drawn from some distribution by assigning a number of stubs to each node 

in accordance with the degree, similar to the diagram shown in Figure 4.6 (a); these 

stubs are then randomly chosen in pairs and linked together. These models generally 

restrict to graphs without self-links or multiple connections, but for the ZRP this 

restriction is not always made.

When doing an ensemble average, the concept becomes quite similar to the ran 

dom graphs with arbitrary degree distribution discussed in Section 4.4.1. Only the 

degree distribution is generated by the ZRP model to calculate any distinct network 

properties the ensemble is averaged over network configurations that are maximally 

random given the degree distribution.

The ergodic assumption of random pairing of particles of the ZRP to give links of 

a network configuration can further be justified by looking at the connection with the 

canonical rewiring network of Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin. In Section 4.6.1 a 

Master Equation formalism that only followed the degree distribution was presented. 

However, in the original paper [139] a formalism that followed the actual configuration 

of the network during its evolution was presented.

This formalism can be followed for the ZRP network dynamics and this proves 

instructive in how individual networks should be tracked. The starting point is the 

assumption of a detailed balance in the space of undirected network configurations, 

i. e.

W(Sf,g)P(g) = W(gtSf)P(sf) 1 (4.34)

where #, g1 label distinct network configurations, P(g) is the steady state probability 

of a given network configuration, #, and W(g',g] is the transition rate from a con 

figuration, #, to another, g'. No restriction on multiple- and self-links is made. Now 

let gij be the number of links between nodes i and j and ga be twice the number of 

self-links to node i. In the ZRP network dynamics the transition rate for the rewiring
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of a link (z,j) to (2, k) is given by

, (4.35) 
LI

i. e. node j is chosen with probability 1/L, a link (i^j) is then chosen with probability 

9ij/Qji this link is *nen rewired from node j with rate w(<?j) and node fc is chosen as the 

new connection for the link with probability 1/L. It has also been assumed that the 

networks here labelled g and g' contain the relevant links. Thus the balance condition 

reads

(4-36)
Li qk

where primed variables label those of the configuration g' and they are related to their 

unprimed counterparts as follows

= 9k + 1 9fik = 9ik

The Kronecker deltas account for the fact that ga is defined as twice the number of 

self-links, so when one of these is added or removed ga changes by two. The balance 

equation (4.36) can be solved with a solution of the form

N N

P(ff) oc l[p(qi)Xd(9ii) I] *(#*)' (438) 
t=l j<k=l

where p(q), Xd(9] and X(Q] a-16 functions to be determined. Inserting (4.38) into (4.36), 

taking i ^ j ^ fc, cancelling common factors and rearranging a little yields

= fate + DxGte + 1) «te + iMy + 1) = constant (439)
Xfe) (9fc + l)p(9fc)

where the constant can be taken to be equal to one without loss of generality. This 

in turn yields

(4.41)

9iiXd(9ii) u(qi}p(qi} = (gik + l)x(9ik) + 1 u(qk + \)p(qk _

i - 2) fcPfai - 1) X(9ik) (qk + l)p(qk ) ~ ' ( }

Taking z = j, canceUing common factors and rearranging yields

where again the constant can be taken equal to one without loss of generality. This 

then yields
 ^) = X'fo*- 2), (443)
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and choosing i = k gives the same condition. The equations (4.40), (4.41) and (4.43) 

can be solved recursively, giving

m=I

X(9jk) = -f (4.45) 
yjfc-

= > (4-46)

where p^!! = ga.(ga   2) ... 4.2, for ^j > 0 and <?« even, is the usual double factorial. 

Note that p(qi) is equal to /(&)(&!, where /(&) is the usual unnormalised probability 

factor from the basic ZRP (2.3). Thus the probability of a given network configuration, 

g, in the steady state is given by

F n
Note that this is a product of the probability of obtaining the degree sequence 

(oc Yd /(<?i) (2-2)) and the number of ways of obtaining the given network configuration 

g by randomly pairing particles to make links given by the factorials of the above 

equation, as has been shown in [139] Appendix A. Thus, for a given degree sequence, 

averaging over all possible pairings of particles will correctly calculate, for the given 

dynamics, any network quantities even if they do not depend solely on the degree.

Having a rewiring networks model in the language of the ZRP carries several 

immediate advantages. The steady state for the ZRP is known for the basic model 

and for many generalisations, see Chapter 2. For example the inhomogeneous version 

of the ZRP could be used to implement fitness into the model, the probability of a 

degree sequence is then given by (2.2). Also the ZRP on an arbitrary lattice could 

be used to put spatial information in the network, i. e. links could be only allowed to 

rewire to a node that is local to the node which they are rewiring from. The ZRP can 

also be solved for various nonequilibrium choices of the dynamics.

In this section the validity of the ZRP as a network model has been discussed 

along with the method for correctly recreating average network properties given the 

fact that the ZRP itself only keeps track of the degree of the network, not any distinct 

network configurations. The discussion given above was of the most basic use of the 

ZRP as a network model. It is worth noting that a slightly different model exists in 

the literature [141], where a specific prescription for a bipartite network involving the 

ZRP allowed the giant component to be studied in the unipartite projection of the 

bipartite network. It should also be noted that due to its property of factorisation
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for quite general lattices, see Chapter 2 Section 2.5.1, the ZRP is also suitable as a 

model of processes happening on networks [142, 143]. In the following chapters further 

original applications of ZRPs as models networks will be discussed.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter the concept of a network (loosely speaking a collection of nodes con 

nected by links) has been introduced and some of the characteristics that are used to 

classify network behaviour were given. Several of the seminal models of these complex 

networks were discussed in detail. Some of the more recent models that directly use 

the concepts of statistical mechanics were also discussed, culminating in a discussion 

of use of the ZRP as a model of networks. It was shown that the configuration of the 

ZRP could be mapped onto a degree distribution of a network and that from this an 

ensemble of network configurations could be generated, for each of which a statistical 

weight can be determined.



Chapter 5

Creation and Annihilation of 
Particles/Links: Evaporating the 
Condensate

5.1 Introduction

It was seen in the previous chapter that a great many complex networks have scale- 

free or power-law degree distributions. It was also seen that several of the statistical 

ensemble models of networks only possessed such a distribution at a critical point. 

Thus, it would be advantageous if some ingredient could be added to these models 

that allowed them to exhibit critical behaviour without fine-tuning the parameters 

such that the system is at criticality. The nature of this added ingredient would then 

give another mechanism for generating networks with scale-free degree distributions 

and perhaps further insight into how and why so many real networks attain scale-free 

states.

The ZRP model of a network, as discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.7, was one of the 

models that had a power-law degree distribution only with a critical density of links 

in the system. Below the critical density the degree distribution was exponentially 

decaying and the system was in a low density, fluid state. Above the critical density the 

degree distribution took the form of a power-law distribution with an additional peak 

at high degree and the system was in a condensed state. This condensed state consists 

of a single node with a finite fraction of all the links and with the rest of the nodes 

having degrees according to a power-law distribution. An obvious way to generate 

scale-free degree distributions therefore is to add an element to the dynamics of the 

model that suppresses the condensate in a way that leaves the power-law background

95
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intact. In this chapter it is shown how the introduction of non-conservation in an 

appropriate fashion causes the ZRP network model to give critical behaviour in an 

entire region of the parameter space rather than just at a critical point.

Of course obtaining a critical phase by adding creation and annihilation is be 

haviour that is not restricted to the network model; it also applies to the ZRP in its 

own right. A ZRP with critical behaviour in a region of the parameter space could 

find application in areas other than networks. It is in the language of the ZRP that 

the non-conservation rules will first be discussed and analysed; both because the lan 

guage of the ZRP is more general than the language of networks and because the 

non-conservation actually introduces some subtleties in the network version of the 

model which makes the analysis slightly more involved.

5.2 ZRP with creation and annihilation of particles

5.2.1 Introduction

In this section a generalised ZRP with the additional elements of creation and annihi 

lation of particles is studied. These elements are realised in a more specific way than 

say a grand-canonical ensemble and allow a critical phase in the model.

5.2.2 Model definition

For simplicity a specific model is studied here; possible generalisations are discussed 

in Section 5.2.5. A ZRP with L sites and N particles is considered; the number of 

sites is conserved, but the number of particles is allowed to vary under the dynamics. 

The particles hop from site to site with rates w(nM ), which depends on the number 

of particles at the departure site, nM , as in the usual ZRP. The lattice considered is 

fully connected, i. e. a particle that hops from a site will arrive at any other site with 

equal probability. In addition to this hopping process, two further processes happen 

concurrently: particles annihilate from site // with rate a(%), which depends on the 

number of particles at the site, n^ and particles are created at a site with rate c, which 

for simplicity is taken to be independent of the number of particles at the site. The 

following explicit rates are studied:

• Hop rate

<n) = (l + £ ) 0(n) , (5.1) 
\ n /

where b > 0 is a constant and 6(n] is the usual Heaviside step function [10].
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• Annihilation rate
o(n) = (f )* , (5.2)

where k > 0 is a constant.

• Creation rate
c = ^ , (5.3) 

where s > 0 is a constant.

The above rates are chosen for their simplicity and because they contain the basic 

elements expected to give the desired behaviour of a power-law occupancy distribution, 

namely a hop rate that gives a power-law distribution at a critical point and an 

annihilation rate that increases with particle number, thus which most favourably 

annihilates from condensed sites. The creation rate at a site c (5.3) is independent 

of the number of particles at the site but depends on the system size. The overall 

creation rate in the system is given by I/1 "5) and can be controlled by varying s. This 

is important as the creation rate can be thought of as the driving rate for the system. 

The annihilation rate a(n) (5.2) depends on both the size of the system and the number 

of particles at a site. By increasing k the annihilation is made to happen more from 

highly occupied sites. The case k = I corresponds to the independent annihilation of 

particles, thus the form of the annihilation rate allows for easy comparison with this 

case. The hop rate u(n} (5.1) is one of the simplest that is known to give a power-law 

distribution at the critical point of a conserving ZRP as discussed in Chapter 2 at the 

end of Section 2.3. Varying the parameter b allows the exponent of this distribution 

to be changed. Note that as 6 > 2 is required for a condensation transition and hence 

for there to be a critical point, the remaining discussion is restricted to the case 6 > 2.

5.2.3 Analysis

It was seen in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2 that the ZRP possesses a factorised steady 

state, i. e. the probability of a given configuration, P(ni,n2,.  ., n^), takes the form 

of a product over sites of quantities that depend only on the number of particles on 

each site. Thus, in a homogeneous system it is sufficient to study the probability of 

the occupancy of a single site to gain full knowledge of the system. In contrast, the 

generalised ZRP (with creation and annihilation) studied in this chapter is, in general, 

not expected to have a factorised steady state. However, the approximation of a 

factorised steady state, P(ni,ri2,      , n/,) oc Hz=i P(ni)? where p(n) is the probability 

that a single site has occupancy n, is made for the following analysis. For the fully 

connected geometry considered, such an approximation is expected to become exact in
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the limit L — > oo. Within this approximation the master equation for the probability 

of occupancy of each site, p(n) is given by

= [u(n + 1) + a(n + 1)] p(n + l)-[v + c] p(n)
(5.4)

a(n}} p(n) - [v + c] p(n - 1)} 0(

The terms on the right-hand side of this equation represent the probability currents 

in and out of a state with n particles on a site. Grouping them into the terms within 

the square brackets and including the multiplicative probabilities, they are explained 

as follows: the first term represents the current in due to a hop out of or annihilation 

from a site with n + 1 particles; the second term represents the current out due to a 

hop into or a creation on a site with n particles; the third term represents the current 

out due to a hop out of or an annihilation from a site with n particles; finally, the 

fourth term represents the current in due to a hop into or creation at a site with n   1 

particles. The theta function in the second line ensures that (5.4) correctly includes 

the boundary case n = 0. The current due to a hop into a site contains v, the average 

hop rate from a site, which depends on the state of the system and is given by

oo 

V
n=l

= f>(n)p(n). (5.5)

Thus the master equation (5.4) is not as simple as it might first seem as it contains 

more p(n) dependence than is explicitly shown.

In the steady state, p(n) is stationary in time and (5.4) becomes

0 = [u(n + 1) + a(n + 1)] p(n + 1) - [v + c] p(n)
(5.6) 

(n) + a(n)} p(n) - [v + c] p(n - 1)} 0(n) .

This can be written in the form

0 = J(n + 1) - J(n)9(n) , (5.7)

with

J(n) = [u(n] + a(n}} p(n) - [v + c] p(n - 1) . (5.8)

Thus, by iteration it is found

J(n) = 0 , (5.9) 

which implies

which in turn is solved iteratively to give

(5 - n)
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Then to find p(n) explicitly, v and p(0) must be found. The solution must also satisfy 

the following constraint equations: the probability must be normalised

00

(5.12)
n=0

and in the steady state the overall creation and annihilation rates must balance

oo

a(n)p(n) = c . (5.13)
n=l

Note that only two of (5.5), (5.12) and (5.13) are independent.

The behaviour of the system is determined by finding the large L asymptotic 

behaviours of v and p(n) that satisfy (5.5) and (5.13). The system defined by the 

dynamics (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) has several phases depending on the values of the 

parameters 6, k and s. The phase diagram is shown in Figure 5.2.3. In what follows 

the three phases, low density, critical and high density, are determined and analysed.

Low 
Density

,. _Critieai 

(b)

High Density

Figure 5.1: Typical phase diagram for both the non-conserving ZRP model and the 

non-conserving network model with self links allowed. Shown in the k-s plane with 6 

fixed. The parameters fc, s,6 are defined in (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), (5.63), (5.64) and (5.65).

5.2.4 Phase analysis

The starting point of the analysis is the creation-annihilation balance equation (5.13). 

Rearranging a little and inserting the expressions for p(n) (5.11), c (5.3) and a(n)
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(5.2) gives

n=1 (5.14)
00 n

nln(i> + c)   y v ln(w(ra) + a(m))
n=l

The form of the left hand side of (5.14) identifies two regions of s (with k fixed): a 
region (s > k) with the LHS going to zero as some negative power of L and a region 
(s < k) with the LHS diverging as some positive power of L. These two regions require 
different treatments.

Using (5.14) the following regions of behaviour are identified

• Low density phase (s > k): In this region the probability distribution is 
exponentially decaying and the global density of particles tends to zero in the 
thermodynamic limit.

• Critical phase (k/(k + 1} < s < k~): In this region the probability distribution 
has a power-law form in the thermodynamic limit. The large but finite behaviour 
of the probability distribution can be used to classify two sub-phases: critical 
sub-phase (a) (kb/(k -f 1) < s < fc), where the probability distribution is a 
power-law with an exponential cut-off; and critical sub-phase (b) (k/(k + 1) < 
s < kb/(k + 1)), where the probability distribution is a power-law with a weak 
peak at high n.

• High density phase (s < k/(k+\}): In this region the probability distribution 
tends to a delta peak and all the sites have large occupancies.

In the following these phases will be analysed in detail.

Low density phase: s > k

If the parameter s is greater than the parameter fc, then the LHS of (5.14) will go to 
zero in the limit of large system size. Thus to satisfy (5.14), p(n) is a rapidly decreasing 
function of n. Note that p(0) plays no part in the overall rate of annihilation and so 
can can be of any size to satisfy the normalisation condition 5.12. Assuming that p(n) 
is a monotonically decreasing function of n and that p(l) dominates the sum on the 
RHS of 5.14, then p(l) ~ Lk~ s . Furthermore, if p(l) > p(2), then p(l) ~ (N) /L, 
where (N) /L is the average number of particles in the system. Thus (N/L) ~ Lk~8 , 
i. e. the average density of the system will tend to zero as the system size tends to 
infinity. This is consistent with having a very small u, i. e. a small average current from
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a site due to a low density of particles in the system. Strictly v + c is small such that 

v+c ~ v ~ Lfc~s , to leading order in L. Then p(n) - L^s-^n , with p(l) ~ Lk~s . The 

mean number of particles behaves as Lk~3+l and increases sub-linearly with system 

size.

For large but finite systems it is possible to get an approximate theory form for 

the probability distribution in the low density phase. This is achieved by assuming 

that the balance equation is dominated by p(l) and thus v is given by Lk~s . This is 

then inserted back into (5.14) to give the asymptotic theory line

p(n) - Ln(k~s} . (5.15) 

This equation can then be compared with results from simulations.

Analysis of region: s < k

If the parameter s is less than the parameter k, then the LHS of (5.14) will diverge as 

Lk~s . Thus, the sum on the RHS must also diverge in this way and it is dominated 

by terms at large n. Expanding Sm=i Mw (m) + a(m)) for large n yields

/*Tt

V" ln(w(m) + a(m)) ~ / dm In 
m^i Ji

Z-.

1 +   + ~ 6Inn
n

(k + l}Lk ' (5.16)

This gives a decreasing part to the RHS of (5.14) with a power-law factor n~b and 

an exponentially decreasing factor exp(  nk+l /((k + l}Lk }. Thus equation (5.14) can 

only be satisfied if v + c approaches one as L tends to infinity: if v + c is too small, 

exp(nln(v + c)) will give an exponentially decreasing factor that is sufficiently rapid in 

its decrease to cause the RHS to converge; if too big, a rapidly increasing exponential 

factor will be generated which will cause the RHS to diverge too strongly. Thus, in 

this region, v + c is taken to have the form

(5.17)

where g(L) tends to zero as L tends to infinity. Hence, to leading order in L,

ln(u + c) ~ g(L) . (5.18)

Inserting (5.16) and (5.18) into (5.14) yields the asymptotic forms for the site occu 

pancy distribution

p(n) ~ n exp ng(L)- nfc+i
(5.19)

and the creation-annihilation balance equation

  k—s /
oo 

dnnk~b 
_

exp ng(L) - n fc+i
(5.20)
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where the sum has been approximated by an integral. Equation (5.20) is key to 

the analysis of all the remaining phases: the remaining regions can be identified by 

determining the large L asymptotic behaviour of g(L) that satisfies (5.20). Inserting 

this into (5.19) gives the form of the site occupancy distribution, p(n), via which the 

nature of the phases can be identified.

High density phase: s < k/(k + 1)

The low density phase is one of the extremes of the system, where ln(v + c) is less than 

one asymptotically and so the occupancy distribution is rapidly decreasing. Another 

extreme of the system will be when v + c approaches one from above asymptotically 

with a form that is the largest possible without causing the RHS of (5.20) to diverge 

too rapidly. This is when g(L] behaves as some inverse power of L:

(5.21) 

where g^ and y are constants to be determined. Inserting this form into (5.20) yields

• A;—s
»oo

dn n exp
n nk+l

(5.22)

It is then assumed that the above integral will be dominated by the maximum of the 

exponential. Calling the exponent V'(n), it is found:

n nk+1
(5 '23)

• (5-25)

The maximum is given by the point n*

i*) = 0 (5.26)

n* = gl- ~ £-" . (5.27)

At this maximum point, the exponent takes the value

k   * . (5>28)
(K + Ij

Thus when y < kj(k + 1) there is a large peak in the unnormalised occupancy distri 

bution, with a height behaving as an exponential of a positive power of L. This peak 

is thus very high and it is expected to dominate the p(n) distribution for large L.
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In the following the dominance of the peak over the distribution is motivated. 

By Taylor expanding ^(n) around its maximum, the exponential can be treated as a 

Gaussian and thus the peak has a width 2 |^/; (n*)| 2 - Now,

(5.29) 

and the width behaves as

width ~ L(i/2)(i+v(i-i/*)) . (5.30)

This is narrow on the scale of the mean, n* ~ L(k~y)/k ^ as L   > oo and with y < 
k/(k + 1). Furthermore the peak will have an unnormalised weight (approximated by 

width x height)

weight - exp Li-vU+i/*) Li/2+(y/2}(i-i/k)-b+yb/k (5>31)

Thus it is clear that this peak dominates the p(n) distribution, and p(n) can be treated 

as a delta function centred on n* for the asymptotic analysis.

Treating p(n) as a delta function centred on n* gives the creation- annihilation 

balance equation
Lk~s ~ (n*) fc ~ Lk~y , (5.32)

hence y = s. Recall that only for y < k/(k + 1) was the width of the peak narrow 

on the scale of the maximum location. Thus the above analysis is only valid in the 

region s < k/(k + l). This is the high density phase, where p(n) is sharply peaked at 

n* ~ j[/ ( fc- s)/ fc giving all sites an average number of particles that is an positive power 

of L and a super-extensive average total number of particles, (N} ~ £i-s-s/ fc .

For large but finite system sizes, the value obtained for y can be inserted into 

(5.22) to give a theory curve that can be compared with numerical simulations of the 

system
rt r)*s ~'~l

(5.33)p(n) ~n exp yit ^a

where gh is an undetermined parameter that does not make a great difference to the 

shape of the line.

Critical phase: k/(k + 1) < s < k

In between the low and high density phases a critical phase is found, where in the 

L  > oo limit the occupancy distribution p(n) approaches a power law. This phase 

can further be divided into two sub-phases, distinguished by the large but finite L 

forms of p(n).
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Critical sub-phase (a): kb/(k + 1) < s < k

When s > k the system is in the low density phase and v is small giving a rapid cut-off. 

In critical sub-phase (a), the region where 5 first becomes less than fc, v approaches 1 

from below giving a cut-off that is slow enough that it leaves an appreciable region of 

power-law behaviour.

The case of v approaching one from below is satisfied when g(L) is small and 

negative. The form that g(L] takes for this region is

9(L) * -£ , (5.34)

where gca and x are parameters to be determined and it has been assumed that x < s 
so that the effect of g(L] is dominant, i. e. ln(v + c) ~ —gCa/Lx to leading order in L. 
Inserting this into (5.20) yields the balance equation

/oo 

.
dnnk b exp

n nfc+i
(5.35)

The second exponential cut-off in the balance equation above is fixed by the parameter 

k and if it were the dominant cut-off, then the balance equation could only be satisfied 

for a single value of s. Thus it is assumed that the first exponential cut-off dominates, 

i. e. x < k/(k + 1), this should be able to satisfy the balance equation as g(L) can 

depend upon s. In what follows this dependence will be calculated.

Under the assumption that the first cut-off dominates, the integral on the RHS 

of (5.35) can be evaluated approximately by integrating the non cut-off part to an 

upper-limit determined by where the cut-off first becomes appreciably smaller than 1 

giving
'->x /gca

ik~b (5.36)/
.(5-37)

where it has been assumed that k > b — 1. If k < b — 1 this phase cannot exist. For 

the balance to be satisfied it is required that

x =
Previously it was assumed that x < k/(k + 1) and x < s, for these to be consistent 

with (5.38) the following inequalities must be satisfied

kb
k+1 

_k__
k-b+2 '

> -  r (5.39)

s > -——:  - . (5.40)
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with the first of these being a stronger condition than the second, if k > b — 1 as was 

also assumed. Thus in the region k > s > kb/(k + 1) the above analysis is consistent 

and the system is in a critical sub-phase with a p(n) distribution given by a power 

law with an exponential cut-off. The point at which this cut-off begins to appreciably 

affect the power-law behaviour goes to infinity with the system size as L( fc ~ s)/(fc ~b+1). 

The value calculated asymptotically for x can be inserted into the expression for 

p(n) to give a theory line

p(n) ~ n~6 exp [-9ca L(k_s "(k_b+1} ] , (5.41)

this can then be compared with simulations of large but finite systems. The constant 

gca has not been determined by the analysis, but makes no difference to the shape of 

the curve and should have negligible effect for large enough systems.

Critical sub-phase (b): k/(k + 1) < s < kb/(k + I)

In critical sub- phase (a) it was seen that a power-law with a cut-off form for p(n) could 

satisfy the balance equation, for k > s > kb/(k + 1). In the high density phase it was 

seen that a strong, high-n peak form for p(n) could satisfy the balance equation, for 

s < k/(k + 1). In between these regions the balance equation is satisfied by a p(n) 

that is a power-law with an additional weak peak at high n.
The form g(L] ~ L~y gave the high density phase, i. e. the unnormalised p(n) 

had a peak that was exponentially high in a positive power of L. In critical sub-phase 

(b), the unnormalised p(n) has a peak that is just a positive power of L in height, 

thus it dominates the balance equation without completely dominating the probability 

distribution. The form of g(L) that gives this is

  , (5.42)

where gcb and w are parameters to be determined. Inserting this form into (5.20) 

yields the balance equation

/
oo 

dn nk~b exp 
_

n \ L (5.43)

Writing p(n) as ~ exp('0(n))n~6 , it is found that
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It is known from the analysis of critical sub-phase (a) that a power-law with any 

cut-off is not sufficient to satisfy the balance equation in the region considered here. 

Thus the weak peak of p(n) will dominate the contribution to the RHS of the balance 

equation(5.43). The most significant contribution from this peak will come from 

around the maximum of ^(n), which is given by the point ri*

= 0 (5.47) 

n* = (9cb In L)w/*£,(*-f )/* , (5.48)

and the height of the maximum of the peak will be

(5.49)

Now (n*)~b clearly gives a power of L, albeit with a logarithmic correction, and 

is given by
= (gcb In L)"*+ Ld-^(fc+ . (5 . 50)

Ki i~ J.

As a positive power of L is required as the height of the weak peak, the above deter 

mines that w = k/(k -\- 1), hence

n* = L+iin^ifc+i , (5.51) 

In L = (In £)***/(*+!) , (5 . 52)

(5.53)

Thus p(n) has a weak peak at n* ~ Lk^k+l ^> with width 2 K(n*)|~ 1/2 ~ Lfc/< fe+1 ) and 

height (n*)~& exp(^(n*)) ~ Lk(9cb-b)/(k+i) ̂  ignoring logarithmic factors in all cases. 

Thus the weight (~ width x height) of the weak peak is asymptotically

weight ~ L- ++ . (5.54)

The weak peak dominates the balance equation (5.43) and so, taking into account the 

fact that the peak is not a delta function in this case by including the weight, this 

becomes
Lk~s ~ (n*) fc x weight

which gives
, s(l + k)b- -+--J- . (5.56)

Now, for the peak to be weak, i. e. for it not to dominate the probability distribution, 

the weight of the peak must scale as a negative power of L. Inserting (5.56) into (5.54) 

gives weight ~ L^/(k+i)-8 and s > k^k + ^ ig requireci to saiisfy tnis? verifying the
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lower boundary of the sub-phase. It is also required that the peak be strong enough 

that it can dominate over the contribution from the power-law part of the distribu 

tion in the annihilation part of the balance equation, i. e. over the largest possible 

contribution from a power-law with the largest cut-off, namely the annihilation from 

the RHS of (5.35) with the second cut-off dominant:

/oo 

.
k-b

dnrr °exp
nfe+i ,jrfc/(fe+l)

k-b (5.57)

f°rfc>6 - 1 (5.58) 

for k < b - 1 .

The contribution from the weak peak to the annihilation is simply Lfc ~ s , under the 

assumption that it dominates. Thus for the case k > 6 1, the dominance of the 

weak peak in the balance equation is satisfied when s < kb/(k + 1) which borders 

on critical sub-phase (a). For k < b — 1, critical sub-phase (a) does not exist and the 

analysis of critical sub-phase (b) extends to s < k—which borders on the low density 

phase.

Thus it has been proven that in critical sub-phase (b) the occupancy distribution, 

p(n), takes on the form of a power law with a weak peak at high n. The weight of 

this peak goes to zero as the system size tends to infinity, but in such a way that it 

dominates the balance equation and allows it to be satisfied. The values calculated 

for gcb and w are inserted into the expression for p(n) to give a theory line

-b
p(n) ~ n exp

f/t s(k+l)\lnL} k/(k+l} nk+l 
n<[b-——-——}—:- > --  — 

k J L \ (5.59)

which can be compared with simulations.

Subdivisions of critical sub-phase (b)

Interestingly, critical sub-phase (b) can itself be further subdivided into two regions of 

distinct behaviour. These can be classified by regarding the number of highly occupied 

sites that the weak peak in p(n) represents and what contribution these sites give to 

the overall number of particles in the system. These sites will have average occupations 

of around n* ~ £fc /(fc+1 ) and the number of them is estimated by simply multiplying 

the weight of the weak peak by L. Thus the expected number of such sites goes as 

£\-s+k/(k+i} ̂  NOW the average number of particles in the system is given by

(N) = L f dnnp(n) , (5.60) 

so the contribution from the critical, power-law part of the distribution is

(5.61)
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and the contribution from the weak peak is

Wwkpk ~ Ln* x wei§ht ~ L2fc/ (fc+1)+1-s . (5.62)

Thus for s < 1k/(k + l] the weak peak gives the dominant contribution to the number 

of particles in the system and while being a critical phase in terms of the p(n) analysis 

it actually has a density that is greater than the critical density this will be referred 

to as critical sub-phase (b) (ii). For s > 2k/(k + 1) the critical, power-law part of 

p(n) gives the dominant contribution to the number of particles in the system and 

the density will tend to the critical density asymptotically this will be referred to 

as critical sub-phase (b) (i). It is also interesting to note that within the allowed 

values of s the number of sites represented by the weak peak is less than one for 

kb/(k + 1) > s > (2k + l}/(k + 1) and when b > 2 + l/k. This signals a system that 

may oscillate between having and not having an identifiable 'meso-condensate', i. e. a 

site that has a large number of particles but cannot be counted as a true condensate.

5.2.5 Generalisations

The dynamics (5.1,5.2,5.3) were chosen to show the existence of the critical phase, 

whilst having a particularly simple form and leaving the analysis relatively straight 

forward. The type of behaviour shown, i. e. the critical phase, is not restricted to 

these precise forms of the dynamics. In fact, exactly the same phase behaviour will 

be found for any event rates that have the same asymptotics as (5.1,5.2,5.3). This 

includes any power-series for the rates that have (5.1,5.2,5.3) as their leading terms 

in L. It is also straightforward to generalise to creation rates that depend on the 

number of particles at a site. This complicates the analysis and can introduce new 

behaviour, but the core element of the critical phase can remain for some choices for 

the dependence on particle number.

It should be noted that in order to have the power-law in the conserving system, 

the hop-rate must have the same asymptotics as (5.1). However, when the non- 

conservation is introduced, the annihilation rate enters into the expression for p(n) 

(5.11) in much the same way as the hop rate. Thus it is entirely plausible that the 

power-law could emanate from the annihilation instead of the hopping. Although not 

entering the analysis in the same way, it is equally plausible that the power-law could 

emanate from a creation rate that depends on the number of particles at a site in an 

appropriate way.

Coming back to the case where the hop rate provides the power-law behaviour, 

the main ingredients then required to generate a critical phase are as follows. Either 

a creation rate that increases at lowly occupied sites, or an annihilation rate that
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increases at highly occupied sites, or a mixture of both. These rates must also have 

system size dependence that any bumps or cut-offs they introduce happen at a position 

that scales with the system size. Under these conditions there may be other choices 

of hop rate that exist that can cause the system to have a critical phase rather than 

just a critical point.

5.2.6 Numerical simulation results

In this section results from simulation of the model are presented and compared with 

the theory. The dynamics of this system (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) is conveniently imple 

mented by a simple Monte Carlo algorithm. At each time step, separated by At, the 

following update processes take place:

  A site is selected at random.

  With probability it(n)At, where u(ri) is given by (5.1), a particle is removed and 

replaced at another randomly chosen site. This is the hopping process.

  With probability a(n)At, where a(n) is given by (5.2), a particle is removed 

from the site. This is the annihilation process.

  With probability cAt a particle will be added to the site, where c is given by 

(5.3). This is the creation process.

The time step size, At, is a constant and is chosen such that the probability of any 

one of these processes happening in a given time step, i. e. (u(n) + a(ri) + c) At, is less 

than or equal to one. The code for the simulation is presented in Appendix E. Note 

that the annihilation rate (5.2) is difficult to normalise as it can become infinite. For 

simulations this rate is capped at its value at n = L. For all the data presented, a site 

with L or more particles was never realised over the duration of the simulation and 

so the capping of the annihilation rate had no effect.

All results presented in this section are taken from simulations run for O(W7 } 
Monte Carlo sweeps, where a sweep is L time steps. In all cases the first half of the 

run was used to relax the system to the steady state and the second half was used to 

calculate the occupancy distribution, p(n). Simulations were run on a lattice of 5000 

sites with b = 2.6 and k = 3 and the following s values to demonstrate the different 

phases.

  critical sub-phase (a): s = 2.

  critical sub-phase (b) (i) : s = 1.7.
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  critical sub-phase (b) (ii) : s = 1.2.

  high density phase: s = 0.4.

The occupancy distributions for these parameters are given in Figure 5.2 and compared 
with theory lines from (5.33), (5.41) and (5.59). No data are presented for the low 
density phase as the steady-state relaxation timescale proved prohibitive for the L, b, k 
parameter values chosen here. Unfortunately it is difficult to find parameters that give 
a low density phase with an attainable relaxation that do not also have strong finite- 
size effects affecting some of the other phases. Such data are presented in Section 5.3.7, 
Figure 5.7 where the finite-size effects will be discussed in more detail.

0.01 E

0.001 -

0.0001 -

c "ol

le-09.

Figure 5.2: Steady state distributions of the number of particles at a site from sim 
ulations of the non-conserving ZRP model on a fully connected lattice (Q) and a Id 
lattice (+), compared with theoretical asymptotic curves (dashed lines). Simulations 
were run of a system with L = 5000 lattice sites and b = 2.6, k = 3. Data are shown 
for: critical sub-phase (a), s = 2 (red); critical sub-phase (b) (i), s = 1.7 (green); 
critical sub-phase (b) (ii), s = 1.2 (blue); high density phase, s = 0.4 (magenta).

In Figure 5.2 data are also presented for a system defined on a one-dimensional 
lattice where particles can only hop to the right neighbour site in. While the steady 
state probability distribution is not expected to factorise, even in the infinite system 
size limit, the data for the two systems compare well. The data from simulations 
also compares very well with the theory lines. There is some discrepancy for critical 
sub-phase (b) (i) and (ii), but this is probably due to the fact that certain logarithmic 
corrections have been ignored and the finite size of the system. It is expected that
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the agreement between theory and simulation will get better as the system size is 

increased.

5.3 Application to networks

5.3.1 Introduction

The general applicability of the ZRP as a network model has been discussed in Chap 

ter 4, Section 4.7 and the generalised non-conserving ZRP introduced above is no 

different in its suitability to describe a network model. There are, however, subtle 

differences that are introduced when the model is applied to networks. In the map 

ping, sites are again interpreted as nodes and particles are again interpreted as the 

ends of links. However, it is no longer possible to create and annihilate single particles 

and maintain a proper network structure, instead pairs of particles must be created 

and annihilated this corresponds to the creation and annihilation of links and the 

pairing of the particles must be tracked throughout the evolution of the system.

Thus the following network model is considered. There are L nodes, the number 

of which is conserved, that are linked together by N/2 undirected links, the number of 

which is not conserved and with N being the number of particles in the corresponding 

ZRP. Links will rewire away from a node to another randomly selected node with rate 

u(n^}, which depends on the degree of the node that the link is being rewired from, 

n^. Only the end of the link at node // changes in the rewiring move; the other end 

remains attached to the same node. Links will be annihilated from a node with rate 

aOv)> which a^so depends on the degree of the node that the link is being annihilated 

from, rip,. Links are obviously annihilated at both ends, but the rates are defined 

such that links are annihilated depending on one end of the link. Finally links will be 

created between two randomly chosen nodes with a rate c, which is a constant. These 

rules have been chosen to maintain a strong link with the ZRP model. The subtle 

differences that come from working in the network context will be discussed below. 

For simplicity the following explicit rates are studied.

u(n) =(! + -) 0(n) , (5.63) n )

, (5.64) 

c = -rj   (5.65)

In keeping with the desire to maintain a strong link between the two systems the rates 

are the same as for the ZRP model.
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5.3.2 Analysis

As the network model has also been defined on a fully-connected geometry, i. e. a 

link can rewire to any node with equal probability, it is also expected that the steady 

state degree distribution of this system will factorise as before, P(ni,n2, . . . , n^,) oc 

FIi=i P(nz)- Thus a mean-field master equation in the degree of a site is written for the 

system in the same way as for the ZRP model, but due to the creation and annihilation 

of pairs of particles it differs slightly and is given by

= [u(n + 1) + o(n + 1) + A(n + l)]p(n +!)-[« + 2c]p(n) 
crc (o.obj

- {[u(n) + a(n) + A(n)]p(n) - [v + 2c]p(n - 1)} 0(n)

The square bracketed terms of the above equation, coupled with the probabilities, have 

the same interpretation as for the ZRP master equation (5.4): the first term represents 

the probability current into a state with degree n due to rewirings or annihilations 

from nodes with degree n + 1; the second term represents the probability current out 

of a state with degree n due to rewirings from and creations at nodes with degree n; 

the third term represents the probability current out of a state with degree n due to 

rewirings or annihilations from nodes with degree n; and the final term represents the 

probability current into a state with degree n due to rewirings into or creations at 

nodes with degree n — I.
There are two differences between the network master equation (5.66) and the 

ZRP master equation (5.4): c has become 2c in the network master equation, this is 

because particles are created in pairs so there is twice the chance of a degree-increasing 

creation event occurring; the other difference is the inclusion of a new term A(n) that 

accounts for the fact that links are annihilated rather than individual particles. The 

annihilation part of the dynamics is defined such that links are annihilated from nodes 

with a rate that depends on the degree of that node. Thus when a link is annihilated 

it will enter the master equation as a(ri) for the node that it was annihilated from. 

The annihilation must also enter the master equation for its other end and even within 

an uncorrelated, mean-field framework the degree of the node at the other end of the 

link will enter the equation. This is accounted for by the term A(n), which is given 

by
oo

= c-. (5.67)

In the mean-field framework, a link chosen at one end will be attached to a node with 

degree n at the other end with probability equal to n/(N - 1) ~ n/N. Thus the term 

A(n) above is given by the probability that a chosen link has degree n at its other end
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multiplied by the overall average rate of annihilation of links at the chosen ends. In 

this respect A(n) is the average annihilation at sites of degree n due to the non-chosen 

ends of the links and is similar in nature to the term v which represents the average 

current due to rewirings away from other sites. The average current v takes the same 

form as for the ZRP version
00

v = Y^u(n)p(n) , (5.68)
n=l

as do the normalisation and creation-annihilation balance conditions

oo

l (5.69)
n=0

oo

Y^ a(n)p(n) = c . (5.70)
n=l

Note that the p(n) dependency is present for i>, but can be summed out for A(n) using 

the creation and annihilation balance condition (5.70), as done in (5.67).

The steady state degree distribution p(n) can be found in a similar way to before 

(5.6)-(5.11), to give

(v -\- 
p(n) = _ra r ,\ . —— TT-^i P(0)   (5-71)

The differences between the two models actually make no difference in the asymp 

totic analysis of the phases. The constant c in the numerator of (5.71) only entered 

asymptotically in the ZRP analysis and a factor of two in front makes no difference. 

The new term A(n) merely induces an extra cut-off, which happens never to dominate 

over the others. To show this, it is sufficient to assume the analysis from the ZRP 

model is valid and check that the new-cut off does not dominate consistently with the 

analysis. Thus the regions of behaviour for the network model are the same as for the 

non-conserving ZRP model and this is shown in the following section.

5.3.3 Phase analysis for the non-conserving network model

The network model creation-annihilation balance equation can be written as follows

00

Li = / 71 p(7T/l (o.i^)
/ -J A \ / \ I

71=1

00

71=1

n
n\n.(v + 2c)   ln(u(m) + a(m) + A(m))

m=l
(5.73)

Hence the phase analysis is again easily split into two regions depending on whether 

the left hand side of the above equation converges or diverges.
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Low density phase: s > k

The analysis for the low density phase in the non-conserving ZRP model was indepen 

dent of all quantities except the current v and the new term A(m) introduced in the 

network model makes no difference to this. Thus the low density phase still has an 

exponentially decaying p(n), in exactly the same way as for the non-conserving ZRP, 

which is found to be approximated well by

p(n) - exp [n ln(Lfc-s )] , (5.74) 

for large but finite systems.

Analysis of region: s < k

In this region, as with the ZRP case, the creation-annihilation balance equation (5.73) 

is dominated by terms at high n in the sum and ^)ln(u(ra) + a(m) + A(m)) is ap 

proximated as

b /"m\ k mn rn
2^ ln(u(m) + a(ra) -I- A(m)) ~ / dm 
71=1 -* 1 + -r +m \LJ NLS

(5.75)
r7«+ i n^

b Inn
nk+1 n2

(k + l}Lk 2NLS ' 

Thus the balance equation (5.73) can be written as

nk+l n2/oo
ng(L) - (5.76)2NLS

where v + 2c ~ 1+ <?(!/) has been assumed. This is the same as the equivalent equation 

for the ZRP case, with the exception of the extra cut-off. In the following it is shown 

that this new cut-off is never dominant and the asymptotic analysis of the ZRP model 

is sufficient to describe the network model as well.

High density phase: s < k/(k + 1)

In the high density phase of the non-conserving ZRP, p(n) was found to behave asymp 

totically as (5.33)
~bp(n) ~ n~ exp

n nk+l
(5.77)

and that the average number of particles in the system behaved as (N) ~ L2~5/ fe . 

Thus if the cut-off given by exp(-nfc+1 /((& + l)Lfc )) dominates over the new cut-off, 

given by exp(-n2/(27VLs )), then the ZRP analysis remains correct for the network 

model. This will be so when

£fc/(fc+l) < jy*.,*^*,* __ J^J.-TS^K-A.JftK ,g ^gv
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i. e. when
^ -i i ^v / /T '7^^ T  - < 1 +  rr  , (5.79)k + 1 2k

which is always true in the region s < k/(k + 1). Thus the high density phase of 

the network model is the same analytically as for the ZRP model; in the networks 

context, the degree distribution is strongly peaked around n ~ Ll ~s/k and there is a 

super-extensive average number of links in the system (AT) /2 ~ L2~s/k .

Critical sub-phase (a): k > s > kb/(k + 1)

In critical sub-phase (a) of the non-conserving ZRP, p(n) was found to behave asymp 

totically as

p(n) ~ n~6 exp \-9ca ,, "_.^ J . (5.80)

The average number of link ends in this phase is calculated to be

/
oo 

dnnp(n)

~L / 
Ji

where it has been assumed that b > 2, as in the ZRP case. The cut-off, given by 

exp(  gcan/L^k~s^^k~b+1 ^}^ dominates over the new cut-off, given by exp(  n/2A/Xs ), 

when
L(k-s)/(k-b+l) < Nl/2Ls/2 ^ L(l+s)/2 ^

i. e. when

k + b-Ks(k-b + 3), (5.83)

which is always true in the region k > s > kb/(k + \] and with k > b—1. Thus critical 

sub-phase (a) of the network model is the same, analytically, as for the ZRP model. 

The degree distribution is a power-law with an exponential cut-off and the number of 

links goes like L. In the thermodynamic limit the density of links will tend to the half 

of the critical density of particles in the corresponding conserving ZRP.

Critical sub-phase (b): kb/(k + 1) > s > k/(k + 1)

In critical sub-phase (b) of the non-conserving ZRP, p(n) was found to behave asymp 

totically as

p(n) ~ n exp
-b \ (, *( K -MM iii^ i ' ' ' nb- k+l

_ 
k L J (k + l)L (5.84)
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In this sub-phase the number of links in the system can have two asymptotic be 

haviours: in the region kb/(k + 1) > s > 2k /(k + 1) the power-law part of the degree 

distribution, p(n), dominates the number of links, which behaves as L; in the region 

2k/(k + 1) > s > k/(k + 1), the weak peak part of the degree distribution dominates 

the number of links which behaves as £,2fc/(fc+ 1)+ 1-s . Clearly the smallest that (N) 

can be is O(L) and if the cut-off, exp(  nk+l /((k + l)£fc )), dominates over the new 

cut-off, exp(  n2 /2NLs ), with the smallest possible value of N throughout the sub- 

phase, then the ZRP analysis will be proven to be valid throughout this phase. The 

condition for this is
Lk/(k+l]

i. e.

s > T^T ~ -T^T » (5 - 86) 
k+l k+1

which is always true in the region kb/(k + 1) > 5 > k/(k + T). Thus critical sub-phase 

(b) of the network model is the same as for the ZRP model, analytically. The degree 

distribution is a power-law with a weak peak at high n which does not dominate the 

distribution, but does dominate the annihilation, and for 2k/ (k + 1) > s > k/(k + 1) 

it also dominates the average number of links in the system. Thus in the region 

kb/(k+l) > s > 2k/ (k+l} the density of links in the system relaxes to half the critical 

density of particles in the corresponding ZRP; in the region 2k /(k + 1) > s > k/(k + l] 

the density of links is greater than the critical density, but the phase is still critical 

from the mathematical viewpoint of the phase analysis.

5.3.4 Numerical simulation results

In the ZRP model, only knowledge of the number of particles at each site is needed 

to give a complete description of the system. When simulating the network model 

the network structure itself must be considered in order to correctly account for the 

deletion of links: just deleting two particles at random is not enough. One method of 

keeping track of a network computationally, that is favourable to simulate the network 

model described above, is as follows.

  Two arrays are used each holding pointers to information for each link.

  Each link is stored with information on which nodes it is connected to and where 

the pointer to the link is stored in the arrays.

  One of the arrays is one-dimensional and holds pointers to the links; this can be 

used to choose a link at random, if this is desired.
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  The other array is two-dimensional and the i,j element holds a pointer to the 

jth link that is attached to node i. Each link is therefore held twice and not 

all elements of the array hold pointers to actual links, some hold null pointers. 

This array holds a complete description of the network structure which allows 

the links to be deleted correctly, i. e. to find the other end of a link which has 

been chosen by one of its ends at a node.

The fact that a complete description of the network is stored in principle allows an 

output of the network state at any point in the evolution and calculation of properties 

other than the degree distribution. However, such features were not implemented. 

The calculation of specific network properties is often most efficiently achieved by 

storing values of the parameter of interest and updating as the network evolves rather 

than updating the network and calculating the values of the parameter at given time 

intervals. In this case the degree distribution is the quantity of interest and is held in 

a separate array and averaged over.

The original code for the network model was supplied by Erel Levine and is listed 

in Appendix F, in the original version self-links were not allowed as this makes the code 

somewhat simpler. However, the disallowal of self-links and multiple links can have a 

noticeable effect on the system, see Section 5.3.5. A version of the code modified to 

allow for self-links is given in Appendix G

The core of the program is a simple Monte Carlo algorithm, very similar to that 

in the simulations of the non-conserving ZRP above. At each time step, separated by 

At, the following update processes take place:

  A node is selected at random and if this node has any links one is chosen at 

random. This corresponds to randomly choosing a row of the two-dimensional 

array and then choosing one of the elements of this row that contains a pointer 

to a link at random.

  With probability w(n)At, where u(n) is given by (5.63), this link is rewired 

away from this node to another randomly chosen node. This is the link rewiring 

process. This requires entries in all of the arrays to be suitably updated.

  With probability a(n)At, where a(n) is given by (5.64), this link is removed from 

the network. This is the link annihilation process. Again this requires suitable 

updating of all of the arrays.

  With probability cAt, where c is given by (5.65), a link connected to this node 

and another randomly selected node is added to the network. This is the link
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creation process. This requires new entries to all of the arrays to account for 

the new link.

Again the time step size, At is constant and is chosen such that the probability of any 

one of these events happening in a single time step is less than or equal to one. The 

majority of the complexity of the program is contained in correctly updating the data 

structures that store the network-specific information.

The results presented in this section are taken from simulations run for (9(107) 

Monte Carlo sweeps. To enable direct comparison with the non-conserving ZRP model 

the same system size and parameters were used, namely a network of L = 5000 nodes 

with b = 2.6 and k = 3 and the s values: s = 2, to show critical sub-phase (a); s = 1.7, 

to show critical sub-phase (b) (i); s = 1.2 to show critical sub-phase (b) (ii); and 

s = 0.4 to show the high density phase. The results from the simulations are presented 

in Figure 5.3, with theory lines for comparison. The network and non-conserving ZRP 

data are both plotted in Figure 5.4, this allows a more direct comparison of the two 

systems. Again no data are presented for the low-density phase as relaxation time- 

scales are prohibitive for these values of 6, k and L and the values of s that they allow 

for the low-density phase. Parameter values that give accessible relaxation times for 

the low-density phase are possible, but they give their own complications for some of 

the other phases, as discussed in Section 5.3.5.

It can be seen from Figure 5.3 that the network model degree distributions, p(n), 

compare reasonably well with the theory lines as calculated within the ZRP framework 

and expected analytically to also describe the network model. However there are some 

noticeable discrepancies for the high density phase and critical sub-phase (b) (ii). A 

possible explanation for this is the effect of degree-degree correlations in the system, 

where the likelihood that two nodes are connected depends on the degree of each node 

in a non-trivial fashion, which are not treated by the mean-field analysis. Degree- 

degree correlations are known to be present in many real networks and models see 

for example [57]. One instance of this is in the Internet where it is found that high 

degree nodes are more likely to be connected to nodes with low degree [54, 55]. It could 

be that the rewiring and annihilation dynamics of this model are somehow generating 

degree-degree correlations that are not accounted for in the theory.

However, despite these discrepancies the phases appear to be qualitatively the 

same: curves linking the data points are the same shape, i. e. the power-law with a 

weak peak and strongly peaked forms for p(n) are retained.
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Figure 5.3: Steady state degree distributions from simulations of the non-conserving 
network model with self-links allowed (0) compared with theoretical asymptotic curves 
(dashed lines). Simulations were run on a network with L = 5000 nodes with b - 2.6, 
k - 3. Data are shown for: critical sub-phase (a), s = 2 (red); critical sub-phase (b) 
(i), s = 1.7, (green); critical sub-phase (b) (ii), s = 1.2 (blue); high density phase, 
s = 0.4 (magenta).

5.3.5 Effect of disallowing self-links and multiple links

In the networks model the analysis has assumed that self links and multiple links are 
present. The absence of these is known to generate degree-degree correlations under 
certain circumstances. For example, consider the equilibrium rewiring network of 
Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin [139, 8]. This model has strong connections with 
the basic ZRP as a network model and can be studied within the kind of mean-field 
approximation (which happens to be exact in the conserving case) as in this chapter [8]. 
To reconstruct the network in this picture the average can be taken over all the possible 
networks constructed from a given degree sequence or distribution. This becomes 
considerably more involved when self links and multiple links are prohibited. In the 
uncondensed case, the number of self and multiple links generated, i. e. the number of 
configurations with such links, is sufficiently small that it makes little difference to the 
ensemble average. In the condensed case, where a single node captures a finite fraction 
of the available link-ends, the fraction of constructed network states that contain self 
and multiple links becomes appreciable and thus the analysis with or without such 
links differs considerably. For example, if the condensed node contains more than half 
of the available link ends, then it is not possible to construct a network state without
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Figure 5.4: Steady state distributions of the number of particles at a site and degree 
from simulations of the non-conserving ZRP (Q) and the non-conserving network 
model with self-links allowed (0). Simulations were run on systems with L = 5000 
sites or nodes with b = 2.6 and k = 3. Data are shown for: critical sub-phase (a), 
s = 2 (red); critical sub-phase (b) (i), s = 1.7, (green); critical sub-phase (b) (ii), 
s = l.2 (blue); high density phase, s = 0.4 (magenta).

multiple self links at the condensed site. Thus with this constriction, correlations in the 
system become too strong and the mean-field analysis is no longer valid. The question 
of random networks without self and multiple connections has recently been addressed 
rigorously in [144]. The absence of self and multiple connections, in terms of random 
uncorrelated networks, has also been discussed in [145]. Correlations in exponential 
random graph models that have given degree sequences and multiple links but no self 
links have been discussed in [135]. The absence of multiple links has also been seen to 
partially explain the degree-degree correlations observed in the Internet in [56, 146].

In some original simulations of the network model, self-links were disallowed for 
computational reasons. It was found that doing so strongly affected the results. The 
original simulations redirected any rewiring or creation event that created a self-link, 
to another node until no self link was created. This mechanism can be partially 
accounted for within the mean-field master equation approach.

For link creation, the disallowal of self links makes no difference to the master 
equation; a creation adds two link ends and the probability that the two ends are 
placed at the same node depends only on the number of the nodes, thus the redirection 
is shared equally among all nodes. For link rewiring however, the probability that the
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rewired end of the link is rewired to the node to which its other end is attached does 

depend on the degree of that node and hence the configuration of the system. Thus 

the disallowal of self links enters the master equation through the rewiring rate, and it 

is Note also that an annihilation event cannot create a self link. Remaining within the 

uncorrelated mean-field approximation, the probability that a link chosen randomly 

at one end has its other end at a node of degree n is proportional to n/N. Hence the 

probability of a redirection is given by (1   n/N)/ (1   n/N) = (1   n/N) /(I — l/L). 
This effect is then incorporated into the master equation by replacing the incoming 

current due to hops, v, with a new n-dependent version, i>(n), that accounts for 

the effect of redirections. The iterative solution of the master equation (5.71) then 

becomes p(n) = i (0) (5-87)
a(m) + A(m)] ^

where v(m) is given by

1 - m/N 1 - m/N
I-l/L

' n=l

The phase analysis then proceeds from the creation annihilation balance equation 

(5.73) which now takes the form

00

k~s k= p(0) n exp
n=l

n

2c) - ln(u(m) + o(m)
Lm=l

(5.89)

The new addition to p(n) due to the disallowal of self links substantially affects the 

analysis. The three main phases remain the same; however, the critical phase has a 

new catalogue of subdivisions. The following behaviour is found

• Low density phase, no self links (s > k): In this region the degree distribu 

tion is exponentially decaying and the global density of particles tends to zero 

in the thermodynamic limit.

• Critical phase, no self links (k/(k+l) < s < k): In this region the probability 

has a power-law form in the thermodynamic limit. The large but finite behaviour 

of the degree distribution can be used to classify two sub-phases and three regions 

of the second sub-phase.

- Critical sub-phase (a), no self links (k > s > (k + b - l)/2): In 

this sub-phase the degree distribution is a power law with an exponential 

cut-off.

- Critical sub-phase (b), no self links ((k + b- l)/2 > s > k/(k + 1)): 

In this sub-phase the degree distribution is a power law with a weak peak
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at high n. The form of the weak peak can be used to further classify three 

subdivisions of this region.

* Subdivision (i) ((k + b- l)/2 > s > (k + l)/2): In this subdivision 

the shape of the weak peak is due to the new cut-off and the number 

of link ends in the system scales as the system size, i. e. the weak peak 

does not dominate the number of links in the system.

* Subdivision (ii) ((k + 1)/2 > s > 1): In this subdivision the shape of 

the weak peak is due to the new cut-off and the number of link ends 

in the system scales super-linearly with the system size, i. e. the weak 

peak dominates the number of links in the system.

* Subdivision (iii) (min(l,fc) > s > &/(& + !)): In this subdivision the 

shape of the weak peak is due to the old cut-off and is the same in 

form as for critical sub-phase (b) (ii) of the ZRP and network with self 

links allowed models.

• High density phase, no self links (s < k/(k + 1)): In this region the degree 

distribution tends to a delta peak and all the nodes have high degree.

The phase diagram for this system is presented in Figure 5.5. The analysis that 

identifies these phases and subdivisions is discussed in detail in the following.

Low density phase, no self links (s > k)

Again, in the low density phase the decay of p(n) is so rapid, to cope with the LHS 

of (5.89) going to zero, that the detailed form of (5.87) doesn't really play a role in 

the analysis. Thus the degree distribution is the same as that from the analysis of the 

network with self links and ZRP models

p^-exp^ln^-5 )] . (5.90)

Thus this phase is the same as for the network and ZRP models. For the purpose of 

distinguishing the no self links phases from the with network model with self links in 

the cases where they do differ, this phase will be referred to as the NSL (no self links) 

low density phase.

Analysis of region (5 < k}

For s < k the LHS of (5.89) diverges and so the expression for p(n) (5.87) is expanded 

by approximating the sums as integrals and assuming that v — I ~ g(L) as before,
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giving 

p(n) ~ n~b exp
Z1M ~M\ L,a

r\ 9 t-4-1)nn r)^ rt"'' 1- n
(5.91)Ls+l 2NLS fc + lLfc L

where the new addition has caused many extra factors to appear in this expression. 

The most significant of these is exp( n2 /2N). So an effective form for p(n) can be 

written

p(n) ~ n~b exp
nk+l

(5.92)2N
and the question becomes: which of these cut-offs will dominate? Unlike the cut-offs 

introduced by A(n), this new cut-off can become dominant. All the phases remain 

qualitatively in the presence of the new cut-off, i. e. the power-law with a cut-off, 

power-law with a weak peak and the strongly peaked forms for p(n) are recovered. 

However, the cut-offs and peaks do not necessarily have exactly the same form as the 

network model with self links allowed and some of the phase and sub-phase boundaries 

are shifted.

Critical sub-phase (a), no self links (k > s > (k + b— l)/2) 

In this sub-phase g(L) has the form

9(L) = ~ 9-^, (5-93)

where pca is a positive constant, and this generates the dominant cut-off, giving the 

balance equation
"00

Lk~ s ~ I dnnk-b exn\-a — I ~ rx(k-b+i) (5 QA\
LJ r ^ j VJ./&/O CA.£-/ jCd T I ' V /Ji L LX I

To satisfy this balance equation requires x = (k — s}/(k — b + 1). This phase has the 

same form for p(n) as the network with self links and ZRP versions of the model,

~

and the average number of link ends has already been calculated to be

(N) ~ L . (5.96)

Thus the assumed cut-off dominates over the new cut-off only if the following inequal 

ity is satisfied,
Ll/2 ^
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i. e. when

s >
(fc + 6-1)

(5.98)

Hence the new cut-off has altered the phase boundary. Nevertheless, this phase has 

exactly the same behaviour as the critical sub-phase (a) for the previous versions of 

the model, it just has a different phase boundary. To differentiate, this phase will be 

referred to as NSL critical sub-phase (a).

Critical sub-phase (b) (i), no self links ((k + b- l)/2 > s > (k + l)/2) 

In this subdivision of sub-phase (b), g(L) has the form

(5.99)

where gcbi is a positive constant, and this gives a positive term to the exponential. The 

dominant cut-off is the one generated by disallowal of self links, giving the balance 

equation,

•k—s /oo k-b.dnn exp nl 7
n"

2N
(5.100)

Assuming the weak peak in the integrand of the RHS of the above equation dominates, 

the value of gcbi that satisfies the balance is

9cbi = k - 2s + 6 - 1 ,

giving the following form for the occupancy distributions

(5.101)

-bp(n) ~ n exp n((k-2s + b-
L J

n
2N (5.102)

Now, in the no self links case, critical sub-phase (b) is being subdivided by two criteria: 

the form of the weak peak; and the contribution of the weak peak to the number of 

links in the system. The subdivision of critical sub-phase (b) in this section is due 

to it having a weak peak with the above form (5.102) and the power-law part of the 

distribution dominating the number of links in the system. The average number of 

link ends in the system due to the critical, power-law part of the distribution is given

by

Wcricrit dnnl ~b
(5.103)
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for b > 2. The contribution from the weak peak is, as before, estimated as the weight 

of the weak peak multiplied by the value of the power-law at the maximum of the 

peak and by the number of nodes in the system.

Wwkpk ~ L(n^~b x weight

^ L2-b/2+gcbi /2 ^

Thus the values of s for which the system is in critical sub-phase (b) i, are

2 *

fc

to ensure that (JV)crlt > (JV) wkpk and

0

k + b - 1 ( 5 - 106)

to ensure that there is a positive weak peak. It can easily be checked that all other 

conditions for the sub-phase subdivision are consistent with these values, i. e. all 

other inequalities that must be satisfied induce less stringent conditions on s. Thus 

for (k + b— l)/2 > s > (k + 1)/2 the system is in NSL critical sub-phase (b) (i), where 

p(n) has the form of a power-law with a weak peak determined by the new cut-off 

and the system relaxes to the critical density of the underlying ZRP system.

Critical sub-phase (b) (ii), no self links ((k + l)/2 > s > 1) 

In this subdivision of sub-phase (b), g(L} has the form

g(L) = , (5 . 107)

where gcbu is a positive constant to be determined. This gives a positive term in the 

exponential of p(n) and hence the balance equation

/
oo 

dn nk~b exp 
_

n
n

L<?/2 IN (5.108)

where again the dominant cut-off is the one generated by the disallowal of self links. 

Assuming that the weak peak in the integrand on the RHS of the above equation 

dominates, the value of gcba that satisfies the balance is
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giving the following form for the occupancy distribution

-b
p(n) ~ n exp n

n2

2N (5.110)

Critical sub-phase (b) (ii) is distinguished from the other subdivisions of sub-phase 

(b) in that it has a weak peak that dominates the number of links in the system and 

with a form that is determined by the dominant new cut-off. The critical, power-law 

contribution to the number of link ends is calculated in the same way as before (5.103), 

and is given by

Went ~ L , (5.111)

and the contribution from the weak peak is given by

Wwkpk ~ L(n*Tb x weight

^ L2-2s/(k+l) ^

Thus the values of s for which the system is in critical sub-phase (b) ii, are

'

to ensure that the weak peak gives the dominant contribution to the number of links 

in the system and

Nl/2 ^ Ll-s/(k+l) < Lk/(k+l)

(5.114) 
s > 1 ,

to ensure that the new cut-off is indeed the dominant cut-off. Again it is easy to check 

that all other required conditions are consistent with this range of possible values for 

s. Thus for (k + l)/2 > s > I the system is in NSL critical sub-phase (b) (ii), 

characterised by a p(n) with a weak peak that dominates both the balance equation 

and the number of links that are in the system. Again while this is mathematically 

still a part of critical sub-phase (b), the density of link ends does not relax to the 

critical density of particles in the underlying conserving ZRP model.

Critical sub-phase (b) (iii), no self links (min(l,fc) > s > k/(k + 1)) 

In this subdivision of sub-phase (b), g(L] has the form
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where Qcbm is a positive constant to be determined. The dominant cut-off is now that 

due to the annihilation of links from the chosen node end, i. e. the cut-off that was 

present even in the ZRP system, giving the balance equation

f-OO
S-s ~ / dnnfc-6 exp (5.116)

Assuming the weak peak of the integrand of the RHS of the above equation dominates, 

the following value for gcbm satisfies the balance equation,

fK-t i 7\ 9cbiii = b- —— - —— , (5.117)
K

giving the form for the occupancy distribution

p(n) ~ n~b exp n
ln_L\ k/(k+l} _ nk+l

k L (5.118)

Critical sub-phase (b) (iii) in the case of no self links, has the same form as critical 

sub-phase (b) of the ZRP and network with self links versions of the model. It is 

distinguished from subdivisions (i) and (ii) of NSL critical sub-phase (b) in that the 

original cut-off dominates the one introduced by the disallowal of self links. The 

contribution of the weak peak to the number of link ends is assumed to dominate and 

is calculated as before (5.62) to give

, (5.119) 

and so the condition on the old cut-off dominating the new one is

Lk/(k+l)

(5.120) 
s < I ,

and the condition on g(L] dominating the contribution to the positive part of the 

exponent when compared to the contribution from 2c is

/ T \
< Ls

(5.121)
k

Once more it is straightforward to check that all other required conditions are consis 

tent with this range of possible values for s. Thus for 1 > s > k/(k + 1) the system is 

in NSL critical sub-phase (b) (iii), characterised by a p(n) with the same form as crit 

ical sub-phase (b) of the ZRP and network with self link systems, i. e. a distribution 

with a weak peak that dominates the creation-annihilation balance condition and can 

dominate the number of link ends in the system.
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Note that in the analysis of NSL critical sub-phase (b) subdivisions (i), (ii) and 

(iii) above a small point has been glossed over: the results given are only valid for 

k > 1. For k < I the analysis actually reverts back to that for the ZRP and network 

with self links variants of the model, i. e. the new cut-off does not enter significantly 

into the analysis.

High density phase, no self links (k/(k + 1) > s)

As with the low density phase, the high density phase for the system without self links 

is analytically the same as for the ZRP or network with self links. Thus p(n) has the 

form (5.33), (5.122)

-»p(n)~n-exp
n nk+1

(5.122)

with gh a constant that is undetermined by the analysis, but makes little difference to 

the asymptotic picture. Thus for k/(k + 1) > s the system is in a high density phase 

where the degree distribution is sharply peaked around n* ~ Ll ~s/k and the system 

contains a super-extensive number of link ends, N ~ L2~s/ fc .

5.3.6 Discussion

The phase diagram for the system without self links is shown in Figure 5.5. It can be 

seen that it differs considerably from that of the system with self links allowed. It is 

interesting to note that the phases affected the most by the new cut-off, generated by 

disallowing self links, are those at or just above the critical density. This is in contrast 

to the non-conserving system where it is expected that problems due to self and 

multiple links will be seen both at the critical point and in the condensed phase, with 

the severity of the effect increasing with increasing density of links. This difference is 

due to the annihilation, which was initially introduced to evaporate any condensates 

in the system. In the conserving system as the density is increased the condensed 

node will capture a great many of the links, thus greatly increasing the chances of self 

and multiple links. In the non-conserving system the annihilation will prevent any one 

strong condensate from taking all the links, instead only weak meso-condensates will 

be present which increase in number as the density is increased through increasing 

the creation rate. These meso-condensates will tend to contain fewer self links and 

generally more configurations will be available that have no self links. Thus self links 

are less of a concern in the high density phase of this system than in the condensed 

phase of the basic ZRP model.
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Figure 5.5: Typical phase diagram for the non-conserving network model with no self 

links. Shown in the k — s plane with 6 fixed. The parameters /c, s, b are defined in 

(5.63), (5.64), (5.65).

It is also interesting to note that, within the uncorrelated framework, the probabil 

ity of a hop creating a multiple link is very similar to the probability of a hop creating 

a self link. Thus the analysis gives the same asymptotic results for disallowing ei 

ther or both of self and multiple links. This allows the results of this section to be 

compared briefly with other works on cut-offs in finite-size network systems. Boguna, 

Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani have discussed the effect of forbidding multiple links 

in general scale-free networks where the degree distribution and degree-degree corre 

lations are known in [145]. In that work it was shown that, in order to satisfy the 

constraint on the maximum number of connections between nodes of degree k and 

k'', a cut-off must be present in the degree distribution for systems of finite size. For 

example, the maximum number of edges between all nodes of degree k and all nodes 

of degree k' is min {kLk, k'Lw, Z^L^/}, where L^ is the number of nodes with degree 

k. The cut-off induced was found to be of the form exp( n2 /2L), where n is the 

degree. The absence of self and multiple links from a statistical ensemble defined via 

a minifield theory was considered by Burda and Krzywicki in [126]. By considering 

the relative entropies of nodes of degree n with and without self and multiple links, 

the same cut-off was found, i. e. the factor exp( ri2 /2L) is present in the degree distri 

bution for the system without self and multiple links when compared to that with self 

and multiple links. More recently Dorogovtsev, Mendes, Povolotsky and Samukhin
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have rigourously calculated the effects of disallowing self and multiple links from the 

equilibrium rewiring model of Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin discussed in Chap 

ter 4 Section 4.6.1 and in [144]. They find similar results and remark that the cut-offs 

found in [145, 126] are in fact upper estimates of the true cut-off. Specifically, they 

find that at the critical point of the model, i. e. where the degree distribution becomes 

a power-law, a cut-off exp(-An2/2L} when b > 3, and a cut-off exp[-n2 (B/L) 2/^5~^] 

when 2 < b < 3, where b is the exponent of the degree distribution and A and B are 

constants depending on the specifics of the system. Thus the cut-off is asymptotically 

the same as those found previously when b > 3, i. e. when the degree distribution has 

a converging second moment.

These cut-offs can be compared with those found for the non-conserving model 

above. In the critical phase, when N ~ L and b > 3 they are asymptotically the same. 

However, for b < 3 they differ as they also do when the number of links does not scale 

as the number of nodes. The cut-offs do not agree in form, but for N ~ L they agree 

in quantity.

As detailed in [145], such cut-offs are induced by the disallowal of multiple links 

and the requirement that the networks be uncorrelated. The absence of multiple 

links has been put forward by several works as a possible origin for the disassortative 

correlations found in the Internet and other non-social networks see for example 

[56, 146],

5.3.7 Numerical results for disallowal of self links

The non-conserving network model without self links is simulated using a similar 

algorithm to that presented in Section 5.3.4, but with all events that create a self link 

suppressed, including the creation of the initial random network configuration.

As with the case with self links allowed, all simulations were run for C?(107 ) Monte 

Carlo sweeps from random initial conditions of a number of links close to that expected 

for the stationary state. In order to show all phases with b and k fixed and varying 

s, b = 2.25 and k = 1.5 were chosen, along with the following values for s: s = 2, to 

show the low density phase; s = 1.425, to show NSL critical sub-phase (a); s = 1.3125, 

to show NSL critical sub-phase (b) (i); s = 1.125, to show NSL critical sub-phase (b) 

(ii); s = 0.8, to show NSL critical sub-phase (b) (iii); and s = 0.3, to show the high 

density phase.

The results from the simulations are presented in Figure 5.6 along with theory 

lines, taken from (5.90), (5.95), (5.102), (5.107), (5.115) and (5.122), for comparison. 

From the presented results it is apparent that the theory lines do not match up well
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for NSL critical sub-phase (b) (i) and NSL critical sub-phase (b) (iii). However, in 

Figure 5.6 data are presented that compare the network model without self connections 

with the network model with self connections and the ZRP model; these data seem 

to indicate that the analysis has at least correctly predicted which phases differ in 

behaviour between the network models, namely critical sub-phase (b) (i) and critical 

sub-phase (b) (ii).

A possible explanation for the discrepancy between the theory and simulation data 

is that the parameters chosen give strong finite-size effects. The values of b and k were 

initially chosen to allow for a low density phase with a reasonable relaxation time and 

all other phases to be realised by only varying s. This seems to bring with it values 

of k and s such that the divergence in the balance equation, i.e Lk~s , is very weak 

and diverges sub-linearly for all but the high density phase. Thus it may be that 

the divergence for systems with L = 5000 nodes, as simulated, is too small for the 

analysis to be fully valid, i. e. the system may be too small for the asymptotics to be 

a good enough approximation. This does not explain why critical sub-phase (a) and 

critical sub-phase (b) (ii) match up well, but there could be something particular to the 

analysis of these regions that causes them to match up well. Also for finite size systems 

it would certainly not be unreasonable to expect that the phase boundaries become 

blurred, as the phases are only strictly distinct in the thermodynamic limit. For these 

parameters some of the phases and their sub-divisions are quite close together; it could 

be that some phases are being obscured completely by the finite size of the system.

These parameters do manage to give good data for the high and low density phases, 

critical sub-phase (a) and critical sub-phase (b) (ii). Particular note should be made 

of the low-density phase, which agrees excellently with the theory, as this phase was 

not explored in the data presented for the non-conserving ZRP and network with self 

links models in previous sections.

5.4 Connection with self-organised criticality

The central ideas of this chapter, i. e. a system that has a critical phase rather than 

a critical point or that spontaneously drives itself to criticality, are not new. Termed 

self-organised criticality (SOC), the study of such systems has enjoyed high popularity 

in years gone by and is still an important, although perhaps less active field, today. 

For a review of SOC, see [147] for example. Many parallels can be drawn between the 

ideas central to SOC and the models presented in this chapter.

The models presented above centre around an underlying phase transition the 

condensation transition of the ZRP. To this, ingredients are added that allow particles
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1000

Figure 5.6: Steady state degree distributions from simulations of the non-conserving 
network model with no self-links allowed (D) compared with theoretical asymptotic 
curves (dashed lines). Data are shown for: NSL low density phase, s = 2 (black); 
NSL critical sub-phase (a), s = 1.425 (red); NSL critical sub-phase (b) (i), s = 1.3125 
(green); NSL critical sub-phase (b) (ii), s = 1.125 (indigo); NSL critical sub-phase (b) 
(iii), 5 = 0.8 (cyan); NSL high density phase, s = 0.3 (magenta).

to enter and leave the system, in such a way that a critical phase is made possible. 
Connections between SOC and systems with an underlying phase transition have 
been made before. In [148], a conceptual framework for SOC was given based on the 
tuning of the order parameter to the critical value in a system with an underlying 
phase transition. The systems discussed are characterised by a flux which is zero 
on one side of the critical point and non-zero on the other and thus is an order 
parameter. By driving this order parameter at an infinitesimal value, it is assured 
that the system will be at the critical point; this connects the infinitesimal driving 
often seen in SOC systems with the infinitesimal driving around a critical point of a 
system with an underlying phase transition. This idea is closely related to the idea 
behind the models presented above: the ZRP has an underlying phase transition, 
the condensation transition, and the creation rate at sites can be thought of as the 
driving rate for the system and is indeed infinitesimal. However, it could also be 
argued that the overall driving rate, i. e. the sum of all the creation rates, need not be 
infinitesimal to see the critical phase, although critical sub-phase (a) is not realisable 
for a non-vanishing overall creation rate; only critical sub-phase (b) is attainable in 
this case.
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1000

Figure 5.7: Steady state distributions of the degree and the number of particles at a site 

from simulations of the non-conserving network model with no self-links allowed (D), 

the non-conserving network model with self-links allowed (0) and the non-conserving 

ZRP model (Q)- Data are shown for: NSL low density phase, s = 2 (black); NSL 

critical sub-phase (a), s = 1.425 (red); NSL critical sub-phase (b) (i), s = 1.3125 

(green); NSL critical sub-phase (b) (ii), s = 1.125 (indigo); NSL critical sub-phase (b) 

(iii), s = 0.8 (cyan); NSL high density phase, s = 0.3 (magenta).

Another work that discusses the connections between SOC and underlying phase 

transitions is [149]. In that work, the focus is on systems with an underlying absorbing 

state phase transition (where the system makes a transition to a state which it cannot 

subsequently leave) and the local dynamics of the system is then coupled to an external 

supervisor or a drive. To give SOC, the supervisor or drive indirectly affects the 

relevant parameter (s) to the phase transition in such a way that the system is attracted 

to the critical point. Two such ways in which this may occur are infinitesimal driving 

(where the system is driven by some process at some infinitesimal rate) and extremal 

dynamics (where the dynamics of the system are such that the constituent with an 

extreme value of some quantity is the one that changes) The former, in particular, can 

be used to realise SOC in the following manner: Take a system with an absorbing state 

phase transition at some global critical density that is conserved by the dynamics; add 

to this an infinitesimal process that increases the density when the system has reached 

an absorbing state and an infinitesimal process that decreases the density when in 

the active state. Due to the infinitesimal nature of the driving the system will move 

towards the critical point and stay there in the thermodynamic limit. Again this can be
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compared with the models presented above, there creation and annihilation dynamics 

were added to the dynamics of a conserving system. However, the ZRP does not 

possess an absorbing state phase transition for the rules given above. The argument 

that the driving rate need not be infinitesimal also applies in this case; the overall 

annihilation rate need not be infinitesimal either as the creation and annihilation 

must balance in the stationary state. Also the annihilation rates as given by (5.2) and 

(5.64) can strictly become finite for n > L, although this is actually never realised 

by the dynamics as the largest possible cut-off becomes appreciable for n ~ Lfe/(fe+1). 

The given annihilation rate can be compared with extremal dynamics: it does favour 

annihilation from the most occupied site, although it also allows for annihilation from 

lesser occupied sites with decreasing probability.

Thus, the ZRP and network models presented in this chapter have strong connec 

tions with ideas from the field of SOC. Similar models that possess underlying phase 

transitions and have mechanisms added that drive them to the steady state have al 

ready been proposed as examples of SOC and the general idea has been presented as a 

possible general framework for studying SOC. The models proposed in this chapter are 

not exactly the same as those proposed in previous work: they have several differences 

for which it is interesting that the general idea still holds. A further model that links 

networks and SOC has been proposed in [150]. There a fixed number of nodes are 

assigned a fitness and links are slowly added to the system at random. When a node 

receives a link it can become unstable with a probability dependent on its fitness or 

its degree. An unstable node will lose all its links, either through deletion or rewiring. 

The rewiring can trigger further instabilities and can cause avalanches of rewiring in 

the system. Avalanches are a behaviour that is often associated with SOC. Under 

certain conditions these avalanches can cause the system to have a power-law degree 

distribution and without fine-tuning of parameters. The dynamics of this model are 

appreciably different from those presented in this chapter and yet the results are quite 

similar. It would thus also be interesting to see if the ideas of SOC can be further 

applied to networks, or a more general model can be formulated.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, a non-conserving generalisation of the ZRP has been introduced that 

yields a critical phase instead of the usual critical point in the standard conserving 

ZRP. This was then related to a network model with annihilation and creation of 

links and this was shown to possess the same phase diagram; in particular, it also 

exhibited a critical phase. Thus, a model of a non-growing, rewiring network with
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creation and annihilation of links that can have scale-free behaviour in a region of 

the parameter space has been proposed. This goes some way to fixing the problem of 

having scale-free behaviour only at a critical point: a problem that is shared by several 

statistical ensemble models of networks, some of which are discussed in Chapter 4 

Section 4.6. However, this model is denned through its dynamics, and these dynamics 

may not have a realistic interpretation in terms of the restructuring processes that 

real networks undergo. Nevertheless, the models presented do add positively to the 

collection of non-growing network models. The success in reproducing a scale-free 

phase also poses relevant questions as to whether the general idea of these simple 

models can be applied in models with rewiring dynamics that are more realistic. 

Some of the results of this chapter have been published in a more concise format in 

[151] and an in-depth discussion is in preparation.
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Chapter 6

Multi-Species Zero-Range 
Process Model of a Directed, 
Weighted Network

6.1 Introduction

At the birth of any of field of research, especially in physics, it is common to start with 

the simplest possible cases, before moving on to study more complicated perhaps 

more realistic cases. So it was in the field of networks: the majority of the models 

discussed in Chapter 4 were concerned only with the structure of the connections 

and not really with the specifics of the system they represented. Furthermore, the 

connections were either present or absent; any possibility of connections being of 

different type or importance was not considered. It is clear in some networks that the 

links will differ in importance: in social networks, for example, a link between two 

best friends has a different significance to a link between two casual acquaintances. 

In order to treat such differences weighted networks were introduced. In these, each 

link is assigned a weight to represent its relative importance, use or any other relevant 

quantity. Following the initial surge of research on unweighted networks in the physics 

literature, weighted networks have recently become popular [152, 153, 154, 155].

In this chapter, the application of the ZRP to the field of complex networks is 

continued. Specifically, a multi-species ZRP is used as a model for directed, weighted 

networks. The steady state of the model can be solved exactly under quite general 

conditions; this makes the model particularly amenable to analysis. The mapping 

of the multi-species ZRP to weighted networks is very different than the previous 

mapping between the single-species ZRP and unweighted networks: sites are still

137
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interpreted as nodes, but particles now carry link and node information. This mapping 

is not as closely related to previously known models as the previous one discussed in 

Chapter 4 Section 4.6.1 and thus represents a novel application of a ZRP to the field 

of networks. The application of the multi-species ZRP to weighted networks also 

brings to light a new condensation mechanism and this is instrumental in allowing the 

model to reproduce some of the behaviour seen in real networks. In fact, there are two 

condensation mechanisms in the multi-species model and each can allow the system 

to reproduce some realistic behaviour under certain conditions. Before discussing 

the mapping, weighted networks are discussed and motivated further in the following 

section.

6.2 Weighted networks

Weighted networks are networks in which each link carries a weight. This weight 

can represent the relative importance of each link, the amount of traffic that flows 

over a link or any other relevant quantity. The weight of a link can be important in 

calculating some properties of a network: for example, in a general transport network 

the weight of the links can represent the capacity of the link and this is important in 

calculating maximal flow properties of the network [156]. It might be expected that 

the links with the greatest weight have the greatest effect in any system; however, 

it has long been known that for some properties of social networks, weak links are 

extremely important [157] and cannot be ignored as a good approximation of the 

system.

Examples of real networks where the weight of the link is important include: the 

scientific collaboration network (SCN) [40, 41] in which nodes are scientists and they 

are linked if they have coauthored a paper, with the weight of the link depending on the 

number of papers that the two have coauthored; the Sardinian inter-municipality com 

muting network (SMCN) [158], where nodes are municipalities, links are the transport 

connections between them and the weights represent the number of travellers using 

these connections; the world-wide airport network (WAN) [43] where nodes represent 

airports and links represent the existence of direct flights that connect these airports, 

with the weight of the link representing the total number of seats available between 

each airport per month; and the metabolic interaction network of E. coli (MINE) [159] 

where nodes are metabolites and links connect metabolites that are produced from 

one another in reactions, with the weight of the link representing the flux between the 

metabolites in these production or consumption reactions. Along with these explicit 

examples there are many areas in which the generalisation to weighted networks is
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useful, in fact nearly all of the areas to which networks can be applied can benefit 

from the extra information included in the weighted generalisation.

The weight of a link can be represented in many ways, often depending on the 

specifics of the model. It can be a real number; it can be positive or negative; it can 

simply be an element of a suitably defined set of possible weights. A simplification 

that is often used is to represent the weights as positive integers. This allows an 

interpretation of networks with multiple links as weighted networks, with the number 

of links between two nodes being taken as the weight between the two nodes. This 

also allows the weight of a link to be represented by the number of particles associated 

with a link, which gives the first indication of a possible ZRP mapping.

The structure of a network can be represented by what is known as the adjacency 

matrix. The rows and the columns of the matrix represent nodes and the entries 

represent links. For a non- weighted network the entries are 0 and I to represent the 

absence and presence of a link respectively. Thus the (i, j) element of the matrix 

represents whether a link is present or absent between nodes labelled i and j. For 

an undirected network the adjacency matrix is symmetric, as there is no difference 

between a link from node i to j and a link from node j to i. The model that will 

be introduced is for a directed, weighted network. Thus, the adjacency matrix is not 

symmetric and the elements can take values other than 0 or 1 to represent the weights 

of the links. For example, if the i, j element of the adjacency matrix is equal to 5, then 

this represents a link of weight 5 pointing from node i to node j. The i,j element 

of the weighted adjacency matrix is denoted by Wij. A simple directed, weighted 

network is shown in Figure 6.1 along with its adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix 

representation proves useful conceptually, both for the model that is introduced in this 

chapter and for the characteristics that describe weighted networks. For example, the 

in-degree of node j can be obtained from the weighted adjacency matrix as follows

where fcjn denotes the in-degree of node j and 0(w) is the Heaviside step function [10]. 

The out-degree distribution is found by reversing the indices on the summand.

As with unweighted networks, simple properties that can be used to characterise 

the structure of a network are required for weighted networks. Some of these prop 

erties carry over directly from unweighted networks. For example, the degree is still 

the number of connections a node has and the degree distribution is still a useful 

characteristic of a weighted network. Some properties either lose their meaning in a 

weighted network and must be generalised, or retain their meaning but with a mean 

ingful generalisation also possible. Some of the key new characteristics for weighted
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Figure 6.1: A simple example of a directed, weighted network (left) and its adjacency 

matrix representation (right).

networks are as follows:

• Link weight This is simply the value assigned to each link to represent its 

relevant importance. In terms of the adjacency matrix, the weight of the link 

between nodes i and j is represented by the value of the (i,j) element. The 

distribution of weight amongst the links of the network, P(w), is an important 

characteristic of the network. One of the first works to discuss the importance 

of link weights was [157]: in the context of social networks it was found that for 

some processes the weak links can be important. It should be noted that the 

weight of a link is referred to as the strength of a link in some of the literature.

• Node strength This is the weighted generalisation of the degree; instead of 

measuring the number of links connected to a node it measures the total weight 

that is connected to a node. The distribution of strength in a network, P(s), is 

another important characteristic of a weighted network. For a directed network, 

the strength generalises to in- and out-strengths measuring the sum of the weight 

of all links pointing to a node and the sum of the weight of all the links pointing 

from a node, respectively. In terms of the adjacency matrix, the in-strength, s1.", 

of node j is given by

^ Uij > (6.2)

with Wij being the (i, j} element of the adjacency matrix. The out-strength of 

node i is found by reversing the indices of the summand in the above equation. 

For an undirected network the in- and out-strengths are identical. The concept 

of strength was first discussed as an important property in the physics literature 

in [152]. The strength of the node is also referred to as the node strength (when 

the weight is referred to as link strength) and the total weight of a node. In
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this work the link-weight and node-strength terminology of [43] is used as this 

minimises confusion.

• Weighted path length The weighted path length can be defined in several 

possible ways. One such way is to assign a relationship between the weight of a 

link and the cost of traversing it. Thus, instead of being the minimum number 

of links that must be traversed between two nodes, the weighted path length is 

the minimum cost that must be traversed between two nodes. This cost could 

represent, for example, the inverse of the speed or bandwidth of an link in the 

Internet; thus the path with the least cost may prove to be the fastest possible 

route to send data by. Weighted path lengths have been discussed in [41, 160].

• Weighted clustering The usual clustering coefficient can still be applied to 

weighted networks to measure the tendency for highly connected groups to form, 

but if links have relative importance then there needs to be a measure of the total 

weight of a cluster, to prevent occurrences such as many weak clusters giving 

a false view of the clustering of the system. A generalised clustering coefficient 

has been proposed in [43] with the following form

W+ ™ (6.3)

thus clusters with high total weight give a greater contribution to the cluster 

ing. The weighted clustering is given by the average of the weighted clustering 

coefficient over all nodes in the network. Note that it is not completely obvious 

how to best generalise the clustering and weighted clustering to directed graphs.

• Disparity The disparity is a measure of how evenly the strength of a node 

is distributed amongst its links; the two extremes of this being all links having 

equal weight and one of the links having a much greater weight than all the 

others. A quantity that measures this disparity has been proposed in other 

contexts [161, 162] and is given by

(6.4)

Whether or not certain links dominate the others in importance is clearly an 

important measure allowed by including the link weight in the description of 

the network structure. In the case of directed networks, the disparity can be 

generalised to in- and out-disparities in the obvious way. The disparity has been 

discussed in the context of weighted networks in [155].
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• Weight-topology correlations The relation between the connectivity of the 

network and the weight can be determined by measuring the correlation between 

the strength of a node and its degree, i. e. measuring s(k). This provides an 

insight into the connection between the weighted and unweighted properties of 

the network. Weight-topology correlations have been discussed in [43].

There are also many other weighted characteristics such as node-node strength corre 

lations and weighted generalisations of the various betweenness properties. The key 

properties that are studied in the model that is introduced in this chapter are the 

weight and strength distributions and the usual degree distributions. The disparity 

and weight-topology correlations are also discussed.

The study of data from weighted network representations of real systems is not yet 

as abundant as that from unweighted networks. However, some measurements have 

been taken for the above highlighted characteristics, hinting at the existence of narrow 

categories of behaviour that many networks fall into as in the case of unweighted 

networks. The following kinds of behaviour have been observed:

• Scale-free weight distributions In many real systems the distribution of 

weight amongst the links has been shown to have a heavy-tail, i. e. to decay 

more slowly than an exponential [158, 159]. Prom the data available it is often 

not clear that this is a definite indication of general scale-free behaviour, but 

gives strong support to this possibility.

• Scale-free strength distributions The distribution of strength amongst the 

nodes has also shown a heavy-tail in several data sets from real systems [158, 

43, 155]. As before, while there is not yet enough data to conclusively show that 

power-law strength distributions are generically seen, the data that is available 

gives strong support to the possibility of this.

• High weighted clustering In the SON the weighted clustering coefficient has 

been measured [43] and is found to be very close to the unweighted clustering 

coefficient indicating that there are many stable clusters with the total weight in 

each cluster being evenly distributed, on average. The weighted clustering has 

also been measured for the WAN [43] and also the SMCN [158]. For both these 

networks, the weighted clustering coefficient is found to be higher than its un 

weighted counterpart. This indicates the existence of a 'rich-club' phenomenon: 

many of the clusters are formed with highly weighted links.

• High disparity—The disparity has been measured in the SMCN [158] and the 

MINE [159]. In both cases it was found that many nodes had a strength that
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was dominated by a small fraction of the connected links. While not measured 

as being close to its extreme upper value, the values were far enough from the 

lower extreme to indicate high levels of heterogeneity in how the link weights 

are distributed for a node with a given strength.

• Weight-topology correlations   In the SCN it has been observed that the 

strength of a node grows linearly with its degree [43], with the constant of pro 

portionality being the average weight indicating an absence of weight-topology 

correlations. However, in the WAN [43] and SMCN [158], the strength of a node 

was found to grow super-linearly with its degree. This indicates the presence 

of weight-topology correlations: links with large weight tend to be connected to 

nodes with large degree.

In addition to these highlighted weighted properties, some of the unweighted be 

haviours carry over to weighted networks. Perhaps the most important of these being 

scale-free degree distributions.

6.3 Weighted network models

In this section, some of the existing weighted network models in the literature are 

discussed. Many of these models share common ideas with their unweighted counter 

parts and some are direct weighted analogues of unweighted models. Not all of the 

major unweighted models have such analogues, although they may appear in time. 

Prominence is given both to those models that contain ideas relevant to the multi- 

species ZRP model presented in this chapter and to those that are directly related to 

the unweighted models detailed in Chapter 4.

6.3.1 Weighted variants of the BA model with fixed weight assign 
ments

One of the first weighted network models was proposed in [152] and is based heavily 

on the BA model discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.3. Known as the weighted scale- 

free model (WSF) this is a growing model of an undirected network where at each 

time step a new node with m links is added and connects to an existing node i with 

probability

n, = = . (6.5)

This is degree-driven linear preferential attachment, just as in the BA model. The 

new element is that each link of the new node is assigned a weight that is proportional
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to the degree of node to which it is attached. Each node has a fixed total strength 

at the time of its introduction, so each link is assigned a fraction of this proportional 

to the degree of the nodes they attach to. The degree and strength distributions 

are both found be power laws, but surprisingly numerics indicate that they have 

different exponents. However, an analytical approach indicates that this discrepancy 

may be due to strong finite size effects and the two distributions should have the 

same exponent. The weight distribution has a tail that decays more rapidly than an 

exponential; this is less surprising as the link weight has a maximum possible value and 

the link weights are fixed after their initial assignment. Various other generalisations 

of this model are discussed briefly in [152], the most important of these being when 

links attach to existing nodes with a probability dependent on their strength, rather 

than on their degree. This concept is also important in one of the weighted network 

models that follows, as well as the multi-species ZRP network model introduced in 

this chapter.

A related model where links connect to a node with a probability proportional to 

its strength, but for which the weight assignments are random has been studied in 

detail in [163]. In that work it was found that the node strength has a power-law 

distribution asymptotically with an exponent equal to 3; this result is independent of 

the link weight distribution.

6.3.2 Weighted variants of the BA model with evolving weights

The Barrat-Barthelemy-Vespignani (BBV) model, first introduced in [164], is another 

model that is strongly related to the BA model and its basic attachment mechanism 

is that of the WSF model with strength driven attachment. However, the BBV model 

adds a new element in that the weights of the links are allowed to change in time. 

Specifically, whenever a node receives a new link, the weight of its existing links are 

also updated.

The details of the model are as follows. Starting from an initial seed of mo nodes, 

at each time step a new node with m < mo links is added to the network. Links 

from this node are connected to existing nodes of the network with a probability 

that depends on the strength of the node. Thus a link is connected to node i with 

probability

- , (6.6)

i. e. new connections are governed by strength driven linear preferential attachment. 

Each new link has a weight w0 at its inception. When a new link is attached to a 

node, 2, the weights of the links already connected to node i (wij) are increased by an
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amount

6^- , (6.7)
Si

where 6 is the total weight increase due to each new link. Thus the added weight is 

distributed amongst the existing links of node i in proportion to the weight of each 

existing link. The strength of node i increases by an amount 6 + WQ; this accounts for 

the increase of the weight of the existing links and the weight of the newly added link.

A detailed analysis of this model and several of its generalisations is presented 

in [165] and a directed version is discussed in [166]; the relation of results from the 

model with real data is discussed in [155]. Some interesting points are that in its basic 

form the model displays: power-law degree, weight and strength distributions with 

the same exponent for the degree and strength distributions; high clustering, with the 

weighted clustering coefficient appreciably larger than its unweighted counterpart; and 

while the strength grows linearly with degree, the constant of proportionality is not 

(w} indicating the presence of weight-topology correlations.

In a similar model, proposed in [154], new links attach to nodes by attaching to 

the end of a link which is chosen with a probability proportional to its weight; this 

link also has its weight increased. This model also gives rise to power-law degree, 

weight and strength distributions; the degree and strength distributions again share 

the same exponent.

Both the above models have the basic underlying ideas that strong nodes should 

attract more links and hence more strength, and that weighty links should attract 

more weight in the evolution of the network. These two concepts that strong nodes 

attract more strength and weighty links attract more weight are central to the multi- 

species ZRP model that is introduced later in this chapter.

Another related model has been proposed in [167]. In this model, the new nodes 

connect with the degree-driven linear preferential attachment of the BA model. In 

addition, at each time step a number of links are chosen with a probability proportional 

to their weight and each has its weight increased by a fixed amount. This model gives 

the same scale-free degree behaviour as the BA model but also scale-free weight and 

strength distributions. The model can also show a lack or presence of weight topology 

correlations depending on the ratio of newly added links to links that increase their 

weight, at each time step.

A further model that grows according to the BA model with an additional attrac 

tiveness, i. e. links attach with a probability Hi oc ki + A, has been proposed in [168]. 

Here weights are assigned according to the degree at either end of the link. The link 

between nodes i and j has a weight (kikj)e . Thus as nodes gain new links the weights
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of existing links evolve. The model is found capable of giving power-law degree, weight 

and strength distributions.

6.3.3 Static weighted network models

Thus far, generalisations of the BA model, which is a network model that evolves 

through growth, have been discussed. There also exist models that generalise some of 

the static, non-growing models of networks and these are discussed in this section.

A weighted generalisation of the configuration model has been proposed in [154]. 

Recall that the original configuration model was, in essence, a maximally random 

network under the constraint of a given degree distribution. In the generalisation 

presented in [154] the same idea is used with the addition of a constrained weight 

distribution. The resultant strength distribution under these constraints was calcu 

lated. It was found that if either of the degree or weight distributions is a power 

law with the other rapidly decreasing, or if both the degree and weight distributions 

have power-law forms, then the resultant strength distribution has a power-law form. 

The exponent of the strength distribution in these cases was found to be equal to the 

exponent of the power-law of the underlying degree or weight distribution; in the case 

where both have power-law forms, the strength exponent was the smallest of the two.

A separate generalisation of the configuration model to weighted networks was 

proposed in [169]. In the original configuration model each node is given a number 

of stubs, i. e. ends of links, drawn from the degree distribution; the stubs are then 

randomly paired to produce links. This allows for multiple and self-links, although the 

number of these occurrences is expected to be low, for scale-free degree distributions 

with bounded fluctuations. In the generalisation proposed in [169], scale-free degree 

distributions with unbounded fluctuations are studied. In this case a large number 

of multiple links are generated and each of set of these is then taken to be a single 

link with a weight equal to the number of multiple links in the set. Thus, the initial 

distribution has become that of the strength rather than the degree. It was found 

that the degree behaved as a power-law with exponent equal to 2 even though the 

exponent of the strength distribution is less than 2. Thus for this model there is a 

non-trivial scaling relation between the strength and the degree.

6.3.4 Weighted network fitness models

A weighted generalisation of one of the multiplicative fitness variants of the BA model 

has been proposed in [167]. In this model, at each time step a new node is added with
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m links and the links of this node attach to existing nodes with probability

n, = =£\-, (6.8)
Ej Vjkj

where rji is the fitness of node i and is chosen from some distribution, p(rj), at the 

inception of the node. This is the multiplicative fitness attachment rule from before, 

see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.4. For this weighted version each link is taken to have a 

fixed weight, WQ, when it is created. A fitness, ^j, is also assigned to each link when 

it is created, from a distribution, p(^ij\r]i,r]j}^ that can depend on the fitnesses of the 

nodes at each end of the link. Concurrently with the growth process, at each time 

step the weight of m' chosen links increases by WQ; link i,j is chosen with probability

= town (6>9)
L/,/' Qj'Wij'

Thus, as the network grows', well connected and fit nodes gain more links and weighty 

and fit links gain more weight.

This model displays a rich phase behaviour. It is capable of generating networks 

with or without weight-topology correlations. It can also display Bose-Einstein con 

densation of links onto nodes and weight onto links where the fittest nodes and links 

capture a finite fraction of the available links and weight respectively. The model is 

also capable of displaying the extremes of disparity behaviour, as may be expected in 

a model that can display link and weight condensation.

6.3.5 Other weighted models

There are many other weighted networks in existence and the number is growing all the 

time. One such model is introduced in [170], where new nodes are added at each time 

step and attach to nodes with a probability dependent on the amount of traffic that 

would flow through it in an idealised system. In this system nodes all transmit equal 

amounts of data at regular intervals and data is always sent via the shortest possible 

route. The weight of each link is taken to be the amount of traffic that passes across 

it this idealised transport system. Thus the weights of the links update according 

to non-local rules: the addition of new nodes can cause the shortest paths to change 

and these determine the amount of traffic that passes over each link. This model 

can produce power-law strength and degree distributions with strong weight-topology 

correlations. The general weight distribution due to idealised transport systems in 

weighted networks has been studied in [171].

Another such model that mixes the ideas of the WSF and fitness models discussed 

above has been presented in [172]. Here the model grows according to degree-driven
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Figure 6.2: A simple example of the mapping between (a) the adjacency matrix of 

a directed, weighted network and (b) particles on a lattice. Also shown is (c) the 

corresponding directed, weighted network with the thickness of the lines representing 

the weight of the links.

linear preferential as for the BA and WSF models. With probability p a weight is 

assigned to a new link as in the WSF model and with probability 1   p the new 

link has its weight assigned according to the fitness of the node it has attached to. 

This model can also be generalised to assign weights according to the fitness model 

discussed in the previous section. This model was seen to show power-law degree and 

strength distributions and exponentially decreasing weight distributions.

6.4 Weighted network ZRP mapping

The weighted nature of the networks considered in this chapter actually provides new 

possibilities for mappings to particle-lattice models. Earlier in this chapter the adja 

cency matrix representation of a weighted network was introduced. In that represen 

tation the weight of each link is represented by the relevant element of the adjacency 

matrix, with a weight of zero indicating the absence of a link, as depicted in Figure 6.1. 

If the weight of a link is restricted to being a positive integer, then the adjacency ma 

trix itself can be represented by a two-dimensional lattice with a number of particles 

on it: the number of particles at a site represents the entry in the corresponding 

adjacency matrix. A simple example of this is shown in Figure 6.2.

In fact, any model that deals with the placement of particles on a two-dimensional 

lattice with no exclusion rules can be thought of as a model of a weighted network on 

some level: the configuration of the particles of such a model can always represent the 

configuration of a weighted network. A similar claim was made for unweighted net 

works in Chapter 4 Section 4.7. However, it should be noted that this mapping is quite 

different from that case; in many ways it is actually superior. This mapping is now a
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direct one, each configuration uniquely defines a directed weighted network only if 

the configuration of particles is guaranteed to be symmetric about the lattice diagonal 

will an undirected network be described. This contrasts with the previous mapping, 

as there each particle configuration in principle corresponded to multiple possible net 

work configurations. Thus the mapping between two-dimensional lattice models and 

directed weighted networks avoids many of the subtleties involved with correctly cal 

culating the network ensemble properties from configurations of the particle-lattice 

model, as discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.7. Another difference is that if the number 

of particles is conserved then only the total weight of the corresponding network is 

conserved under the dynamics; extra constraints would have to be introduced to fix, 

for example, the number of links in the network.

This mapping between two-dimensional particles-on-lattices models and directed, 

weighted networks can be used to give either: static models, where the particles are 

placed once and then fixed; or rewiring models that generate ensembles, where the 

particles are continually rearranging themselves. It would perhaps be difficult, but 

in principle there is no reason why a growing lattice, and hence a mapping to a 

growing weighted network, would be impossible. As before a ZRP network model 

produces a rewiring network that generates an ensemble of networks as the particles 

are continually moving and hence the network is continually changing.

One way of representing a directed, weighted network in this way is to use a single- 

species ZRP. The rules of the ZRP mean that in the corresponding network single units 

of weight would rewire themselves in a way that depends on the weight of the link that 

they rewire away from. A simple example of such a move is shown in Figure 6.3. If 

the hop-rate for the ZRP is chosen to decrease with increasing particle number, then 

links with high weight will lose weight more slowly; this is equivalent to weighty links 

attracting more weight one of the principles behind some of the weighted network 

models discussed above in Section 6.3. In particular the choice u(n) = (3(1 + b/ri) will 

produce a network that can have a power-law weight distribution at a critical global 

density of weight. Above the critical density, the network will be in a condensed 

phase where a single link will take up a finite fraction of the available weight. Below 

the critical density the weight will be distributed among the links according to an 

exponential distribution.

There also exists a mapping of the multi-species ZRP to weighted networks; one 

that can treat the ideas that weighty links attract more weight and that strong nodes 

attract more strength. This mapping is discussed in detail in the following section.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: An example of a possible rewiring of a single unit of weight under the 

rules of a basic ZRP model. The network is shown before (a) and after (b) the move. 

The move itself is shown in grey and happens with a rate w(3) as this was the weight 

that the link being rewired away from had before the move. In this model the unit of 

weight can rewire to a link that shares no ends with the link being rewired from.

6.5 Multi-species ZRP mapping to directed, weighted 
networks

It has previously been discussed how a ZRP can be defined with multiple species of 

particle which can interact with each other and still give a system for which the steady 

state can be solved see Chapter 2 Section 2.5.2. This allows for a more complex 

model of weighted networks that can treat both weight and strength interactions.

The key point of the mapping is that the weighted adjacency matrix and corre 

sponding two-dimensional lattice can be represented by a one-dimensional lattice with 

multiple species of particle. Each column (row) of the lattice can be represented by 

a distinct site and each row (column) of the lattice can be represented by a distinct 

particle species. Thus there are as many species of particle as there are nodes in the 

network and sites of the lattice. An example showing this equivalence is given in 

Figure 6.4, along with the corresponding directed weighted network. In the network 

context a particle of the multi-species ZRP represents a unit of weight; the site at 

which it is located represents the node to which it is pointing; and its species repre 

sents the node from which it is pointing. The meaning of the site and species can be 

reversed, but the above meaning is taken in this chapter for simplicity.

Within this mapping the total number of particles at a site represents the in- 

strength of the corresponding node. The total number of particles of a species rep 

resents the out-strength of the corresponding node. Now, in the multi-species ZRP, 

particles move on the one-dimensional lattice with a rate that can depend on the
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Figure 6.4: An example of the equivalence between adjacency matrix of a directed, 

weighted network (a) and a multi-species ZRP (b). Each particle represents a unit 

of weight of a link. The species of a particle represents where the link is pointing 

from and is distinguished by the colour of the particle. The site at which the particle 

resides represents where the link is pointing to. Also shown is the corresponding 

directed weighted network (c), with the thickness of the lines representing the weights 

of the links. The adjacency matrix and the network have also been colour coded to 

clarify the equivalence.

number of particles of its own species and on the numbers of particles of all the other 

species. This general case includes having an explicit dependence on the number of 

particles of the same species at a site and the total number of particles at a site. 

Hence, in the network context units of weight rewire with rates that depend on the 

in-strength of the node being rewired from and the weight of the particular link that is 

being rewired; such a move is depicted in Figure 6.5. When a unit of weight is rewired, 

the node to which it is pointing changes but the node from which is was pointing stays 

the same, i. e. units of weight are rewired from their target end. Under these rules the 

number of particles of a species is fixed, hence the out-strength of each node is fixed. 

The total number of particles at a site or in-strength, however, is allowed to vary. 

Thus the multi-species ZRP represents a network model where the out-strength of 

each node is fixed and the in-strength varies by single units of weight changing which 

node they point to under rules which can depend on the weight of the link being 

rewired and the in-strength of the node being rewired from. It should be noted that 

for this mapping the directed nature of the network is important. For an undirected 

network the adjacency matrix would have to be symmetric and this would introduce 

extra constraints on the allowed hopping of the particles which would remove the 

zero-range nature of the model.

Thus the key features of the mapping of the multi-species ZRP to a directed,
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(a) (b)

1

fc>3

Figure 6.5: An example of a rewiring move in the multi-species ZRP model of a 

directed weighted network, (a) The move in the context of the multi-species ZRP; 

an orange particle at site 2 hops to site 4 with a rate that depends on the number of 

orange particles at site 2 (=1) and the total number of particles at site 2 (=5). (b) 

The move in the context of the directed, weighted network (note that the thickness 

of the lines represents the weight of the link); a unit of weight in this case a whole 

link as it only has weight 1 pointing from node 1 to node 2 rewires to point to node 

4 with a rate that depends on the weight of the link from which a unit of weight is 

rewiring (=1) and the in-strength of the node which the link is pointing to prior to 

rewiring (=5).
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weighted network are

  Particles represent units of weight.

  The species of a particle represents which node the relevant link is pointing from.

  The site at which a particle resides represents which node the relevant link is 

pointing to.

  The number of particles at a site corresponds to the in-strength of the relevant 

node.

  The number of particles of a given species corresponds to the out-strength of 

the relevant node.

  The ZRP model evolves by single particle hops from site to site which occur 

with a rate that can depend on the number of particles of the same species and 

the total number of particles at the site that is being hopped from.

  The corresponding network model evolves by single units of weight rewiring to 

point towards a different node than before with a rate that can depend on the 

weight of the link being rewired and the in-strength of the node being rewired 

from. Thus the out-strength of each node is conserved under the dynamics, but 

the in-strength can evolve.

6.6 Simple model of weighted networks

The steady state for the multi-species ZRP can be solved under quite general condi 

tions, more general even than those discussed above, and can be further generalised 

in certain ways and retain a soluble steady state. Some of these conditions and gen 

eralisations are discussed in Section 6.8. For simplicity, the specialised version of 

the multi-species ZRP briefly introduced above will be discussed in detail; this ver 

sion is perhaps the simplest that models directed, weighted networks and produces 

non-trivial behaviour. Where possible, the model will discussed in both terms of the 

multi-species ZRP and the corresponding directed, weighted network interpretation.

6.6.1 Model definition

The model is defined on a lattice of L sites upon which reside L different species 

of particle. The number of particles of species k on site / will be denoted n*./; this 

represents the weight pointing from node k to node I and is equivalent to the fc,/
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element of the weighted adjacency matrix. The number of particles of species k is 

denoted Nk and is equivalent to the out-strength of node k. The total number of 

particles at site / is denoted by Xi, is given by Xi = ^k nki and is equivalent to the 

in-strength of node L Note that the labellings L for the number of sites of the lattice 

and TV for the number of particles have been retained from the ZRP terminology, 

where L stands for length and TV for number. This is unfortunate in the networks 

context as L does not stand for the number of links and TV does not stand for the 

number of nodes, instead the number of nodes is labelled L and the number of links 

is labelled K. This is also different from the unweighted network to ZRP mapping as 

there TV was the number of link ends or twice the number of links.

The particles move on the lattice under the following dynamical rules. A particle 

of species k hops from a site / to another randomly chosen site, i. e. the geometry 

is fully connected, with a rate u, which depends on the number of particles of the 

same species and the total number of particles at the site. The model discussed here 

specialises to the following factorised form of the hop rate

u (nki, X{) = uw (nki) us (Xi) 6(nki) , (6.10)

where 0(ri) is the usual Heaviside step function [10], uw (nk{) depends solely on the 

number of particles of species k at site / and us (Xi) depends solely on the total number 

of particles at site I. In the network context, u is the rewiring rate and this factorises 

into uw which depends on the weight of the link that is to be rewired and us which 

depends on the in-strength of the node that is being rewired from, hence the w and s 
labellings. More general forms for the hop rate are discussed in Section 6.8.

6.6.2 Steady state

With the above factorised form for the hopping rate the steady state is quite straight 

forward to prove; the usual conditions on the multi-species hop-rates for a factorised 

steady state (2.42), as discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.2, are automatically satisfied 

when the hop rate factorises in this way. As a further simplification, the number of 

particles of each species is assumed to be the same; this lightens the notation as Nk can 

be written as TV. In the network context this corresponds to fixing the out-strength of 

each node to be the same. Under these conditions the probability of a configuration in 

the steady state can straightforwardly be proven from first principles and this is done 

as follows. As an ansatz, the steady state probability of a given particle configuration 

is assumed to have the following factorised form

(6.11)
1=1 fe=i
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where

r x

fs(X) =

fw(n) =

/x=]

n

for X > 0 

for X = 0 

for n > 0 

for n = 0 ,

(6.12)

(6.13)

and Z(L,N) is a normalisation constant given by

{nkl }l=l k=l
(6.14)

This is a sum over all possible states of the un-normalised probability. The L delta 

functions ensure that only those terms of the sum that have the correct number of 

particles of each species contribute.

As the model is defined on a fully-connected geometry, it is possible that a solution 

exists which satisfies the detailed balance condition

P(nn, . . . ,

P(nn, . . . , nki - 1, . . . , n^ + 1, . . . nLL)uw (n^+i)us (Xl/ + 1) , (6.15)

i. e. the current out of a configuration (nn, . . . , n^, . . . , n^, . . . TILL), labelled i say, 

into a configuration (nn, . . . , n^i — 1, . . . , n^ + 1, . . . TILL), labelled j say, is equal to 

the current out of configuration j back into configuration i. Thus a solution which 

satisfies this condition is sought. As stated in Chapter 2, it is known that an irreducible 

Markov Process with a finite state space possesses a unique steady state, see, for 

example, [11, 12]. The multi-species ZRP falls within the class of Markov processes as 

its future evolution depends only on the present state of the system. The irreducible 

condition   i. e. any state can be reached from any other, given sufficient time   is 

trivially satisfied when the model is defined on a fully-connected geometry and the 

hop rates do not go to zero for any non-zero number of particles. Hence, if a solution 

satisfying detailed balance can be found, then it is the unique steady state of the 

system. Of course, in the thermodynamic limit the system will have an infinite state 

space, but it is expected that the argument will generalise to an infinite system in a 

similar way to the single species system [13] and some discussion of this has been given 

in [22] . Generalisations with different geometries where the detailed balance condition 

may not be applicable are discussed in Section 6.8. Cancelling common factors from
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6.15 and rearranging a little yields

-ii*(*i) =

i 1 \ £ I V i 1 \

«/)   (6.16)

As each side of the above equation depends on variables which can be treated as 

independent, the LHS and RHS can be set equal to a constant and without loss of 

generality this constant can be set equal to 1,

wnki n , x si „ fv \ -. f- —— ̂ uw (nki) , , . — -us (Xi) = 1 . (nki ~ 1) Js(Xi) - 1w

The above will be satisfied when each of the weight and strength dependent factors 

separately equate to 1. The resultant equations are

f (^ \ fw(nkl ~ /£ -, o\fw(nki) = —— 7   r- (0.18;

(6.19)

which can be solved recursively to give (6.12) and (6.13). Thus with the factorised 

form of the hop rate (6.10), the system has a factorised steady state given by (6.11).

6.6.3 Condensation theory

An interesting feature of this model is its ability to exhibit two types of condensation 

transition. One is an independent condensation of each species of particle, with each 

condensate located at a randomly chosen site. In the network context this is a conden 

sation of the weight onto a link pointing from each node and is thus a realisation of a 

transition in the disparity. The other is a collective condensation of all species of par 

ticle on the same site. In the network context this is a condensation of the in-strength 

onto a single node, i. e. all nodes point to this one with links that have a finite frac 

tion of the available weight. The exactly soluble, factorised nature of the steady state 

probability distribution (6.11) allows for the analysis of these condensation transitions 

and it is this that is discussed in this section.

The steady state as presented in (6.11) is within a canonical formalism, i. e. the 

number of particles of each species is fixed. As is often the case, it turns out to be 

easier to work in a grand-canonical formalism where only the the average number 

of particles of each species in the system is fixed: the actual number of particles of 

each species at any given time is allowed to fluctuate around this value. There are 

several paths to a grand-canonical formalism, the simplest is to introduce fugacities
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appropriately and then choose them to fix the correct average particle number for 

each species. In general a separate fugacity is needed for each species. Thus the 

grand-canonical normalisation is given by

oo

{nki=0}l=l
fw (nkl )

k=l
n
k=l

(6.20)

and as usual this quantity contains much information and is a key component in 

analysing the condensation transitions. In going from the canonical normalisation 

(6.14) to the grand-canonical normalisation (6.20) the number of particles of each 

species at each site is summed from zero to infinity and the delta functions are replaced 

by fugacities raised to the power of the total number of particles of the relevant species. 

These fugacities are then chosen to fix the average number of particles of each species 

to the correct values, i. e. to satisfy the equation

\
(6.21)

n/ f\dzk

In the above the angle brackets indicate the average taken in the grand-canonical 

ensemble. The expression for the steady state probability distribution in the grand 

canonical ensemble is

fw (nkl )
k=l

n
k=l

'k (6.22)

Prom this, forms for properties such as the average number of particles at a site both 

for a specific species and all species can be calculated.

As the number of particles of each species has been restricted to be the same, i. e. 

Nk = AT, and the system is homogeneous, i. e. all sites are the same statistically, the 

above expressions (6.20), (6.21) can be simplified. Only a single fugacity is needed; 

one that is repeated in the expression for each species of particle, i. e. zk = z for all

k. Noting that
L L L^ nfe<=nn*nfc'' (6 - 23 )

fe=l 1=1k=l 
the grand-canonical normalisation can be re-written as

oo ooE- oo n
k=l

(6.24)

Then due to the homogeneity of the system, the normalisation reduces to a site term 

raised to the power L.

oo

E
oo oo

fc=l

(6.25)
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where

(6.26)
k

and the HM have been relabelled as n^ due to the statistical equivalence of sites. This 

factorisation of the normalisation constant is analogous to the factorisation of the 

partition function of a Boltzmann system in the grand-canonical ensemble. However, 

due to the extra constraints in this multi-species system the factors themselves are 

more complex and the system allows for non-trivial behaviour. Defining the function 

F(z) as
oo oo LF& = £   £ / (*) n w**)*nfc ' (6 - 2?)

m=0 nL =0 k=l

the grand-canonical normalisation is written as

Z(L,z} = [F(z}} L . (6.28)

The condition on the fugacity to give the correct average number of particles of each 

species in the system is then written as

  . (6 .29)

This should be contrasted with the equation for the basic zero-range process (2.12) 

discussed in Chapter 2. There a similar logarithmic derivative yielded the average 

number of particles at a site; here it yields the average number of particles of a 

species, i. e. L times the average number of particles at a site.

Equation (6.29) can be written in a form that depends on the global density of 

particles of each species, p = N/L,

This is now in a form that can more obviously be treated in the thermodynamic limit, 

i. e. with the number of particles of each species and the number of sites going to 

infinity, with the global density of particles of each species fixed and finite. Note that 

(6.30) should be contrasted with (2.14) from Chapter 2 Section 2.3 as it does not have 

quite the same form in that there is no sum over sites in (6.30). As with the basic 

ZRP, it is this density equation (6.30) that is the key in the analysis of condensation 

transitions. If there is some finite critical density, pc , above which equation (6.30) can 

not be satisfied, then this signals a condensation transition. As in the case of the basic 

ZRP condensation analysis, the fugacity z must take a value less than some radius of 

convergence. If at this maximum value of the fugacity the RHS of (6.30) converges 

then there will indeed be a finite critical density above which the equation cannot be
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satisfied and a condensation transition. The critical density will be equal to the RHS 

of (6.30) evaluated at the maximum value of the fugacity. A condensation transition 

is not possible when the RHS of (6.30) diverges as this system is homogeneous.

Note that for the RHS of (6.30) to converge F'(z)/F(z) must be O(L). This is 

different from the basic ZRP case, as can be seen by comparing with equation (2.14) 

where F'(z)/F(z) is summed over sites. In the case of the present directed weighted 

network model, the form of F(z), (6.27), means that F'(z)/F(z) can take be O(L) 
with appropriate choices of the hop rate as is seen in the following analysis.

The two types of condensation are most easily seen in the rather extreme cases 

of setting either us or uw equal to 1, i. e. causing particles only to interact with only 

their own species, or with all species equally. In the network context, this corresponds 

to setting either of the effective strength or weight attractions to zero. The case where 

both interactions are present is difficult to treat analytically; numerical treatment of 

this case is presented in Section 6.7.

Independent species condensation

The case where each species condenses independently of the others is most straight 

forwardly realised when the intra-species interaction is not present, i. e. when us (X) 
is set equal to 1. With this choice, fs (X) — I and F(z) factorises, having the form

F(z) =
L

fw (n}zn
.n=0

(6.31)

As the intra-species interaction is not present the system is simply L uncoupled single- 

species ZRPs; the above form is what is expected for this and can be compared with 

the basic ZRP case discussed in Chapter 2. With this simple form for F(z), the density 

equation (6.30) takes on the form

££, »/-(")*" (632)
P ~ " ' ( '

which has the same form as equation (2.14) for the basic ZRP, although in this case the 

equation is explicitly homogeneous. As with the basic ZRP if both the numerator and 

denominator of the above equation converge at the maximum value of z, then there 

will be a finite critical density, /oc , above which the system will be in a condensed 

state. Each species will condense independently onto a randomly located site which 

will hold all the excess particles of a particular species in the system, i. e. it will 

hold (p — pc }L particles of the relevant species. There is nothing to stop more than 

one species condensing onto the same site, but they do so independently. Due to the
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density equation (6.32) having the same form as the density equation for the basic 

ZRP (2.14), the analysis determining the conditions on the hop-rates required to give 

condensation is the same as for the basic ZRP as presented in Appendix A. It is the 

asymptotic form of the hop rate that determines the convergence properties of the 

RHS of (6.32). The following asymptotic form of the hop-rate will give a system that 

can undergo condensation

uw (n)~pw (l + bw/n), (6 - 33)

where (3W is a finite constant and with bw > 2. This gives a maximum value of z equal 

to /3W . In fact the most direct way to see this is to find the form of fw (n) that allows 

convergence and then infer the hop rate from this [4]. It is straightforward to see that 

an fw (n) that behaves asymptotically as fw (n) ~ /3~nn~bw , which is indeed satisfied 

if the hop rate behaves as uw (n) ~ f3w (\ + bw /n), guarantees convergence of the RHS 

of (6.32).

As the form for F(z) has simplified for the case us = 1, the forms for Z(L, z] and 

P({nfc/}) are also simple. The normalisation (6.20) simplifies to

L L
Z(L, z) = J] J] fw (nki}zn" , (6.34) 

k=ll=l

and the steady-state probability distribution of a configuration (6.22) simplifies to

L L

k=ll=l 

Thus the probability of the number of particles of a single species at a site is given by

P(") = ^o/w(^f\ m , (6.36)

where this is the same for all sites and species due to the homogeneous nature of 

the model. The above equations are only fully valid when the system is in the un- 

condensed state. However, in the condensed state equation (6.36) evaluated at the 

maximum value of the fugacity will give the distribution of the number of particles of 

a species at sites where that species is not condensed. This is useful for comparison 

of the theory with numerical simulation. If the system is in a condensed state the 

theory line should match the part of the particle occupancy distribution that does 

not represent the condensate. The condensate appears as a peak at high occupancy 

that is additional to the background distribution. Equation (6.36) is also useful to 

determine which hop rates will give a power-law distribution of weight at criticality, 

i. e. at the maximum value of the fugacity; this is desirable in a model of weighted 

networks. It is straightforward to see that the asymptotic behaviour of p(n) is the
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same as the asymptotic behaviour of fw (n). Thus fw (n) ~ n~b will give a power-law 

distribution with exponent —b. This can be achieved with the hop rate form given in 

equation (6.33).

Collective species condensation

The case where all the species condense collectively onto the same site is most straight 

forwardly realised when the attraction between particles depends only on the total 

number of particles and not explicitly on the number of the same species of particle. 

This corresponds to setting uw (n) equal to 1 for all n. Thus particles do not specif 

ically attract particles of their own species; they attract all particles of all species 

equally. With this choice, F(z) takes the form

oo oo

As the summand in (6.37) depends only on X, the sums can be replaced with a single 

sum over X and a combinatoric factor that enumerates the number of ways that a 

sum of L positive integer variables can add up to X

.* (*) = E (* I '-t^V-w**- (6 - 38)
x=o ^ '

This can be seen formally by introducing an extra sum over X and a delta function 

to constrain X to be the sum over the number of particles of each species at the site

oo oo oo f L \
FW = £  '££ fs(X)zx 6 Mr) nk - X\ . (6.39)

m=0 nL =OX=0 \k=l /

This is then evaluated by using the contour integral representation of the delta function 

(2.16)
OO OO OO

X=0nl =0 nL =0

the combinatoric factor then comes from the integral and is found by the theorem of 

residues [10].

The simplified form of F(z), as given in equation (6.38), gives the density equation

00 L-l+X\ yf (y\~XL-I )Xjs(X)z , .
'L V00 (L-i+x

^ 1^X=0( L-l

As before it is the convergence properties of this equation that determine the existence 

of a condensation transition: if the RHS of (6.41) converges then condensation will 

occur above some finite density of particles of each species. For the RHS to converge,
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the second fraction must converge to a number of O(L) at the maximum possible 

value for the fugacity. This is possible for appropriate choices of the hop rate due to 

the dependence on X in the numerator: the average value of X is expected to be of 

O(L) and greater. Expanding the binomial factor for large X yields

- L~ l , .' (6'42)
which leads to an approximate version of the density equation that has the same 

convergence properties.

From this it is straightforward to show that the form fs (X] ~ /3~xX~bs , with bs > 
I + L is sufficient for the second fraction in the RHS of (6.43) to converge. However, 

the overall RHS of equation (6.43) must converge to a finite value for condensation. 

Thus the second fraction in the RHS must converge to a number O(L}. To find out 

what the full expression converges to requires the small X behaviour of fs (X) to be 

considered. Such an analysis is difficult to perform, but it is found numerically that 

the form fa (X) = [/3S (1 + bs /L)]~x for 0 < X < L and with bs > 1 + L is sufficient 

to give condensation at a finite density of each species of particle. A hop rate which 

satisfies this has the small X behaviour u3 (X] = 0S (1 + bs /L] for 0 < X < L.
Due to the simplified form of F(z), the expressions for the normalisation and the 

steady state configuration distribution also take on simplified forms

L
Z(L, z} = (6.44)

and L
P({nki}) = -^r-. I] fs(Xi)zxi . (6.45) *(L,z) l=£

Thus the probability of finding a total of X particles at a site is given by

v-"°o (L-1+ 
2^X=0 \ L-l

This can be used to directly compare the theory to simulation. Again the above 

equations are only valid when the system is in an uncondensed state. However, as 

before, equation (6.46) with the maximum value of z will describe the distribution of 

particles that do not make up the condensate, in the condensed phase.

As it is often desirable to have power-law distributions in networks, equation (6.46) 

can also be used to determine which hop rates will give a power-law in-strength dis 

tribution at criticality, i. e. at the maximum value of the fugacity. Interestingly, in
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this case it is not the behaviour for fs alone that determines the form of the distri 

bution, but its behaviour in concert with the combinatoric factor. Using the asymp 

totic form of the combinatoric factor (6.42) shows that P(X) ~ XL~ lfs (X). Thus 

fs (X) ~ X~(L+V will give a power-law distribution of X with exponent  (1 + 6). This 

can be achieved by having a hop rate with the behaviour us (X] ~ 1 + L/X + b/X. 
To prevent a divergence a different form has to be chosen for small X.

Effect of both strength and weight interactions

The case where both strength and weight interactions are present is somewhat dif 

ficult to analyse. An initial analysis, where the normalisation was expressed as a 

contour integral and approximated by saddle-point methods seemed to indicate that 

the strength and weight effects should decouple somehow and so each type of con 

densation should happen due to the relevant type of interaction only; the form of the 

other interaction should have no effect. However, in simulations (not presented here) 

this was seen not to be the case and it was clear that this analysis required more care 

to cope with the subtleties of the system.

As an alternative, the grand canonical approach presented above seems to be a 

better starting point to analyse the effects of both strength and weight interactions, 

but the analysis for this case is still generally quite difficult. A sum over X can 

be introduced into the expression for F(z) (6.27), as in the collective condensation 

analysis, to give

oo oo oo f L \ LFw = E       E E / (*)* E n* - x II Mn^nk • (6 -47)
m=0 nL =OX=0 \k=l / k=l

The difficulty then lies in evaluating the sums: they are strongly coupled when both 

interactions are present. Evaluation may be possible when one of the interactions is 

simple. For example, it may be possible to evaluate the sums over {n^} if fw is some 

kind of step function. This would allow the study of the effects of introducing a weak 

interaction in the weights into a system with a strong strength interaction.

For cases where analytical progress is difficult, numerical simulations of the systems 

can be performed with a simple Monte Carlo algorithm. Results from such simulations 

are presented in Section 6.7.

6.7 Numerical results

In this section results are presented from simulations of the model that show the 

two types of condensation predicted by the theory: independent species condensation,
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where a finite fraction of the particles of each species condenses onto a randomly 

located site and this site is independent for each species; and collective species con 
densation, where a finite fraction of all the particles in the system condenses onto a 

single site. In the network context this corresponds to a finite fraction of the total 

weight from each node being contained in a single link from that node; and a finite 

fraction of weight pointing from all nodes to a single node, respectively. Results from 

the case where both weight and strength interactions are present, which is less easily 

analysed, are also presented.

The model is simulated using a simple Monte Carlo algorithm. At each time step 

the following update procedure is followed

1. A species of particle, k, and a site of the lattice, I, are chosen at random.

2. If a particle of this species is present then one of these particles will be removed 

with probability w(n^, A"/)A£, where u is the hop rate (6.10) and Ai is the time 

interval. The time interval is chosen such that the probability of a hop occurring 

is always less than or equal to one.

3. If a particle was removed, then a second site m is chosen at random and a 

particle of species k is added to this site.

The code that simulates the model is presented in Appendix H.

All simulations were run on lattices of size L = 100 and with L = 100 species of 

particle, i. e. on networks with 100 nodes, and for C?(107 ) Monte Carlo sweeps. The 

first half of each run was used to relax to the steady state and the second half to 

measure distributions of various quantities. Distributions were measured for

  The number of particles of a given species at a site (link weight).

  The total number of particles at a site (node in-strength).

  The number of species present at a site and the number of sites at which a given 

species is present (in- and out-degree respectively).

Typical configurations of the system were also output; these are presented as 3-D 

representations of the adjacency matrix and allow the two types of condensation to 

be identified visually.

6.7.1 Independent species condensation

The system chosen to display the independent condensation of species is defined by 

the following choice of the hop rate

! + -£, (6.48)n ^ '
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with bw = 4. Comparing with (6.10), us (X) has been set equal to 1 and thus the 

interaction between species is absent. This hop rate has the correct asymptotic be 

haviour to show independent species condensation and power-law distributions of the 

number of particles of a given species at a site, as discussed in Section 6.6.3.

The simulations were run with 175 particles of each species starting from a ran 

dom initial configuration. The condensation of each species can clearly be seen from 

the distribution of the number of particles of a given species at a site (black circles, 

Figure 6.6 (a)), which is the same for all species in this homogeneous system. The 

peak at around n = 150 represents the condensate; it has an area of order l/L and 

there are L sites, indicating that there is one site for each species that has an occu 

pation of around 150 particles of the relevant species. This represents an appreciable 

fraction of the number of particles of each species and so can be identified with a 

condensation, despite the finite size of the system, i. e. it strongly indicates the pres 

ence of a condensation in the thermodynamic limit. This distribution also has an 

apparently power-law background in addition to the condensate peak, as can be seen 

by comparison with the critical theory line (dashed line, Figure 6.6 (a)) this line 

is asymptotically a power-law and it matches well with the data shown. This is the 

behaviour of a single species ZRP as is expected for this system, which is effectively 

L uncoupled single species ZRPs.

The distribution of the total number of particles at each site (grey crosses, Fig 

ure 6.6 (a)) shows that in the absence of any intra-species interaction the condensed 

sites are randomly distributed. The first peak in the distribution at around X = 50 

shows that some sites have no condensates on them, only particles from the back 

ground distribution of each species. The second, third, ... peaks correspond to sites 

with condensates of one, two, ... species plus a background from the species that are 

not condensed on such sites. This is exactly what is seen if the condensates are ran 

domly and independently located, as has been confirmed by generating a distribution 

of the total number of particles from a random sampling of the measured distribution 

of particles of a given species. A typical configuration of the system (Figure 6.7) bears 

this out: each species can be seen to condense onto a single site, but no ordering of 

locations of the condensates can be discerned.

The distributions of the number of species present at a site and the number of 

sites at which a given species are present, i. e. the in- and out-degree distributions, are 

binomial in nature. This can be confirmed by comparing with a binomial distribution 

generated from the measured probability that there are no particles of a given species 

at a site. Thus in the network context the connectivity, i. e. the degree distribution, 

is similar to that of a random graph (which also have binomial degree distributions,
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see Chapter 4 Section 4.4.1). In addition to this connectivity structure there is also 

some structural detail in the weights: a single link from each node contains a finite 

fraction of the available weight and the in-strength is a random sum of link weights. 

Some of the discussion presented for this case is fairly obvious as the system 

is simply a set of uncoupled single species ZRPs. However, when a similar system 

that has a weak attraction between the species is simulated the behaviour is almost 

identical. Thus the discussion above can also be taken as valid for such a system 

and the analysis presented in Section 6.6.3 may be a starting point for a perturbative 

analysis of a more complicated system with both inter- and intra-species interaction.

6.7.2 Collective species condensation

To demonstrate the collective species condensation, the following hop rate was chosen

 ( ,*) = . (6.49)
| 1 + kg for X > L j

with bs = 1.05. Comparing with (6.10), uw (n) has been set equal to 1 and thus the 

explicit interaction of particles with their own species has been switched off. This hop 

rate has the correct low and high end behaviours to show condensation, as discussed 

in Section 6.6.3 and bw has been chosen of the form to give a power-law background 

to the distribution of the total number of particles at a site.

The simulations were run with 1000 particles of each species. The initial configu 

ration for the simulations from which the shown results were taken was all particles at 

a single site. When starting from random initial conditions the system found itself in 

a state with several sites with high particle occupancies for the duration of the simula 

tion. Indeed, some simulations started from a configuration with one site having half 

of all the particles found themselves in this state. This could indicate some instability 

of the condensate or strong metastability of the state with multiple highly occupied 

sites. However, when fully formed the condensate appeared to be extremely stable 

for the duration of the run and similar in nature to condensates from systems with 

slightly different hop rates (i. e. bs > 1 + C7(1/L)) that were reached very quickly from 

random initial conditions. Previous knowledge of multi-species ZRPs and the theory 

also indicate that the condensed phase is the true steady state. Thus it is expected 

that, given enough time, the system will find itself in the condensed state.

The collective condensation can clearly be seen from the distribution of the total 

number of particles at a site (grey crosses, Figure 6.8 (a)). The peak at around X = 

85000 corresponds to the condensate: it has an area of order 1/L and there are L sites, 

indicating that a single site has an occupation of around 85000 particles which is an
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Figure 6.6: Distributions from simulations of the independent species condensation 
system with hop rate u(n^X) = uw (n) = 1 + 4/n. Simulations were run with a 
global density of 1.75 of each species of particle, on a lattice with L = 100 sites, for 
(9(107 ) Monte Carlo sweeps and with random initial conditions, (a) Distributions of 
the number of particles of a given species and the total number of particles at a site, 
corresponding to the distributions of weight among links and in-strength among nodes 
in the network context, respectively. Also shown is the expected critical behaviour of 
the number of particles of a given species at a site, as predicted by the theory (6.36). 
(b) Distributions of the number of species present at a site and the number of sites at 
which a given species is present, corresponding to distributions of in- and out-degree 
in the network context, respectively.
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Occupation (Weight)

Species (Node Ou$0 80 100

100 Site (Node In)

Figure 6.7: Typical configuration of the system output from simulations of the in 
dependent species condensation system with hop rate u(n, X] = uw (n) = 1 + 4/n. 
Simulations were run with a global density of 1.75 of each species of particle on a lat 
tice with L = 100 sites for (9(107 ) Monte Carlo sweeps with random initial conditions. 
Rows represent the species of particle, columns represent sites of the lattice and the 
height of the bars represents the number of particles.
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appreciable fraction of the total number of particles in the system LxN = 100 x 1000. 
The other peak at around X = 100 corresponds to the sites that do not contain a 
condensate. After this peak there is a region of apparent power-law behaviour, as 
predicted by the theory. The theory line generated from equation (6.46) (dashed 
line, Figure 6.8 (a)) agrees very closely with the background distribution measured 
from simulations, i. e. it closely reproduces the measured distribution except for the 
condensate peak.

The distribution of the number of particles of a given species at a site (black 
circles, Figure 6.8 (b)) also shows condensation behaviour as can be seen in the peak 
at around n = 850. If the interaction between species were to be switched off leaving L 
uncoupled single-species ZRPs, it is known that the chosen us (ri) (= constant) would 
not give condensation in this fully connected homogeneous system—see for example 
[4]. Thus the attraction that depends only on the total number of particles has induced 
condensation of the individual species; the full condensate is given by condensates 
of all the species being located at the same site. The typical configuration of the 
system shown in Figure 6.9 backs this up: the full condensate is clearly composed of 
condensates of each of the species all located at the same site. The distribution of the 
number of particles of a given species at a site also has an apparent power-law piece 
to it with an exponent that is very close to that seen for the distribution of the total 
number of particles at a site.

The distribution for the number of sites at which a given species is present (grey 
triangles, Figure 6.8 (b)) is similar to that for the independent species condensation 
case: it is a binomial distribution and, as before, matches a binomial distribution 
constructed from the probability that a site will contain no particles of a given species. 
Thus the out-degree distribution is like that of a random graph. The distribution of the 
number of species of particle present at a given site (black squares, Figure 6.8 (b)), 
however, is significantly different: it has a broader tail and a single data point at 
k = L = 100 with probability l/L representing a single site that contains particles of 
all species. Thus the in-degree distribution differs from that of a random graph: it 
has a broader tail meaning there are some nodes with high connectivity with higher 
probability than in a random graph and there is a single node to which all others 
point with links that each contain a finite fraction of the weight available to them. 
The node to which all other nodes point corresponds to the site that contains the 
condensates of every species of particle. Broadly-tailed degree distributions are often 
observed in real networks—weighted and unweighted alike. While the tail observed 
in these simulations is not as broad as many observed, it is at least broader than 
that of the equivalent random graph. Also, apart from the condensed pieces the in-
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strength and weight distributions display power-law tails; this is again something that 
has been observed in many real networks. Thus, as with the equilibrium networks 
of Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.6.1, certain 
distributions may take power-law forms at a critical point.

6.7.3 Further behaviour

In the preceding sections the somewhat extreme cases of the absence of either intra- 
species or direct inter-species attraction were considered. This was to allow for a 
direct comparison with the available theoretical results. Cases where some forms of 
non- trivial attraction are present in both us and uw , i. e. in both the intra-species 
and direct inter-species interactions, are difficult to compare directly with theory. 
However, such systems display interesting behaviour and in this section some results 
from such a system are presented.

The following form for the hop rate was chosen

for X ~ L
X>L,

with bw = 2.5 and bs = 16. It is known that if the intra-species interaction is switched 
off for this system (i. e. ua (X] is set to 1) then the no condensation would occur 
for this particle number and system size (see for example [4]). If the direct inter- 
species interaction were to be switched off (i. e. uw (n) were set to 1) then the theory 
predicts that no condensation should take place at any finite particle number (see 
Section 6.6.3). Thus any condensation-like behaviour that is observed is a result of 
the combination of the two interactions. It was found in simulations that this system 
does indeed show some condensation-like behaviour.

Simulations were run on a system with 175 particles of each species and from 
random initial configurations. Starting from a configuration with all particles on one 
site has no effect on the results. In Figure 6.10 (a), it can be seen that the distribution 
of the number of particles of a given species at a site (black circles) has a decaying 
part and a peak at around n = 150; this is generally reminiscent of a condensed 
system. The distribution of the total number of particles at a site (grey crosses, 
Figure 6.10 (a)) has a peak at X = 3500; this is also reminiscent of condensation but 
the peak is much broader than one usually associated with a clear condensation. The 
typical configuration data in Figure 6.11 indicate that the peak in the distribution of 
the total number of particles at a site represents multiple highly occupied sites, each 
composed of condensates of many, but not all, species.
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Figure 6.8: Distributions from simulations of the collective species condensation sys 
tem with hop rate it(n, X) = us (X] = 1 + 1.05 for X < L and it(n, X} = us (X] = 
1 + 1.05L/X for X > L. Simulations were run with a global density of 10 of each 
species of particle, on a lattice with L = 100 sites and for O(107 ) Monte Carlo sweeps. 
Due to a long relaxation time for the system, the initial configuration was all particles 
on one site; this configuration is closer to the expected steady state than a random 
one. (a) Distributions of the number of particles of a given species and the total 
number of particles at a site, corresponding to the distributions of weight among links 
and in-strength among nodes in the network context, respectively, (b) Distributions 
of the number of species present at a site and the number of sites at which a given 
species is present, corresponding to distributions of in- and out-degree in the network 
context, respectively.
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Figure 6.9: Typical configuration of the system output from simulations of the collec 
tive species condensation system with hop rate u(n, X} = us (X] = 1 +1.05 for X < L 
and w(n, X] = us (X] = \ + 1.05L/X for X > L. Simulations were run with a global 
density of 10 of each species of particle, on a lattice with L = 100 sites and for C?(107 ) 
Monte Carlo sweeps. Due to a long relaxation time for the system, the initial configu 
ration was all particles on one site; this configuration is closer to the expected steady 
state than a random one. Rows represent the species of particle, columns represent 
sites of the lattice and the height of the bars represents the number of particles.
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Without a direct comparison to theory available it is difficult to interpret these 
results. They could be a finite size effect that is not seen in larger systems or it could 
be a true condensation that is being adversely affected by the small size of the system. 
In either case the results are interesting from a networks point of view as real networks 
are often of finite size.

The distributions of the number of species at a site and the number of sites at 
which a given species are present, i. e. the in- and out-degree distributions, are also 
interesting for this system. They both have a binomial form for low degree but the 
in-degree distribution departs from this at high degree: it has a small secondary peak 
implying that several sites are highly connected but also that a site to which all others 
point is not certain to be present. Thus, in the networks context, the system gives a 
network with a connectivity much like that of a random graph except for the existence 
of several well-connected 'hub' nodes which would not be present in the random case. 
These hub nodes also have many high weight links pointing to them giving them a 
large in-strength.

6.8 Generalisations

The basic model introduced in Section 6.6.1 can exhibit interesting behaviour that 
is relevant to weighted networks, as discussed in the previous two sections. A useful 
feature of this simple model was that the probability of a configuration in the steady 
state had a factorised form, making it generally amenable to analysis. A fortunate 
circumstance is that there are many generalisations of the model that retain the fac 
torised steady state property. Several of these generalisations are discussed briefly in 
this section.

6.8.1 Disorder and arbitrary site to site transition probabilities

As a first example, it is straightforward to generalise to a case where particles can hop 
under arbitrary site to site transition probabilities and with rates that depend on the 
site that is being hopped from—this is similar to the generalisation of the basic ZRP to 
an arbitrary lattice with disordered sites. In the network context the site dependence 
of the hop rates allows fitness of the nodes to be modelled, i. e. the inherent ability 
of a node to retain strength without necessarily having high weight links pointing to 
it, as discussed for growing models in Section 6.3.4. The case of arbitrary site to site 
transition probabilities corresponds to a unit of weight pointing to a particular node 
having prescribed probabilities to rewire to point to other nodes; this could be used to 
model units of weight preferentially rewiring to nodes that are in some way connected
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Figure 6.10: Distributions from simulations of the system with both direct intra- and 
inter-species attractions present with hop rate u(n, X] = (1 + 2.5/n)(l + 16/L) for 
X < L and u(n,X] = (I + 2.5/n)(l + 16/X) for X > L. Simulations were run with 
a global density of 1.75 of each species of particle on a lattice with L = 100 sites 
for C7(107 ) Monte Carlo sweeps from random initial conditions, (a) Distributions of 
the number of particles of a given species and the total number of particles at a site, 
corresponding to the distributions of weight among links and in-strength among nodes 
in the network context, respectively, (b) Distributions of the number of species present 
at a site and the number of sites at which a given species is present, corresponding to 
distributions of in- and out-degree in the network context, respectively.
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with the node they currently point to for example. Such a system is realised with the 
following form for the hop rates

(6.51)

where the kl subscripts on uw denote that the rate now depends on species k and site 
/ and the / subscript on us denotes that the rate now depends on the site I. Also 
required to realise this generalisation is the fact that a particle of species k hopping 
from site / will hop to site V with probability

Wfc(f',Z), (6 -52)

such that a unique solution can be found for a single particle hopping with rate 1 
under these transition probabilities. The steady state probability of a configuration 
takes the following form for this generalisation

i
fs;l(Xi)

k=l
(6.53)

where TM is the steady state probability of finding a random walker that moves under 
the site to site transition probabilities Wjt(J —>• /') on site / and is defined through

(6.54)

and where fa-i(X) and fw-ki(n) are given by

=
n „ L

?/ / 1 77? )

1
^

f n 1
fl^fc

1

for X > 0 

for X = 0

T for n > 0i)
for n = 0

(6.55)

(6.56)

This steady state can be proven by inserting (6.53) into the balance condition (as 
the site to site transition probabilities are general at this point, the system may be 
nonequilibrium and not able to satisfy a detailed balance condition)

p (i- • • ,"fc/ - 1, • • • ,«*/' + 1, • • .})««,,*/' (nw/ + l)tis; ,/(Xi/)Wfc (Z,0 , (6.57)
k,U'
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which, noting that the site to site transition probabilities must be normalised and 
assuming that terms in the sums over k and / equate, recovers (6.54) and the steady 
state is seen to hold. Of course, for the steady state solution (6.53) to be unique, the 
part of the hop rate that is dependent on the total number of particles at the site 
must be independent of species.

6.8.2 Dependence of hop rates on source and target nodes

Another reasonably straightforward generalisation is to allow the hop rates to depend 
on the state of both the source and target sites, i. e. a particle of species k hops from 
site I to site /' with a rate

Uki(nki;Xi}tkv (nki>,Xv } . (6.58)

In the networks context this allows for a preferential attachment rewiring dynamics 
where units of weight can rewire preferentially to links with high weight and/or nodes 
with high in-strength. This allows more direct comparisons to be made with net 
work models that grow or rearrange under preferential attachment type rules. This 
generalisation is closely related to misanthrope processes, as discussed in [4]. The 
generalisation itself has been discussed in greater detail in [173] where the constraint 
that the hop rates depend only on the number of particles of the same species and on 
the total number of particles is also relaxed.

6.8.3 Positive and negative weights

A generalisation to include negative weights is also straightforward. Positive and neg 
ative weights have been used to model friendship and animosity in social networks. 
Such social networks are an example where continual rewiring and changing of the 
weights of the links is realistic. A model of student relationships in a class which con 
siders positive and negative weights that rewire in single unit steps has been presented 
in [174].

6.8.4 Continuous masses

The basic ZRP can be generalised to treat continuous masses, where instead of par 
ticles there is continuous mass and arbitrary amounts of this mass can move between 
sites, as has been discussed in [175]. A similar generalisation can be made for the basic 
model in this chapter, following a similar line to the work in [175]. In the network 
context this would allow non-integer weights and strengths to be treated.
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6.8.5 Variable out-strengths

A particularly straightforward generalisation is to allow a different number of each 
species of particle, i. e. each site to have a different out-strength. This does not alter 
the steady state or its derivation, only the analysis of the condensation transitions. It 
is also possible to generalise to a case where the number of particles of each species can 
change under the dynamics by allowing particles to 'change their spots' and switch 
between species. The factorised steady state is retained if particles either hop or 
change species at any given event, i. e. they do not hop and change species at the 
same time. The species change can depend on the number of particles of the current 
species. Thus this generalisation allows for the out-strength to change in much the 
same way that the in-strength changed in the basic model presented in Section 6.6.1. 
With the hop rates

u(nu,Xi) = uw (nki)uis (Xi} , (6.59)

for a particle to jump between sites, which depends upon the number of particles of 
the same species and the total number of particles at a site, and

= vw (nki)vos (Nk ) , (6.60)

for a particle to switch species, which depends on the number of particles of the same 
species at a site and the total number of particles of that species in the system, the 
steady state takes on the form

1
• L

n.1=1 k,l=l
(6.61)

The / functions are given by

=

fos(N) =

fw(n) =

I x
n *-

UiS (m)
1

t

( Nn '
11 uos (m}

1
t

f n 1n „ L
?/ I 777 I

1

for X > 0

for X = 0

for AT > 0

= for N = 0

for n > 0

for n = 0

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6.64)

The is and os subscripts stand for in-strength and out-strength as the quantities they 
label depend on the relevant one of these two in the networks context.
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This system has yet to be properly analysed and doing so may prove difficult. 

However, this model is interesting from the networks point of view, as it allows the 

evolution of both in-strength and out-strength and a model of a network that allows 

both these to evolve is perhaps more realistic. Thus this generalisation may be worthy 

of further study. A speculative possibility for the behaviour of this system would 

be a condensation of weight onto a single link, perhaps with power-law background 

distributions of the weight, in-strength and out-strength. If this behaviour can be 

realised by the model, then it would certainly be interesting for the networks viewpoint 

as it would give an extra quantity, the out-strength, that is distributed according to 
a power-law at criticality.

6.8.6 Non-conservation

A further generalisation would be to allow some non-conservation in the model, in a 
similar way to the generalisation of the basic ZRP discussed in Chapter 5. This could 
again allow the model to have critical, i. e. power-law behaviour, in a region of phase 
space rather than just at a critical point. Thus the model would give realistic weight 
and strength behaviour without fine-tuning of parameters.

6.9 Summary

In this chapter a simple model of a directed weighted network based on a multi-species 
ZRP has been discussed. Particles of the ZRP were considered as units of weight of 
links in a dynamically rewiring weighted network. The species of a particle was used to 
encode where the corresponding link pointed from and the site at which the particle 
was located was used to encode where the link pointed to. Thus each node had a 
fixed amount of weight pointing from it, but the total weight pointing towards a node 

or (in-strength) was allowed to vary. The model was found to exhibit two distinct 
kinds of condensation transition: independent condensation of species of particle and 

collective condensation of all species of particle, corresponding to condensation of 

weight onto a single link from each node and condensation of in-strength onto a single 

node, respectively. At criticality the model was seen to show power-law distributions 

both for link weight and node in-strength. This is realistic from a networks point of 

view as power-law weight and strength distributions have been observed in several 

real networks.
Some of the results of this chapter along with a more in-depth discussion of some 

of the generalisations have been published in [173].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

The work in this thesis has been mainly concerned with a simple hopping-particle 
model known as the zero-range process (ZRP) and its behaviour and applications. In 
the ZRP particles reside on a lattice and hop between sites with rates that depend 
on the properties of and the number of particles on the site of departure. The ZRP 
has several advantageous properties including a simple and exactly solvable steady 
state making it particularly amenable to analysis. Particular attention was paid to 
condensation transitions in the ZRP, where a finite fraction of the total number of 
particles condenses onto a single site, and to the application of the ZRP to complex 
networks.

After a propaedeutic chapter on the basic properties of the ZRP, in Chapter 3 a 
finite size effect where the current density diagram of a finite system overshoots the 
thermodynamic predictions was studied in detail for a simple system. The simple 
system chosen was one with a single defect site at which the hop rate decreased with 
an increasing number of particles; all other sites had constant hop rates. With this 
simple system, analysis of the overshoot was possible and the overshoot was found to 
be a continuation of the fluid phase to higher densities than would be possible in a 
thermodynamic system along with a region in which the condensate was present, but 
unstable. This behaviour was compared favourably with that seen in data taken from 
systems of real traffic and an existing interpretation of the ZRP as a traffic model 
was discussed. While the single defect site system does not have an obvious meaning 
in terms of a traffic model (the ZRP traffic model was based around a homogeneous 
system), it is noteworthy that it displays similar behaviour.

A similar system with two defect sites was also studied and showed that effects 
due to competition between two defect sites are possible where a condensate initially 
formed on one defect site and then moved to the other on increasing the density. It
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would be interesting to see what would happen in a system with many defect sites 
and how the behaviour in this system relates to that seen in traffic.

Prom the analysis of the single defect site system it seemed that the condensation 
happened via a different mechanism than for the homogeneous system, yet both can 
produce very similar finite size effects. Thus it would be interesting to see in more 
detail how the two relate and how, for example, by adding identical defect sites to a 
system one crosses over to the other.

Following the study of this finite size effect, the application of the ZRP to complex 
networks was turned to, beginning with a brief review of network theory, behaviour 
seen in real networks and some of the many models that have been proposed to explain 
this behaviour in Chapter 4. An interpretation of the ZRP as a network model where 
particles represent link ends and sites represent nodes was also discussed and was 
shown to be closely related to some existing models of networks. The ZRP as a 
network model was able to reproduce a power-law tail to the degree distribution but, 
as with the related models, only at the critical point of the condensation transition.

Power-law degree distributions seem to be quite generic behaviour for real networks 
and so a model that reproduces this behaviour only at a critical point is somewhat 
unsatisfactory. To alleviate this problem, a generalised ZRP with creation and anni 
hilation of particles was introduced in Chapter 5. With appropriate choices for the 
rates of creation and annihilation the model was found to show critical behaviour in a 
region of parameter space rather than just at a critical point. The full phase diagram 
for the model was also found, showing low density, critical and high density phases, 
with the critical phase having further subdivisions with distinct behaviours. The same 
principle was then applied to a model of networks by adding creation and annihilation 
of links to the basic ZRP network model; this had subtle differences to the ZRP model 
due to the fact that, for a network, annihilating a link corresponds to annihilating a 
pair of correlated particles. Despite these subtleties, the network model was found to 
have the same phases as the non-conserving ZRP model.

With a critical phase, the addition of non-conservation to the network model made 
the power-law degree distribution a more generic phenomenon, thus better represent 
ing real networks. However, the dynamics of the model do not appear to have a 
realistic interpretation for real networks, i. e. the majority of networks do not appear 
to change their links in the same manner as this model. Despite this, the model still 
stands as a simple model of a network and it is perhaps worth investigating whether 
more realistic network models can be found that are based on similar principles. The 
dynamics of the model also attracts comparison with some ideas from self-organised 
criticality and it would be interesting to see if further connections between network
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models and self-organised criticality can be made. As complex networks apparently 
organise themselves into complex structures, it is perhaps surprising that many more 
comparisons do not already exist in the literature.

A further point is that the model only really reproduces the degree distribution 
realistically: there is nothing present in the model that should generate clustering, 
degree-degree correlations, etc., other than in trivial senses. However, it is expected 
that the model will have the small-world property due to its random nature. Thus 
it would also be interesting to investigate these properties and if, as expected, they 
are found to be unrealistic, to try to generalise the model to reproduce more realistic 
behaviour for these and other properties. Even if doing so causes the model to become 
intractable, the basic model could still be useful as a null model with which real data 
and future models can be compared. This is in part due to the fact that analytical 
progress can be made with the model.

A further application of the ZRP to networks was then studied in the form of a 
novel mapping of a multi-species ZRP to a model of a directed, weighted network in 
Chapter 6. In this mapping, particles are regarded as units of weight of links, the 
species of the particle represents the node from which the link is pointing and the site 
at which the particle is located represents the node to which the link is pointing. Thus 
there is a species of particle, and a site, for every node in the network. The multi- 
species ZRP has a steady state with a simple, factorised form that can be solved for 
hop rates that depend on the number of particles of a given species at a site and the 
total number of particles at a site, thus particles can interact directly with their own 
species and also indirectly with all species corresponding to weight and in-strength 
interactions in the networks context.

The rules of the model allow for two types of condensation transition: independent 
condensation of species, where each species condenses onto independent, randomly 
located sites; and collective condensation where each species condenses at the same 
site. These correspond to condensations of weight and in-strength in the networks 
context. At criticality the distributions of weight and in-strength can take power-law 
forms. Power-law weight and strength distributions have been observed in several 
real systems. Thus, like the basic ZRP network model, the multi-species model of a 
directed, weighted network shows realistic behaviour for some properties at the critical 
point and it would be interesting to see if non-conservation could be applied in the 
same way as to the basic network model to give power-law behaviour under more 
general conditions.

The multi-species ZRP directed, weighted network also has several other appealing 
properties. The mapping between the ZRP system and the network system is exact:
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the configuration of the particles describes uniquely a configuration of the network. 
Thus there is no need to reconstruct all possible networks from a given configuration, 
as for the basic ZRP network model. Also there are many generalisations of the multi- 
species model that retain the factorised steady state and these can give dynamics of 
the system that can be considered as more realistic than in the basic ZRP network and 
non-conserving network cases. For example, with the continuous mass generalisation 
of the multi-species ZRP, rewirings could be made that take any amount of mass: 
thus both minor and major rewirings may take place. It is certainly more realistic 
for many systems that many rewirings would be minor weight rearrangements, with 
occasional complete and sudden rewirings of entire strong links, as opposed to rapid 
and frequent rewiring of links as for the basic ZRP network model.

As with the basic ZRP network model, the multi-species model only reproduces 
some of the behaviour seen in networks, specifically power-law in-strength and weight 
distributions. The behaviour of the in- and out-degree distributions was not clear for 
the small systems simulated here. . A possible further project would be to simulate 
much larger systems to see what happens to the degree distribution for these systems. 
It may also be worthwhile seeing if the degree distributions can be calculated ana 
lytically. Something that could be easily measured is topology-weight correlations, 
although again it would be useful to be able to simulate larger systems to get a clearer 
picture of this. Also other properties of the system, such as the clustering and node- 
node strength correlations, could be investigated. In all cases, if the behaviour did 
not match that seen in real networks it would be interesting to see if the model can 
be generalised even further to treat these properties.

Overall, the ZRP has been seen to be a model with interesting properties that make 
it applicable as a model of real systems including traffic systems and, in particular, 
complex networks. In the context of traffic systems the ZRP has a finite size effect 
around the condensation transition that matches quite closely behaviour seen in real 
traffic in the form of an overshoot in the current density diagram. This work includes 
a detailed study of this effect, something which has not been done for many of the 
traffic models, and while the particular system the analysis was performed in does not 
have a direct traffic interpretation, the study can hopefully be extended to systems 
that do. In the networks context the ZRP found success in reproducing the power- 
law degree distribution for unweighted networks and, in a multi-species form, success 
in reproducing power-law weight and in-strength distributions in directed, weighted 
networks. In both cases this was seen at the critical point of a condensation transition. 
The advantage of studying such systems in terms of the ZRP is that this is a well- 
studied model about which much is known. Thus by showing that the ZRP can be
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used as a model of the system, many results of the model are known or can be derived 
straightforwardly and these will be available rapidly for comparison with empirical 
data. In this sense the ZRP model will serve as a useful null model, even if it only 
provides qualitatively reasonable behaviour for some aspects of the system. The ZRP 
is also a simple and quite general system, with many other possibilities to model real 
systems. As such, anything new discovered when investigating a particular application 
is in the simple and general language of the ZRP and can be applied to any other 
systems that the ZRP can be found to model in some way.

The basic ZRP network model is closely related to several existing models and 
this relation has been clarified, showing that it is possible to gain scale-free behaviour 
from 'anti-preferential detachment' rules as well as the more common preferential 
attachment rules. After the development of the BA model, it was speculated that 
both growth and preferential attachment were necessary ingredients for obtaining a 
power-law degree distribution in a network [77]. Since then, a lot of evidence contro 
verting this has been put forward. Thus, this study adds to this as the ZRP network 
model represents a network that produces power-law degree distribution with nei 
ther growth or preferential attachment. In particular, this study has shown that, for 
rewiring networks at least, 'anti-preferential detachment' rules can produce the same 
steady state distributions as for preferential attachment rules. This is significant, as 
with 'anti-preferential detachment' as implemented in the ZRP network model, the 
evolution rates depend only on local information (i. e. the degree of the node from 
which a rewiring takes place), whereas for preferential attachment, the rates depend 
on non-local information (i. e. the degree of every node in the network).

The addition of non-conservation to the ZRP network model made it distinct from 
the existing models and proved that it is possible to modify, using only simple rules, 
network models that give power-law behaviour only at a critical point—as is the case 
for several existing models—to give more generic power-law behaviour. It is expected 
that the application of non-conservation in an appropriate fashion to these existing 
models will also cause more generic power-law behaviour. The fact that the non- 
conservation has been studied in the general framework of the ZRP again means that 
the results from this can be easily applied to any other system that can be modelled 
by a ZRP. The addition of non-conservation also allowed a comparison with self- 
organised criticality something that could perhaps be further explored for network 
models in general.

One interesting thing that should be noted from the non-conserving ZRP network 
model is the fact that despite possessing a critical phase, in that the degree distribution 
tends to a power law asymptotically, the degree distribution in this phase can differ
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strongly from a pure power law, even for quite large systems. This could indicate that 
for many real systems the power laws observed are not quite as pure as is believed; 
they may in fact be power laws with exponential cut-offs or high degree bumps as 
seen in the critical phase of the non-conserving ZRP network model. It has already 
been argued that the statistics available for many real networks are not good enough 
for accurate fitting to power laws, see for example [8], even for the WWW which had 
C?(108 ) nodes in 1999 and is still growing rapidly.

The mapping of the multi-species ZRP to a model of directed, weighted networks is 
actually completely different from the mapping of the single-species ZRP to a network 
and represents a novel mapping of a particle-lattice model to a network model. The 
fact that a configuration of a directed, weighted network can be mapped exactly onto a 
configuration of a multi-species particle-lattice model hints that weighted networks—in 
particular directed, weighted networks—may be a more fruitful area for such mappings 
than their unweighted brethren. Thus in modelling a directed, weighted network 
with a particle lattice system, with some success in reproducing realistic behaviour, 
this work has hopefully paved the way for further such models to be applied to the 
field of networks. The specifics of the multi-species model also brought to light a 
new condensation transition where particles of all species condense onto a single site. 
In the network context, this corresponds to in-strength condensation with induced 
weight condensations and can yield power-law distributions for both these quantities 
at criticality.

It would also be generally interesting to see how much further both of the ZRP 
models could be taken in representing networks realistically, i. e. to see if there are 
further generalisations that can be made to treat other network properties such as 
clustering and degree-degree correlations. In this respect the exactly solvable nature 
of the ZRP and many of its generalisations is a real advantage, as with an exact 
solution and existing knowledge base the ZRP is a more obvious starting point for 
further generalisation than some of the existing network models. Even in cases where 
it is known or expected that a generalisation of the ZRP will no longer have an 
exact solution, the solution of the basic ZRP could be used as a starting point for 
a perturbative analysis. Thus the success of the ZRP as a model of networks, and 
other systems, can hopefully be continued with further generalisations and perhaps 
give further insight into the organising principles behind the complex behaviour seen 
in many real networks.



Appendix A

Proof of the Requirements on 
the Hop Rates for Condensation 
in the Homogeneous Zero-Range 
Process

For the homogeneous ZRP the requirement on the hop rates for condensation is that 
they tend to some finite value (3 more slowly than (3(1 + 2/n). The overall requirement 
for condensation in the homogeneous system is the convergence of the RHS of (2.14) 
at the maximum value of the fugacity, zmax , which takes the form

F
„, 
r (

It is straightforward to show that F(z] and F'(z) are monotonically increasing func 
tions of z. From the form of F(z) and the fact that the convergence of a sum is 

determined by the last infinity of terms it is straightforward to see that if F'(z] con 

verges then F(z] must also converge and thus (A.I) must converge. Therefore the 
condition for condensation is that F'(zmax ) is convergent.

The requirement for the convergence of F'(zmax ) can be found as follows. First 

the hop rate is assumed to decay to /3 as u(n] ~ /3(l + £(n)), where £(n) is some small, 

decreasing function. Note that with this hop rate, zmax = (3. This form of the hop 

rate gives

/(n)~/Tn exp
n

(A.2)
771=1

from (2.3). Approximating the sum by an integral and expanding the logarithm for
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large n yields

/(n) ~ /Tn exp — / (A.3)

Inserting this and zmax into the expression for F'(z) (found by differentiating (2.11))
gives

oo r r ~\• - » /

(A.4)
n=l

— I dm^(n)

By comparing this with the convergence of the Riemann zeta function, Jdm£(ra) 
must be greater than 2m(n) for convergence. Thus £(ra) must be greater than 2/n 
and for convergence the hop rate must therefore decay more slowly than /?(! + 2/n).



Appendix B

Asymptotic Expansion of the 
Normalisation Constant of the 
SDS System to give the Particle 
Current

The sum (3.36) can be rewritten as

N> __F(n + l)r(fr + 1) (N -\-L-r
V L-2

(B.I)*/"

Jo V £-2 y
To calculate the asymptotic expansion of this, it must be put into a general form for 
which the formula for the first order asymptotic expansion exists [18]

dnA(n)exp(LB(n)) ~ exp(LB)
c\

x
8(B(2)) 2 2(B(2)) 2 24(B(2)) 3 / U2 .

(B.2)

where no is the location of the maximum of the exponent function B(n) and 
denotes the mth derivative of 7(71) with respect to n. To put equation (B.I) in this 
form, one first needs to find the expansions of the Gamma functions and the binomial 
coefficient. The expansion of the relevant Gamma functions for large n, as can be
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taken from Stirling's series, is

~ n~b
2n

1-
2Ly

(B.3) 

(B.4)

to first order in L, with y = n/L. The first order asymptotic expansion of the binomial 
coefficient is more unwieldy. However, as the primary interest lies in the first order 
expansion for the particle current, i>, the binomial coefficient needs only to be expanded 
to zeroth order, as indeed does the Gamma function expansion. To see this, note how 
the expansion of the binomial coefficient is performed. The binomial coefficient can 
be represented as an integral in the complex plane as follows

/AT + L - n - 2} = £ dw (1 + w) N+L~n-2 
( L-2 H wL-l

Wf dw _____
J 2m (1 + w)2

(B.5)
exp {L [(p+1- y) ln(l + w) -

This can then be asymptotically expanded in the system size L via the saddle point 
method as it has been put in the proper form [18].

f dw a(w) exp (L/3(w)) ~ exp (L(3)

X

(B.6)
J W=WQ

where WQ is the location of the saddle point of 0(w), 7^) denotes the nth derivative of 
7 with respect to w, 0 is chosen such that [0^l (wo)\e10 = 02 (wQ), and 4> = (TT — 9]/I. 
Now, when the ratio Z(N — 1, L)/Z(7V, L) is taken to find the particle current, only 
terms which depend on N explicitly will matter, all other terms will cancel to first 
order. Furthermore, with terms that depend explicitly on the particle density, p = 
N/L, taking the ratio will generate only higher order corrections than the order of 
the term. To clarify this a simple example is presented. Consider a partition function 
which had the asymptotic form Z(7V,L) = C(p) + (l/L)D(p), thus taking the ratio 
will give

C(p] = C(p - l/L) - C(p] + -i (D(p - - D(p)}

(B.7)
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where in the second line Taylor expansions about p have been made. Thus it is clear 

that only the zeroth order expansion in L of a normalisation with the above general 

form is required to generate the first order expansion of the particle current. This is 

because the saddle point location WQ for the binomial coefficient has no N dependence 

so the only N dependence comes from the J3(w) and its derivatives, as this depends 

on p. As it only depends on p, only the zeroth order is needed to calculate the first 
order for the particle current.

Taking the ratio of the asymptotic expansions of the two normalisations gives the 

asymptotic expansion of the particle current

v = p (B.8)
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Appendix C

Code to Simulate the 
Homogeneous Zero-Range 
Process

// C++ code to simulate the homogeneous, Id, totally assymetric

// zero range process
// —————————————————————————————————————————————

// Written by Andrew Angel

// November 2002

// Last Update 19th November 2002

// Compiler: g++

#include <iostream.h>

#include <stdlib.h> 

tfinclude <stdio.h>

#include <f stream. h>

#include <math.h>

#include <string.h> 

tfinclude <strstream.h> 

tfinclude "rng.h"

// global constants
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const long double LAMBDA = 3.2; //parameters for run

const unsigned int MAX_PARTICLES = 2000;

const unsigned int LATTICE.SIZE = 1000;

const unsigned int NO_MC_STEPS = 1000000;

const unsigned int AVG_NO = 250000;

// how many times to avg when in stdy st.

const int SEED = 0; // random num will be seeded from the system time

// if 0

const unsigned int RANDOM_FILL =0; // 0 -> start all particles on

// one site, random ICs otherwise

const unsigned int FILLED_SITE = 500; // where the filled site is.

const unsigned int PARTICLE_INTERVAL = 10; // increment for particles

// procedures and functions

void random_particle_fill(unsigned int[LATTICE_SIZE], unsigned int,

unsigned int);

void mc_update(unsigned int[LATTICE_SIZE], unsigned int,

long double[MAX_PARTICLES+1]);

void vel_mc_update(unsigned int[LATTICE_SIZE], unsigned int,

long double[MAX_PARTICLES+1], 

unsigned int[LATTICE.SIZE]);

long double calculate_variance(unsigned int[LATTICE_SIZE],

unsigned int, unsigned int);

unsigned int find_most_occupied(unsigned int[LATTICE_SIZE],

unsigned int);

void create_look_up(long double[MAX_PARTICLES+1],unsigned int,
unsigned int);

long double hop_rate(int x)
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i

long double val;

if (x != 0){

val = (long double) 1.0 +( LAMBDA / (long double) x );

val = val / (long double) ( 1.0 + LAMBDA); 

} 

else{

val = (long double) 0.0; 

} 

return val;

// begin main 

mainQ
•C

// declare local variables

unsigned int config [LATTICE. SIZE] = {0};

// holds the sytems configuration

unsigned int totalSteps = LATTICE_SIZE * NO_MC_STEPS;

unsigned int updatesPerStep = LATTICE_SIZE; // for readability

long double particleDensity = 0.0;

long double dataVariance =0.0;

long double avgVariance = 0.0;

unsigned int halfwayStep = NO_MC_STEPS / 2;

// want integer division here

unsigned int output Interval = halfwayStep / AVG_NO; 
/ / ii M n n

long double hopRateLookup [MAX.PARTICLES + 1] = {0>;

unsigned int mos; // most occupied site

long double dataFracMostOcc =0; // running total of fmo

long double avgFracMostOcc =0; // average of fmo

unsigned int velArray [LATTICE. SIZE] = {0};

// total no of hops made in ss

long double avgVel [LATTICE.SIZE] = {0.0};

// avgd hr for each site

long double overallAvgVel =0.0; // hoprate avgd over all sites
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unsigned int i,j,k,l; // counter variables for loops 

unsigned int totalParticles; 

char flNmStr[25];

// open data streams 

ofstream fVar; 

ofstream fFMO; 

ofstream fVel; 

ofstream fAvgVel;

srand48(time(NULL)); // seed the random number generator

// create the look_up_table

create_look_up(hopRateLookup, LATTICE_SIZE, MAX_PARTICLES);

// name and open files

ostrstream nameKflNmStr, sizeof f INmStr) ;

namel « "variance.data" « ends;

fVar.open(fINmStr);

ostrstream name2(fINmStr, sizeof fINmStr);

name2 « "fmo.data" « ends;

fFMO.open(fINmStr);

ostrstream name3(fINmStr, sizeof fINmStr);

nameS « "velocity.data" « ends;

fVel.open(fINmStr);

ostrstream name4(fINmStr, sizeof fINmStr);

name4 « "avgvel.data" « ends;

fAvgVel.open(fINmStr);

for (i=0; i < MAX.PARTICLES; i += PARTICLE_INTERVAL){ 

// loop over densities

cout « "Got to " « i+1 « " particles." « endl;

particleDensity = (long double) (i+1) / 

(long double) LATTICE.SIZE;

if (RANDOM.FILL == 0){ //random fill or all on one
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for (j=0 ; j < LATTICE.SIZE; j++M 

config[j] = 0;

config[FILLED_SITE] = i

else{

random_particle_f ill (conf ig, (unsigned) i+l,LATTICE_SIZE) ;

for(j=0;j<LATTICE_SIZE;j++){ 

velArray [j] = 0; 

avgVel[j] = 0;

dataVariance = 0.0; 

avgVariance = 0.0; 

dataFracMostOcc =0.0; 

avgFracMostOcc =0.0; 

overallAvgVel = 0.0;

for(j=0; j<halfwayStep; j 

for (k=0 ; k<updatesPerStep ;

mc_update( conf ig,LATTICE_SIZE, hopRateLookup) ;

for(j=0;j<AVG_NO;j++H

dataVariance = dataVariance +

calculate_variance(config,LATTICE_SIZE,

mos = find_most_occupied(config,LATTICE_SIZE) ; 

dataFracMostOcc = dataFracMostOcc + ( (long double)

conf ig [mos] / 

(long double) (i+1) ) ; 

for (k=0 ; k< out put Interval ; k++) { 

for (1=0 ; KupdatesPerStep ; 1++) {

vel_mc .update (conf ig , LATTICE_SIZE , hopRateLookup , velArray) ;
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avgVariance = dataVariance / (long double) AVG_NO; 

fVar « particleDensity « " " « avgVariance « endl; 

avgFracMostOcc = dataFracMostOcc / (long double) AVG_NO; 

fFMO « particleDensity « " " « avgFracMostOcc « endl;

f or ( j =0 ; j <LATTICE_SIZE ; j ++) {

avgVel[j] = (long double) velArrayCj] /

( (long double) (AVG_NO * output Interval * updatesPerStep) ) ; 

fVel « j « " " « particleDensity « " " « avgVel[j] « endl; 

overallAvgVel = overallAvgVel + avgVelCj]; 

}
fAvgVel « particleDensity « " " « overallAvgVel « endl; 

/* note that the overall average velocity is actually 

LATTICE_SIZE times what it should be, this scales 

the data so it can all be placed on one graph, or 

can define average hopping rate out of site as hops 

from site / hops attempted from site.

Also note that slightly confusingly the average velocity 

array is output to the velocity data file and not the 

average velocity data file */

fVar.close(); 

fFMO.close(); 

fVel.closeQ; 

fAvgVel.close();

// output stuff to a log file for error checking

ofstream fLog;

ostrstream name5(flNmStr, sizeof fINmStr);

name5 « "output.log" « ends;
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fLog.open(flNmStr);

fLog « "Lambda = " « LAMBDA « endl;

fLog « "Lattice Size = " « LATTICE.SIZE « endl;

fLog « "Maximum Number of Particles = " « MAX.PARTICLES « endl;

fLog « "Number of Monte Carlo Steps = " « NO_MC_STEPS « endl;

fLog « "Number of times averages were taken = " « AVG_NO « endl;

fLog « "Particle Increment = " « PARTICLE.INTERVAL « endl;

fLog « "Seed = " « SEED « endl;

fLog « "Random Fill status was: " « RANDOM.FILL « endl;

fLog « "Filled Site = " « FILLED.SITE « endl;

totalParticles = 0;

for(i=0;i<LATTICE_SIZE;i++){

totalParticles = totalParticles + config[i]; 

}

fLog « "Totalled particles at end = " « totalParticles « endl; 
fLog.close();

exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);

// procedures and functions in full if not already so above

void create_look_up(long double hopRateLookup [] ,

unsigned int LATTICE_SIZE, 

unsigned int MAX_P ARTICLES)
•C

int i = 0;

for ( i = 0; i <= MAX.PARTICLES ; i 

hopRateLookup [i] = hop_rate(i);

void random_particle_f ill (unsigned int configC] ,

unsigned int particleNumber ,
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unsigned int LATTICE_SIZE) 

{
unsigned int i; 

unsigned int randSite;

f or (i=0 ; i<LATTICE_SIZE ; i++) {

config[i] =0; // make sure array empty before filling it

f or (i=0 ; i<particleNumber ; i 

randSite = (unsigned int)

floor (drand48() * (long double) LATTICE.SIZE) ; 

conf ig [randSite] ++ ;

return ;

void mc_update (unsigned int config[] , unsigned int LATTICE_SIZE,

long double hopRateLookup [] ) 

{
unsigned int site;

long double diceRoll;

site = (unsigned int) floor( drand48() * LATTICE_SIZE ); 

diceRoll = drand48();

if (diceRoll < hopRateLookup [conf ig [site]]) { 

if (site != OH

conf ig [site] = conf ig [site] - 1;

config[site-l] = conf ig[site-l] + 1; 

} 

else{

conf ig [site] = conf ig [site] - 1;

config[LATTICE_SIZE - 1] = config[LATTICE_SIZE - 1] +1;
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void vel_mc .update (unsigned int config[] , unsigned int LATTICE_SIZE,

long double hopRateLookup [] , 

unsigned int velArray [])

<

unsigned int site; 

long double diceRoll;

site = (unsigned int) floor( drand48() * LATTICE_SIZE ); 

diceRoll = drand48();

if (diceRoll < hopRateLookup [config [site]] ){ 

if(site != 0){

config [site] = config [site] - 1;

config [site-1] = config [site-1] + 1; 

} 

else{

config [site] = config [site] - 1;

config [LATTICE.SIZE - 1] = config [LATTICE.SIZE - 1] + 1; 

} 
velArray [site] = velArray [site] + 1; //if hop then running total

long double calculate_variance (unsigned int config [] ,

unsigned int LATTICE.SIZE, 

unsigned int particleNumber)

{
unsigned int i;

unsigned int sumOccSquared;

long double meanOcc, meanOccSquared, meanSquaredOcc, val;

i=0;

sumOccSquared=0 ; 

meanOcc = 0.0;
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meandccSquared = 0.0; 

meanSquaredOcc =0.0; 

val = 0.0;

f or (i=0; i<LATTICE_SIZE; i++){

sumOccSquared = sumOccSquared + (conf ig[i]*conf ig[i] ) ;

meanOcc = (long double) particleNumber

/ (long double) LATTICE^SIZE; 

meanOccSquared = (meanOcc * meanOcc) ; 

meanSquaredOcc = (long double) sumOccSquared

/ (long double) LATTICE.SIZE;

val = (meanSquaredOcc - meanOccSquared)

/ (long double) LATTICE.SIZE;

/* variance = mean square occupancy - mean occupancy squared 

have normalised by the LATTICE SIZE to make any 

transition clearer i.e. to convert the variance into an 

order parameter */

return val;

unsigned int find_most_occupied (unsigned int configE] ,

unsigned int LATTICE_SIZE) 

{
unsigned int i,m,n;

unsigned int val;

n = conf igEO] ; 
m = 0;
f or (i=l ; i<LATTICE_SIZE ; 

if (configEi] > n){
n = configEi] ;

m = i;
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val = m; 
return val;
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Appendix D

Code to Calculate the 
Normalisation Constant of the 
Homogeneous Zero-Range 
Process Exactly

// C++ code to calculate -ln(Z(M,D) from the homogeneous 

// zero range process in one dimension. From this the 

// program also calculates the velocity, first and second 

// derivatives in the free energy, and the probability

// distribution for the occupancy of any site.
/ /__ __ _ ____________ _______ _ __ ____ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _.

// Written by Andrew Angel 

// December 2002 

// Last Update Apr 29 2003 

// Compiler: g++

#include <iostream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <f stream. h>

# include <math.h> 

tfinclude <string.h>
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#include <strstream.h>

// global constants 

const long double LAMBDA =2.2; 

const int MAX.PARTICLES = 8000; 

const int MAX_SITES = 1000; 

const int P_S_FACTOR = 10; 

const int L_SAMPLES = 100;

// procedures and functions 

void partition(int,int); 

long double hop_rate(int);

// global variables

long double lnPartitionArray[2][MAX_PARTICLES+2];

long double marginalArray[MAX_PARTICLES+2];

// global pointers

long double *hopRateArray;

// begin main 

mainO
•C

char flNmStr[35];

int i,j,p,q,s,t;

long double particleDensity;

long double maxDensity;

long double freeEnergy;

long double freeEnergyDensity; // free energy per site

long double velocity;

long double firstDiff;

long double secondDiff;

long double prob;

int numberOfSites;

int particlelncrement;
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int probParticles;

of stream fFree;

of stream fFreeDens;

of stream f Marginal;

of stream f Velocity;

of stream fFirstDiff ;

of stream fSecondDiff ;

of stream fProb;

of stream fLnLnProb;

of stream f Output;

hopRateArray = new long double [MAX_PARTICLES+2] ;

for ( j =0 ; j <=MAX_PARTICLES+1 ; j 

InPartitionArrayCi] [j] = 0.0; 

marginalArray [ j ] =0 . 0 ; 

hopRateArray [ j ] =0 . 0 ;

// calculate the hoprates and marginals 

marginalArray [0] =1.0; // 1C 

for(i=l;i<=MAX_PARTICLES+l;i++){

hopRateArray [i] = hop_rate(i); 

}
f Marginal . open ( "marginal . dat " ) ; 

f or (i=l ; i<=MAX_PARTICLES+l ; i++) {

marginalArray [i] = marginalArray [i-1] / hopRateArray [i] ;
f Marginal « i « " " « marginalArray [i] « endl;
f Marginal « i « " " « hopRateArray [i] « endl;

>
f Marginal . close () ;

//IC Z(1,L) = f(L) 

for(i=0;i<=MAX_PARTICLES+l;i++){
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InPartitionArrayCl] [i] = log(marginalArray[i] ) ;

// what interval of sites to generate output for 

numberOf Sites = (int) floor ( (long double )MAX_SITES /

(long double) P_S_FACTOR ); 

maxDensity = (long double) MAX_PARTICLES

/ (long double) MAX.SITES;

// loop over each site increment call to the partion

// sum calculation function and generate outputs

for(p = numberOf Sites; p <= MAX_SITES; p += numberOf Sites) {

ostrstream namel(flNmStr,sizeof f INmStr) ;

namel « "F_M=" « p « "_dens.dat" « ends;

f Free . open (f INmStr) ;

ostrstream name2(f INmStr, sizeof f INmStr) ;

name2 « "f_M=" « p « "_dens.dat" « ends;

f FreeDens . open (f INmStr) ;

ostrstream name3(f INmStr, sizeof f INmStr) ;

nameS « "vel_M=" « p « "_dens.dat" « ends;

f Velocity. open (f INmStr) ;

ostrstream name4(f INmStr, sizeof f INmStr) ;

name4 « "derl_M=" « p « "_dens.dat" « ends;

fFirstDif f . open (f INmStr) ;

ostrstream name5(f INmStr, sizeof f INmStr) ;

nameS « "der2_M=" « p « "_dens.dat" « ends;

f SecondDif f . open (f INmStr) ;

particlelncrement = (int) floor ( (long double)p

/ (long double )L_SAMPLES ); 
if (particleIncrement<lX

cout « "Particle Increment is too small, exiting." « endl; 

exit (EXIT_FAILURE) ;

partition (p - numberOf Sit es+1, p) ;
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for(q=l; q<= maxDensity * p; q+=particlelncrement){ 

particleDensity = (long double) q / (long double)p; 

freeEnergy = -lnPartitionArray[p°/,2] [q] ; 

fFree « particleDensity « " " « freeEnergy « endl; 

freeEnergyDensity = freeEnergy/ (long double) p; 

fFreeDens « particleDensity « " "

« freeEnergyDensity « endl; 

velocity = exp (InPartitionArray [p%2] [q-1]

- lnPartitionArray[p°/,2] [q] ) ;
f Velocity « particleDensity « " " « velocity « endl; 
firstDiff = (InPartitionArray [p%2] [q-1]

- InPartitionArray [p°/,2] [q+1] ) /2 . 0 ;
f FirstDiff « particleDensity « " " « firstDiff « endl; 

secondDiff = p*(2*lnPartitionArray [p°/,2] [q]

- InPartitionArray [p°/,2] [q+1]

- InPartitionArray [p%2] [q-1]) ; 

f SecondDiff « particleDensity « " " « secondDiff « endl;

cout « "Done " « p « " sites." « endl;

fFree. close () ; 

fFreeDens . close () ; 

f Velocity. close () ; 

f FirstDiff . close () ; 

f SecondDiff . close () ;

/* Calculate P(k) the occupancy probability distribution, this 
is the same for all sites in the homogeneous system, also 

calculate just at the end for 1000 sites */

for(s=l;s<=10;s++M

probParticles = ( int)floor(s*( (double) (MAX_PARTICLES)

/ (double) (MAX.SITES) )

/ (10.0) * MAX.SITES);
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ostrstream name6(flNmStr,sizeof f INmStr) ;

name6 « "prob_M=" « MAX.SITES « "L=" « (int) probParticles «

".dat" « ends; 

f Prob. open (f INmStr) ;

ostrstream name7(f INmStr, sizeof f INmStr) ; 

name? « "lnpr_M=" « MAX.SITES « "L=" « (int) probParticles «

".dat" « ends; 

f LnLnProb . open (f INmStr) ; 

for (t=0 ; t<=probParticles ; t++) {

prob = marginalArray [t] * expClnPartitionArray [(MAX_SITES-1)%2]

[probParticles-t] - 

InPartitionArray [MAX_SITES°/,2] 

[probParticles] ) ;

fProb « t « " " « prob « endl; 

if(t!=0){

f LnLnProb « log(t) « " " « log (prob) « endl;

f Prob. close () ;

f LnLnProb. close () ; 

> 

cout « "Calculated probabilities." « endl;

f Output . open ( " output . log" ) ;

f Output « "LAMBDA = " « LAMBDA « endl;

f Output « "MAX_PARTICLES = " « MAX_PARTICLES « endl;

f Output « "MAX.SITES = " « MAX.SITES « endl;

f Output « "P_S_FACTOR = " « P.S.FACTOR « endl;

f Output « "L.SAMPLES = " « L.SAMPLES « endl;

f Output . close () ;

exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);

long double hop_rate(int x)
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long double val;

if(x!=0)

val = (long double) ( 1.0 + (LAMBDA/ (long double) x) ); 

else

val =0.0;

return val;

void part it ion (int startSites, int endSites) 

{

int i, j ,k,m,n;

long double fExpLogSum;

cout « "startSites = " « startSites « "; endSites = " 

« endSites « endl;

if (startSites == 

startSites++;

f or (i=startSites ; i<=endSites ; i

m = (i°/,2) ; // use alternating rows to lower memory usage 

n = ((m+l)°/,2);

InPartitionArray [m] [0] = 0.0; 

for(j=l;j<=MAX_PARTICLES+l;j++){

fExpLogSum =1.0; // set to one before adding sum 

for(k=l;k<=j;k++){

fExpLogSum += (marginalArray [k]

* exp( InPartitionArray [n] [j-k]

- InPartitionArrayCn] [j] ));

>
InPartitionArray [m] [j] = InPartitionArray [n] [j]

+ log (fExpLogSum) ;

}
cout « "Calculated Z for " « i « " sites." « endl;
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Appendix E

Code to Simulate the 
Non-conserving Zero-Range 
Process Model

// C++ code to simulate the homogeneous zero range

// process with creation and annihilation of particles

// and calculate the probability distribution

// of the number of particles at a site in the steady state

// Written by Andrew Angel 

// August 2004 

// Last Update 1st Aug 2005 

// Compiler: g++

#include <iostream.h> 

tfinclude <stdlib.h> 

ttinclude <stdio.h> 

^include <f stream. h>

#include <math.h> 

^include <string.h>

#include <strstream.h>
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// global constants

const long double LAMBDA =2.6; //parameters for run

const unsigned int INITIAL_PARTICLE_NO = 1000;

const unsigned int MAX_PARTICLE_NO = 10000;

const unsigned int LATTICE_SIZE = 5000;

const unsigned int NO_MC_STEPS = 20000000;

const unsigned int OUTPUT_NUMBER = 1000;

const unsigned int AVERAGE.FACTOR = 400;

const unsigned int AVERAGE.NUMBER = OUTPUT_NUMBER*AVERAGE_FACTOR;

const int SEED = 0; // random num seeded from the system time if 0

const unsigned int RANDOM_FILL = 1;

// 0 -> start all particles on one site, random ICs otherwise

const unsigned int FILLED_SITE = 500; // where filled site is.

const long double K_VAL =3.0;

const long double S_VAL =3.5;

const long double A_VAL = 1.0;

const long double DROLLNORM = 2.0+LAMBDA+pow(LATTICE_SIZE,-S_VAL);

const long double SNAP.NORM = 5.O/(long double)LATTICE.SIZE;

// global variables

unsigned int config[LATTICE_SIZE] = {0}; // holds system config

long double hopRateLookup[MAX_PARTICLE_NO + 1] = {0};

unsigned int particleNo = INITIAL_PARTICLE_NO;

unsigned int hopNum = 0;

unsigned int createNum = 0;

unsigned int annihilateNum = 0;

long double unnormalisedDistribution[MAX_PARTICLE_NO+l] = {0.0};

long double normalisedDistribution[MAX_PARTICLE_NO+l] = {0.0};

long double normalisation = 0.0;

// procedures and functions

void random_particle_fill(unsigned int, unsigned int);

void mc_update(unsigned int);
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void create_look_up (unsigned int, unsigned int);

long double nop_rate(int x) 
•C

long double val;

if (x != 0){

val = (long double) 1.0 +( LAMBDA / (long double) x ); 

} 

else{

val = (long double) 0.0; 

} 
return val;

long double creation_rate (unsigned int, unsigned int, long double);

long double annihilations ate (unsigned int, unsigned int,

long double, long double);

void add_to_unnormed_dist() ;

// begin main

rnainQ

{
// declare local variables

unsigned int totalSteps = LATTICE_SIZE * NO_MC_STEPS;

unsigned int updatesPerStep = LATTICE_SIZE; // for readability

unsigned int averageUpdates = updatesPerStep / AVERAGE_FACTOR ;

unsigned int i, j ,k,l,m,n; // counter variables for loops

unsigned int totalParticles;

char flNmStr[25] ;

unsigned int out put Interval

= (int) ceil( (double) NO.MCLSTEPS /
(double) OUTPUT.NUMBER ) ;
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unsigned int averageInterval

= (int) ceil( (double) outputInterval / 

(double) AVERAGE.FACTOR );

// open data streams

ofstream fPartNo;

ofstream fHopNo;

ofstream fCreateNo;

ofstream fAnnihilateNo;

ofstream fDist;

ofstream fData;

ofstream fSnapDist;

srand48(time(NULL));

// create the look up tables 

create_look_up(LATTICE_SIZE, MAX_PARTICLE_NO);

// name and open files

fPartNo.open("particleno.dat");

fPartNo « 0 « " " « INITIAL_PARTICLE_NO « endl;

fHopNo.open("hopno.dat");

fHopNo « 0 « " " « hopNum « endl;

fCreateNo.open("createno.dat");

fCreateNo « 0 « " " « createNum « endl;

fAnnihilateNo.open("annihilateno.dat");

fAnnihilateNo « 0 « " " « annihilateNum « endl;

if (RANDOM.FILL == 0){ // random fill or all on one

for (j=0 ; j < LATTICE.SIZE; j++){ 

config[j] = 0;

}
config[FILLED_SITE] = INITIAL_PARTICLE_NO ; 

} 
else{
random_particle_fill(INITIAL_PARTICLE_NO, LATTICE_SIZE);
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// First loop to get to steady state 

f or ( j =0 ; j <OUTPUT_NUMBER ; j ++) { 

for (k=0 ; k< output Interval ; k++) { 

for (1=0 ; KupdatesPerStep ; 1++) { 

mc_update(LATTICE_SIZE) ;

fPartNo « j+1 « " " « particleNo « endl; 

fHopNo « j+1 « " " « hopNum « endl; 

fCreateNo « j+1 « " " « createNum « endl; 

fAnnihilateNo « j+1 « " " « annihilateNum « endl;

// Second loop average the probability distribution 

for(j=0;j<OUTPUT_NUMBER;j++){ 

for (k=0 ; k<AVERAGE_FACTOR ; k++) { 

for (n=0 ; n<averagelnterval ; n++) { 

for (1=0 ; KupdatesPerStep ; 1++) { 

mc_update (LATTICE.SIZE) ;

add_to_unnormed_distO ; 

}
fPartNo « j+l+OUTPUT_NUMBER « " " « particleNo « endl; 

fHopNo « j+l+OUTPUT_NUMBER « " " « hopNum « endl; 

fCreateNo « j+l+OUTPUT_NUMBER « " " « createNum « endl; 

fAnnihilateNo « j+l+OUTPUT_NUMBER « " " « annihilateNum 

« endl;

f Dist . open ( " distribution . dat " ) ;

normalisation = 0.0;

for (m=0 ; m<=MAX_PARTICLE_NO ; m++)

normalisation += unnormalisedDistribution [m] ; 

for (m=0 ; m<=MAX_PARTICLE_NO ; m++) {

normalisedDistribution[m] = unnormalisedDistribution[m]
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/(normalisation);

fDist « m « " " « normalisedDistributionDn] « endl; 

} 
fDist.close();

ostrstream name3(flNmStr, sizeof fINmStr);

nameS « "final.data" « ends;

fData.open(fINmStr);

for(i=0;i<LATTICE_SIZE;i++){

fData « i « " " « config[i] « endl; 

} 
fData.close();

fPartNo.close(); 

fHopNo.close(); 

fCreateNo.close(); 

fAnnihilateNo.close();

// output stuff to a log file for error checking

ofstream fLog;

ostrstream nameS(fINmStr, sizeof fINmStr);

nameS « "output.log" « ends;

fLog.open(fINmStr);

fLog « "Lambda = " « LAMBDA « endl;

fLog « "Lattice Size = " « LATTICE_SIZE « endl;

fLog « "Initial Number of Particles = " « INITIAL_PARTICLE_NO

« endl;

fLog « "Maximum Number of Particles = " « MAX_PARTICLE_NO

« endl;

fLog « "Number of Monte Carlo Steps = " « NO_MC_STEPS « endl;

fLog « "Number of Averages Taken = " « AVERAGE.NUMBER « endl;

fLog « "SNAP_NORM = " « SNAP_NORM « endl;

fLog « "Number of particle number points output = "

« OUTPUT_NUMBER*2 « endl;

fLog « "Output Interval = " « outputInterval « endl;
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fLog « "Seed = " « SEED « endl;

fLog « "Random Fill status was: " « RANDOM.FILL « endl;

fLog « "Filled Site = " « FILLED.SITE « endl;

totalParticles = 0;

for(i=0;i<LATTICE_SIZE;i++){

totalParticles = totalParticles + config[i]; 

} 

fLog « "Totalled particles at end = " « totalParticles

« endl;

fLog « "K.VAL = " « K.VAL « endl; 

fLog « "A.VAL = " « A_VAL « endl; 

fLog « "S_VAL = " « S_VAL « endl; 

fLog « endl;

fLog « "Hop Rate: 1+LAMBDA/occupation" « endl; 

fLog « "Creation Rate: 1/LATTICE_SIZE~S_VAL" « endl; 

fLog « "Annihilation Rate : A_VAL*(occupation

XtotalParticleNo)~K_VAL"

« endl; 

fLog « endl;

fLog « "Total number of hops: " « hopNum « endl; 

fLog « "Total number of creations: " « createNum « endl; 

fLog « "Total number of annihilations: " « annihilateNum « endl; 

fLog.closeO ;

exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);

// procedures and functions in full if not already so above

void create_look_up (unsigned int latticeSize,

unsigned int maxParticles)

{
int i = 0;

for ( i = 0; i <= maxParticles ; i 

hopRateLookup[i] = hop_rate(i);
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void random_particle_f ill (unsigned int particleNumber,

unsigned int latticeSize) 

{

unsigned int i;

unsigned int randSite;

f or (i=0 ; i<latticeSize ; 

config[i] = 0;

f or (i=0 ; i<particleNumber ; i

randSite = (unsigned int) floor ( drand48()

* (long double) latticeSize ) ;

conf ig [randSite] ++ ; 

} 
return ;

void mc_update (unsigned int latticeSize)
•C

unsigned int site; 

long double diceRoll; 

long double diceRol!2; 

unsigned int destinationSite; 

long double c;

site = (unsigned int) floor( drand48() * latticeSize ); 

diceRoll = drand48 () *DROLLNORM ;

c = creat ion_rate(LATTICE_SIZE, conf ig [site] ,S_VAL);

if (diceRoll < c){ 

conf ig [site] ++; 

particleNo ++;
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createNum ++; 

} 

else if (diceRoll > c

&& diceRoll < c +

annihilation_rate (LATTICE_SIZE , conf ig [site] , K_VAL , A_VAL) ) { 

conf ig [site] — ; 

particleNo — ; 

annihilateNum ++;

else ifCdiceRoll > c + 1.0

diceRoll < c + 1.0 + hopRateLookup [conf ig [site]] ){

destinations it e = (unsigned int) floor (drand48()*latticeSize );

conf ig [site] = conf ig [site] — ;

conf ig[destinationSite] ++;

hopNum ++; 

> 
return ;

long double creation_rate (unsigned int noSites, unsigned int x,

long double sVal) 

{

long double val;

val = l/(pow(noSites,sVal)) ; 

return val;

long double annihilation_rate (unsigned int noSites, unsigned int x,

long double kVal, long double aVal)
•C

long double val;

val = aVal*pow((((long double) x)/((long double) noSites) ) ,kVal) ; 

val = val/aVal;
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return val;

void add_to_unnormed_dist()
•C

int i;

f or (i=0 ; i<LATTICE_SIZE ; i

unnoraalisedDistribution[config[i]] += SNAP_NORM;

return;
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Code to Simulate the
Non-Conserving Network Model
Without Self Links

This code was written and supplied by Erel Levine.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <stdlib.h>

#include <math.h>

#define SWAP(a,b) {tmp=a;a=b;b=tmp;}

#define WIN 200.0

#define ARGPIC 8

#define MaxEdges 50000

#define MaxEdgesPerSite 5000

typedef struct _Edge {

int vl, v2;

int nl, n2;

int id; 

} Edge;

int tmp;
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int *P; 

double one;

int* degree; 

Edge** edges; 

Edge*** graph;

double b,c,theta; 

int N, NO, M;

int checkedge(Edge* e, char* s) { 
if (e->vl == e->v2)

printf ("°/,s: edge from vertex to itself An" ,s) ; 
if (graph fe->vl] [e->nl] !=e) {

printf ("%s[l]: (°/,d,7,d) °/,d [%d] °/,d [%d] °/,d\n" , 
s , e->vl , e->v2 , e->nl , degree [e->vl] , 
e->n2, degree [e->v2] ,e->id) ; 

return(l) ; 

} 
if (graph [e->v2] [e->n2] !=e) {

printf("%s[2]: (%d,7,d) °/,d [%d] %d Did] %d\n" , 
s , e->vl , e->v2 , e->nl , degree [e->vl] , 
e->n2 , degree [e->v2] , e->id) ; 

return (1) ;

}
if (edges [e->id] !=e) {

printf ("°/,s[E]: (%d,%d) %d [%d] 7.d [%d] %d\n" , 
s , e->vl , e->v2 , e->nl , degree [e->vl] , 
e->n2, degree [e->v2] ,e->id) ; 

return (1) ;

}
return (0) ;

int addRandomBond(int i) { 
int j;
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if (N>=MaxEdges) {

fprintf (stderr," Error: N > MaxEdgesAn") ;
exit(l); 

} 

do {

j = (int)(drand48()*M); 

} while (j==i) ; 

if (degree [i] >=MaxEdgesPerSite II degree Cj]>=MaxEdgesPerSite) {
fprintf (stderr, "Error: degree > MaxEdgesPerSite An") ;
exit(l) ;

// if
// SWAP(i,j);
edges [N] = malloc(sizeof (Edge)) ;
edges [N]->vl = i;
edges [N] ->v2 = j ;
graph [i] [degree [i] ] = edges [N] ;
edges [N] ->nl = degree [i] ;
graph [j] [degree [j]] = edges [N];
edges [N]->n2 = degree [j];
edges [N]->id = N;
N++; degree [i]++; degree [j]++;

int removeRandomBond(int i) { 
Edge* e; 
int j;

if (degree [i]==0)
return (-1) ;

j = (int)(drand48()*degree[i]); 
e = graph [i] [j] ;
graph [e->vl] [e->nl] = graph [e->vl] [degree [e->vl]-l] ; 
if (e->vl==graph[e->vl] [e->nl]->vl)

graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->nl = e->nl; 

else
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graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->n2 = e->nl; 
degree [e->vl] — ;
graph [e->v2] [e->n2] = graph [e->v2] [degree [e->v2]-l] ; 
if (e->v2 == graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->v2)

graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->n2 = e->n2; 
else

graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->nl = e->n2; 
degree [e->v2] — ; 
edges [e->id] = edges [N-l] ; 
edges [e->id] ->id = e->id; 
N— ;

free(e) ; 
return (0) ;

int moveRandomBonddnt i) { 
Edge* e; 

int j , k ;

k= (int) (drand48 O *degree [i] ) ;

e = graph [i] [k] ; 
do {

j = (int)(drand48O*M); 
} while (j==e->vl I I j==e->v2) ; 
if (e->vl == i && e->nl==k) {

graph [e->vl] [e->nl] = graph [e->vl] [degree [e->vl]-l] ;
if (e->vl==graph[e->vl] [e->nl]->vl) 

graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->nl = e->nl;
else

graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->n2 = e->nl;
e->vl = j;
e->nl = degree [j]; 

} else if (e->v2 == i && e->n2==k) {
graph [e->v2] [e->n2] = graph [e->v2] [degree [e->v2]-l] ;
if (e->v2 == graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->v2) 

graph [e->v2] [e->n2] ->n2 = e->n2;
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else
graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->nl = e->n2;

e->v2 = j;
e->n2 = degree [j] ; 

} 
else{

printf ("Error in link update\n");
printf("i=°/.i, j='/,i, k=°/,i, e->vl=°/,i, e

e->v2=7,i, e->n2=%i\n" , 
i , j , k , e->vl , e->nl , e->v2 , e->n2)

exit(l) ; 
}
graph [ j ] [degree [ j ] ] =e ; 
degree [j]++; 
degree [i] — ;

void simulate () { 

int si, s2, t, i, j; 

Edge* e; 

double r, w;

for (sl=0;sl<WIN;sl++) { 

for (s2=0;s2<WIN;s2++) { 

for (t=0;t<M;t++) {

i = (int)(drand48()*M);

r = drand48()*one;

w = pow ((double) (degree [i] )/M,theta) ;

if (r<c) {

addRandomBond(i) ; 

} else if (r>c && r<(w+c)) {

removeRandomBond(i) ; 

> else if (degree [i]>0 && r>(c+1.0)

r<(c+2.0 +b/ (double) (degree [i]))) { 

moveRandomBond(i) ;
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y
for (t=0;t<M;t++) 

if (degree [t] <NO) 

P [degree [t]]++;

int main (int argc, char* argv[]) { 

int swp,i,j,k; 

char f name [255] ;

FILE *pfile,*configfile, *nfile; 

double s;

if (argc<ARGPIC) {

printf ("Usage: 7,s M Phi b s k swp prefix [picflag]\n" ,argv[0] ) ;

exit(l); 

} 
srand48 (time (NULL) ) ;

/* variables */

M = atoi(argv[l]) ;

NO = (int)(atof(argv[2])*M);

b = atof (argv [3] ) ;

s = atof (argv [4] ) ;

c = pow(M,-s) ;

theta = atof (argv [5] );

one = (1.0+b) + c + 1.0;

swp = atoi(argv[6]) ;

strcpy (f name , argv [7] ) ; 

pfile = f open (f name, "w") ; 

strcpy (f name , argv [7] ) ; 

strcat (f name , " . N" ) ; 

nfile = f open (f name, "w" ); 

if (argOARGPIC) {

strcpy (f name , argv [7] ) ;

strcat (f name , " . pic " ) ;
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configfile = f open (f name, " w" );

/* Memory allocation */

degree = (int*) calloc(M,sizeof (int)) ;

edges = (Edge**) calloc(MaxEdges,sizeof (Edge*)) ;
graph = (Edge***) calloc(M,sizeof (Edge**)) ;
for (i=0;i<M;i++)

graph [i]= (Edge**) calloc(MaxEdgesPerSite,sizeof (Edge*)) ;

/* Random initial configuration */ 

for (N=0;N<NO;) {

addRandomBond( (int) (drand48 () *M) ) ; 

}

NO *= 3; 

P = (int*)calloc(NO,sizeof (int));

fprintf(stderr,"M=y,d N0='/,d b=°/,lf c=°/,lf k='/,lf\n" ,M,N,b,c,theta)

for (i=0;i<swp;i++) { 

simulate(); 

if (argc>ARGPIC) { 

for (k=0;k<M;k++)

fprintf (configfile, "°/,d ", (int) degree [k] ); 

fprintf(configfile,"\n");

fprintf (nf ile, "°/,d\n" ,N) ; 

fflush(nfile); 

for (k=0;k<NO;k++) { 

if (P[k]>0) {

fprintf (pfile,"°/.d °/,f\t" ,k,P[k]/WIN) ;

P[k]=0;

fprintf(pfile,"\n");
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if (argOARGPIC)
fclose(configfile); 

fclose(pfile);
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Code to Simulate the
Non-Conserving Network Model
with Self Links Allowed

#indude <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#include <math.h>

ttdefine SWAP(a,b) {tmp=a;a=b;b=tmp;}

#define WIN 200.0

#define ARGPIC 8

#define MaxEdges 50000

#define MaxEdgesPerSite 5000

typedef struct _Edge {

int vl, v2;

int nl, n2;

int id; 

} Edge;

int tmp;

int *P;
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double one;

int* degree; 
Edge** edges; 
Edge*** graph;

double b,c,theta; 
int N, NO, M;

int createNo = 0; 
int annihilateNo = 0;

int checkedge(Edge* e, char* s) { 
if (e->vl == e->v2)

printf ("°/,s: edge from vertex to itself An" ,s) ; 
if (graph [e->vl] [e->nl] !=e) {

printf 07,s[l]: C/,d,'/.d) %d [°/,d] °/,d [°/,d] %d\n" , 
s , e->vl , e->v2 , e->nl , degree [e->vl] , 
e->n2, degree [e->v2] ,e->id) ; 

return (1) ; 
} 
if (graph [e->v2] [e->n2] !=e) {

printf("y,s[2]: C/,d,'/.d) °/,d [7,d] '/,d [%d] 8/,d\n" , 
s , e->vl , e->v2 , e->nl , degree [e->vl] , 
e->n2, degree [e->v2] ,e->id) ; 

return(l) ;
}
if (edges [e->id] !=e) {

printf ("°/,s[E]: (°/,d,°/,d) °/,d [f/.d] °/,d [°/,d] %d\n" , 
s , e->vl , e->v2 , e->nl , degree [e->vl] , 
e->n2, degree [e->v2] ,e->id); 

return (1) ; 
} 
return(O) ;

int addRandomBond(int i)
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int j;

if (N>=MaxEdges) {

fprintf (stderr," Error: N > MaxEdgesAn") ;

exit(l); 

}

j = (int)(drand48O*M);

if ( degree [i] >=MaxEdgesPerSite I I degree [j]>=MaxEdgesPerSite 

II (i==j && degree [i]>=(MaxEdgesPerSite-l)) ) {

fprintf (stderr, "Error: degree > MaxEdgesPerSiteAn") ;

exit(l);

// if (i>j)

// SWAP(i,j);

edges [N] = malloc(sizeof (Edge)) ;

edges [N]->vl = i;
edges [N] ->v2 = j ;

graph, [i] [degree [i]] = edges [N];

edges [N] ->nl = degree [i] ;

degree [i]++;

graph [j] [degree [j]] = edges [N];

edges [N]->n2 = degree [j];

edges [N]->id = N;

N++; degree [j]++;
// for testing
// printf ("Added a bondAn");

createNo+=2;

int removeRandomBond(int i) { 

Edge* e; 

int j;

// for testing

// printf ("Started trying to remove a bondAn");

if (degree [i]==0)
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return (-1);
j = (int)(drand48()*degree[i]); 
e = graph [i] [j] ;
graph [e->vl] [e->nl] = graph [e->vl] [degree [e->vl]-l] ; 
if ( (e->vl==graph[e->vl] [e->nl]->vl) &&

(graph [e->vl] [e->nl] ->nl== (degree [e->vl]-l)) )
graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->nl = e->nl; 

else
graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->n2 = e->nl; 

degree [e->vl] — ;
graph [e->v2] [e->n2] = graph [e->v2] [degree [e->v2]-l] ; 
if ( Ce->v2==graph[e->v2] [e->n2]->v2) &&

(graph [e->v2] [e->n2] ->n2== (degree [e->v2]-l)) )
graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->n2 = e->n2; 

else
graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->nl = e->n2; 

degree [e->v2] — ; 
edges [e->id] = edges [N-l] ; 
edges [e->id] ->id = e->id; 
N--;

free(e) ; 

//for testing
//printf ("Removed a bond.\n"); 
annihilateNo+=2 ; 
return (0) ;

int moveRandomBond(int i) { 
Edge* e; 

int j , k ;

// for testing
// printf ("started trying to move a bond.\n");

k= (int)(drand48()*degree[i]);
e = graph [i] [k] ;
j = (int)(drand48()*M);
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if (degree [ j ] >=MaxEdgesPerSite) {

fprintf (stderr, "Error: degree > MaxEdgesPerSite An "); 

exit(l);

if ( (e->vl==i) && (e->nl==k) ) { 

// for testing

// printf ("e->vl==i&&e->nl==k\n") ;

graph [e->vl] [e->nl] = graph [e->vl] [degree [e->vl]-l] ; 

if ( (e->vl==graph[e->vl] [e->nl]->vl) &&

(graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->nl== (degree [e->vl]-l)) ) 

graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->nl = e->nl; 

else
graph [e->vl] [e->nl]->n2 = e->nl; 

degree [i] — ; 
e->vl = j ; 

e->nl = degree [j];

} else if ( (e->v2==i) && (e->n2==k) ){ 

// for testing

// printf ("e->v2==i&&e->n2==k\n") ;

graph [e->v2] [e->n2] = graph [e->v2] [degree [e->v2]-l] ; 

if ( (e->v2==graph[e->v2] [e->n2]->v2) &&

(graph [e->v2] [e->n2] ->n2== (degree [e->v2]-l)) ) 

graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->n2 = e->n2; 

else
graph [e->v2] [e->n2]->nl = e->n2; 

degree [i] — ; 

e->v2 = j ; 

e->n2 = degree [j] ; 

} else {
printf ("Error in link update\n"); 

printf ("1=7.1, j=7,i, k=7,i, e->vl=7,i, e->nl=7,i, 

e->v2=7,i, e->n2=7,i\n" 

,i, j ,k,e->vl,e->nl,e->v2,e->n2) ; 

exit(l);
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graph [ j ] [degree [ j ] ] =e ;

degree [j]++;

// for testing

// printfC "Moved a bondAn");

void simulate () { 

int si, s2, t, i, j; 

Edge* e; 

double r, w;

for (sl=0;sl<WIN;sl++) { 

for (s2=0;s2<WIN;s2++) { 

for (t=0;t<M;t++) {

i = (int)(drand48()*M);

r = drand48()*one;

w = pow ((double) (degree [i] )/M,theta) ;

if (r<c) {

addRandomBond(i) ; 

} else if (r>c && r<(w+c)) {

removeRandomBond(i) ; 

} else if (degree [i]>0 && r>(c+1.0)

r<(c+2.0 +b/ (double) (degree [i]))) { 

moveRandomBond(i) ;

for (t=0;t<M;t++) 

if (degree [t] <NO) 

P [degree [t]]++;

int main (int argc, char* argv[]) { 

int swp,i,j,k; 

char f name [255] ;
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FILE *pfile,*configfile, *nfile, *afile, *cfile; 

double s;

if (argc<ARGPIC) {

printf ("Usage: °/,s M Phi b s k swp prefix [picf lag]\n" ,argv[0] ) ;

exit(l); 

> 
srand48(time(NULL));

/* variables */

M = atoi(argv[l]);

NO = (int)Catof(argv[2])*M);

b = atof(argv[3]);

s = atof(argv[4]);

c = pow(M,-s);

theta = atof(argv[5]);

one = (1.0+b) + c + 1.0;

swp = atoi(argv[6]);

strcpy(fname,argv[7] ); 

pfile = fopen(fname,"w"); 

strcpy(fname,argv[7] ); 

strcat(fname,".N"); 

nfile = fopen(fname,"w"); 

if (argc>ARGPIC) {

strcpy(fname,argv[7] );

strcat(fname,".pic");
configfile = fopen(fname,"w");

}
afile = fopen("annihilateno.dat","w");

cfile = fopen("createno.dat","w");

/* Memory allocation */

degree = (int*) calloc(M,sizeof(int));

edges = (Edge**) calloc(MaxEdges,sizeof(Edge*));

graph = (Edge***)calloc(M,sizeof(Edge**));

for (i=0;i<M;i++)
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graph[i]=(Edge**) calloc(MaxEdgesPerSite,sizeof(Edge*));

/* Random initial configuration */ 

for (N=0;N<NO;) {

addRandomBond((int)(drand48() *M) ) ; 

}
NO *= 3; 

P = (int*)calloc(NO,sizeof(int));

fprintf (stderr,"M='/,d N0=°/.d b='/.lf c=f/.lf k=°/,lf\n" ,M,N,b,c,theta);

for (i=0;i<swp;i++) { 

simulate () ; 

if (argOARGPIC) {

for (k=0;k<M;k++)

fprintf (conf igf ile, "°/,d " , (int)degree[k] ) ;

fprintf (configfile,"\n"); 

>
fprintf (nf ile, '7,d\n",N) ; 

f f lush (nf ile); 

for (k=0;k<NO;k++) {

if (P[k]>0) {

fprintf(pfile,'7,d %f\t" ,k,P[k]/WIN) ; 

P[k]=0;

fprintf (af ile , "°/,i\n" , annihilateNo) ;

fflush(afile);
fprintf (cf ile , "%i\n" , createNo) ;

fprintf (pf ile," \n");

if (argOARGPIC)

f close (conf igf ile) ; 

fclose(pfile) ;



Appendix H

Code to Simulate the 
Multi-Species Zero-Range 
Process Directed, Weighted 
Network Model

// C++ code to simulate the homogeneous multi-species

// zero-range process model of a directed, weighted network

// This version calculates site and column steady-state

// probability distributions

// This is the u_c(l) = u_0 if 1<=L version

// 1+lambda/l if 1>L

// u_0 <= 1 + b_c/L is required to see

// a condensation transition

// Also outputs the in and out degree distributions for

// network comparison
//———————————————————————————————————————————

// Written by Andrew Angel 

// Mar 2005 (original Aug 2004) 

// Last Update 16th Jun 2005 

// Compiler: g++
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^include <iostream.h> 

tfinclude <stdlib.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#include <fstream.h>

#include <math.h> 

tfinclude <string.h> 

tfinclude <strstream.h> 

// #include "rng.h"

// global constants

const long double B_S = 0.0;

const long double B_C = 1.05;

const unsigned int PARTICLES_PER_ROW = 2000;

const unsigned int NO.COLUMS = 100;

const unsigned int NO_ROWS = 100;

const long double U_0 = 1.5;

const unsigned int TOTAL.SITES = (NO_ROWS * NO.COLUMNS);

const unsigned int TOTAL.PARTICLES = (PARTICLES_PER_ROW * NO.ROWS);

const unsigned int NO_MC_STEPS = 20000000; //

const unsigned int OUTPUT_NUMBER = 5000;

const unsigned int AVERAGE.FACTOR = 100;

const unsigned int AVERAGE.NUMBER = OUTPUT_NUMBER*AVERAGE_FACTOR;

// how many samples will be taken

const int SEED = 0; // random num seeded from system time if 0

const unsigned int RANDOM.FILL = 0;

// 0 -> start all particles on one site; l->half on one site

// 2-> RFN*L on one site

const long double RFN =0.9;

//fraction of particles to go on the slow site if RANDOM_FILL == 2

const unsigned int FILLED.SITE =50; // where the filled site is.

const long double SNAP.NORM = (long double) NO.ROWS;

// global variables

unsigned int config[NO.ROWS][NO.COLUMNS] = {0}; 

// holds the system's configuration
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unsigned int columnConfig[NO_COLUMNS] = {0}; 

long double siteHopRateLookup[PARTICLES_PER_ROW + 1] = {0}; 

long double columnHopRateLookup[TOTAL_PARTICLES + 1] = -CO}; 

unsigned int hopNum = 0;

long double unnormedDistribution[NQ_ROWS][PARTICLES_PER_ROW+1]

= {0.0};

long double normedDistribution[NO_ROWS][PARTICLES_PER_ROW+1] = {0.0}; 

long double unnormedSiteDistribution[PARTICLES_PER_ROW+l] = {0.0}; 

long double normedSiteDistribution[PARTICLES_PER_ROW+l] = {0.0}; 

long double unnormedColumnDistribution[TOTAL_PARTICLES+l] = {0.0}; 

long double normedColumnDistribution[TOTAL_PARTICLES+l] = {0.0}; 

long double unnormedInColumnDistribution[NO_COLUMNS]

[PARTICLES_PER_ROW+1] = {0.0}; 

long double normedInColumnDistribution[NO_COLUMNS]

[PARTICLES_PER_ROW+1] = {0.0};

long double unnormed!nDegreeDistribution[NO_ROWS+l] = {0.0}; 

long double normed!nDegreeDistribution[NO_ROWS+l] = {0.0}; 

long double unnormedOutDegreeDistribution[NO_COLUMNS+l] = {0.0}; 

long double normedOutDegreeDistribution[NO_COLUMNS+l] = {0.0};

// procedures and functions

void random_particle_fill(unsigned int, unsigned int, unsigned int);

void mc_update(unsigned int);

void create_site_look_up(unsigned int); 

void create_column_look_up(unsigned int);

long double site_hop_rate(int x)

{
long double val;

if (x != 0){

val = (long double) 1.0 +( B_S / (long double) x );
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y
else{

val = (long double) 0.0; 

} 

if ( U_0 > (l+B_C/(long double) NO.COLUMNS) )

val = val/( (1.0 + B_S)*(U_0) ); 

else

val = val/( (1.0+B_S)*(l+B_C/(long double) NO.COLUMNS) ); 

return val;

long double column _hop_rate (int x) 

{

long double val;

if (x != OH

if ( x <= NCLCOLUMNS ){

val = U_0; 

} 

else{

val = 1.0 + ( B_C / (long double) x );

else{

val =0.0;

}
return val;

void add_to_unnormed_dists() ;

// begin main 

mainO
-C

// declare local variables

unsigned int totalSteps = TOTAL_SITES * NO_MC_STEPS;
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unsigned int totalParticles = 0;

unsigned int updatesPerStep = TOTAL.SITES; // for readability 

unsigned int averageUpdates = updatesPerStep / AVERAGE_FACTOR; 

unsigned int i,j,k,l,m,n; // counter variables for loops

char flNmStr[25];

unsigned int outputInterval =

(int) ceilC (double) NO_MC_STEPS /

(double) OUTPUT.NUMBER ); 

unsigned int averageInterval =

(int) ceil( (double) outputInterval / 

(double) AVERAGE.FACTOR );

long double norm;

// open data streams 

ofstream fDist; 

ofstream fSiteDist; 

ofstream fColDist; 

ofstream flnColDist; 

ofstream fInitial; 

ofstream fFinal; 

ofstream flnDegree; 

ofstream fOutDegree; 

ofstream fSeedColOcc;

srand48(time(NULL)); // seed the random number generator

// create the look up tables 

create_site_look_up(PARTICLES_PER_ROW); 

create_column_look_up(TOTAL_PARTICLES);

if (RANDOM.FILL == 0){ //random fill or all on one 
for (i=0; i < NO.ROWS; i++){ 

for (j=0 ; j < NCLCOLUMNS; 
configti][j] =0;
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y
configCiHFILLED.SITE] = PARTICLES_PER_RQW; 
columnConfigCFILLED.SITE] += PARTI CLES_PER_ROW;

else if (RANDOM.FILL == 

f or ( j =0 ; j <NO_ROWS ; j ++)

random_particle_fill(PARTICLES_PER_ROW/2,NO_CDLUMNS,j); 

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_ROWS ; i++) {

configCi] [FILLED.SITE] += (PARTICLES_PER_ROW

- PARTICLES_PER_ROW/2) ; 

columnConfig[FILLED_SITE] += (PARTICLES_PER_ROW

- PARTICLES_PER_ROW/2) ;

else if (RANDOM.FILL == 2){ 

for(j=0;j<NO_RQWS;j++) 

random_particle_f ill (

(int) ceil ((1. 0-RFN) *PARTICLES_PER_ROW) , NO.COLUMNS , j ) ; 

for(i=0;i<NO_ROWS;i++){ 

configCi] [FILLED.SITE] +=

(PARTICLES_PER_ROW - (int) ceil ( (1 . 0-RFN) *PARTICLES_PER_ROW) ) ; 

columnConfig[FILLED_SITE] +=

(PARTICLES_PER_ROW - (int) ceil ( (1 . 0-RFN) *PARTICLES_PER_ROW) ) ;

else{

for (j=0; j < NO.ROWS;

random_particle_fill(PARTICLES_PER_ROW, NO_COLUMNS, j);

// output the initial configuration 

f Initial . open( " initial . data" ) ; 

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_ROWS ; i++) { 

f or ( j =0 ; j <NO_COLUMNS ; j ++) {

flnitial « i « " " « j « " " « configCi] [j] « endl;
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f Initial . close () ;

// open the output file for the size of the condensate 

f SeedColOcc . open( " seedcolno . dat " ) ;

// first loop to get to steady state 

// on the seeded site

f or ( j=0 ; j<OUTPUT_NUMBER; j++M 

for (k=0 ; k<AVERAGE_FACTOR; k++) { 

for (n=0 ; n<averagelnterval ; n++) { 

for (1=0 ; KupdatesPerStep ; 1++) { 

mc_update(TOTAL_SITES) ;

f SeedColOcc « ( j *AVERAGE_FACTOR + k) « " "

« columnConfig[FILLED_SITE] « endl;

// second loop take samples and get the probability distribution 

f or ( j=0 ; j <OUTPUT_NUMBER; j++) { 

for (k=0 ; k<AVERAGE_FACTOR ; k++) { 

for (n=0 ; n<averagelnterval ; n++) { 

for (1=0 ; KupdatesPerStep ; 1++) { 

mc_update(TOTAL_SITES) ;

add_to_unnormed_dists() ;

f SeedColOcc « ( j *AVERAGE_FACTOR + k +

AVERAGE.FACTOR-1

+ (OUTPUT_NUMBER-1)*(AVERAGE_FACTOR) ) 

" " « columnConfig[FILLED_SITE] « endl;

f SeedColOcc. closeQ ;
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// output the final configuration 

f Final . open ( "final . data" ) ; 

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_ROWS ; i++) {

for ( j =0 ; j <NO_COLUMNS ; j ++) {

f Final « i « " " « j « " " « config[i] [j] « endl;

f Final. close () ;

// normalise the unnormalised distributions 

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_ROWS ; i++) {

norm = 0;

for ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++) < 

norm += unnormedDistribution [i] [j] ;

>

for ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++) { 

normedDistribution[i] [j] =

( (long double) unnormedDistribution [i] [j]

/ (long double) norm ) ;

norm = 0;
for ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW; j ++) { 

norm += unnormedSiteDistribution[j] ;

>

f or ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++) { 

normedSiteDistribution[j] =

( (long double) unnormedSiteDistribution[j]

/ (long double) norm ) ; 

}
norm = 0; 

f or ( j =0 ; j <=TOTAL_PARTICLES ; j ++) {

norm += unnormedColumnDistribution[j] ;

>
f or ( j =0 ; j <=TOTAL_PARTICLES ; j ++) { 

normedColumnDistributionCj] =
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( (long double) unnormedColumnDistribution[j]

/ (long double) norm ) ;

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_COLUMNS ; i 

norm = 0; 

f or ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++) {

norm += unnormedInColumnDistribution[i] [j] ; 

}

f or ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++){ 

normedInColumnDistribution[i] [j] =

( (long double) unnormedInColumnDistribution[i] [j] /

(long double) norm ) ;

norm = 0;

f or (i=0 ; i<=NO_COLUMNS ; i

norm += unnormedOutDegreeDistribution[i] ;

f or (i=0 ; i<=NO_COLUMNS ; i

normedOutDegreeDistribution[i] =

( (long double) unnormedOutDegreeDistribution[i] /

(long double) norm ) ;

}
norm = 0;

f or (i=0 ; i<=NO_ROWS ; i++) {

norm += unnormedInDegreeDistribution[i] ;

f or (i=0 ; i<=NO_ROWS ; i

normed!nDegreeDistribution[i] =

( (long double) unnormed!nDegreeDistribution[i] /

(long double) norm ) ;

fDist .open ("rowdistributions3d.dat") ; 

f or(i=0; i<NO_ROWS; i++){

for(j=0;j<=PARTICLES_PER_ROW;j++){

fDist « i « " " « j « " " « normedDistribution[i] [j]
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« endl;

fDist. close () ;

f SiteDist . open ( " sitedistribut ion . dat " ) ;

f or ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++) {

f SiteDist « j « " " « normedSiteDistribution[j] « endl; 

}
f SiteDist . close () ;

f ColDist . open ( " columndistribut ion . dat " ) ; 

f or ( j =0 ; j <=TOTAL_PARTICLES ; j ++) {

f ColDist « j « " " « normedColumnDistribution[j] « endl; 

}
f ColDist. close ();

f InColDist . open ( " incolumndistribut ionsSd . dat " ) ; 

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_COLUMNS ; i++) {

f or ( j =0 ; j <=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ; j ++) { 

flnColDist « i « " " « j « " "

« normedlnColumnDistributionCi] [j] « endl;

f InColDist . close () ;
f OutDegree . open ( " outdegreedistr ibut ion . dat " ) ;

f or (i=0 ; i<=NO_COLUMNS ; i++)

f OutDegree « i « " " « normedOutDegreeDistribution[i] « endl; 

f OutDegree . close () ;

f InDegree . open ( " indegreedistribut ion . dat " ) ; 

f or (i=0 ; i<=NO_ROWS ; i++)

f InDegree « i « " " « normedlnDegreeDistributionCi] « endl; 

f InDegree . close () ;

// Output stuff to a log file for error checking

of stream fLog;

f Log. open ("output. log") ;
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fLog « "B_S " « B_S « endl; 

fLog « "B_C " « B_C « endl; 

fLog « "U_0 " « U_0 « endl; 

fLog « "NO.ROWS = " « NO.ROWS « endl; 

fLog « "NO.COLUMNS = " « NO.COLUMNS « endl; 

fLog « "PARTICLES_PER_ROW = " « PARTICLES_PER_ROW « endl; 

fLog « "TOTAL.PARTICLES = " « TOTAL.PARTICLES « endl; 

fLog « "Number of Monte Carlo Steps = " « NO_MC_STEPS « endl; 

fLog « "Number of Outputs = " « OUTPUT.NUMBER « endl; 

fLog « "Output Interval = " « out put Interval « endl; 

fLog « "AVERAGE.FACTOR = " « AVERAGE.FACTOR « endl; 

fLog « "AVERAGE.NUMBER = " « AVERAGE.NUMBER « endl; 

fLog « "aver age Interval = " « aver age Interval « endl; 

fLog « "Seed = " « SEED « endl;

fLog « "Random Fill status was: " « RANDOM.FILL « endl; 

fLog « "Filled Site = " « FILLED.SITE « endl; 

fLog « "Fraction started on filled site, RFN = " « RFN « endl; 

totalParticles = 0; 

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_COLUMNS ; i++) { 

for(j=0;j<NO_ROWS;j++){

totalParticles += configEi] Ej] ;

fLog « "Totalled particles at end = " « totalParticles « endl;

fLog « "Site Hop Rate: l+B_S/occupation" « endl;

fLog « endl;

fLog « "Column Hop Rate: U_0 1<=L; 1+B_C/1 1>L" « endl;

fLog « endl;

fLog « "Total number of hops: " « hopNum « endl;

fLog.closeO ;

// output the values of the site and column hop-rates 

of stream fHopSiteOut; 

of stream fColSiteOut;

f HopSiteOut . open ( "hopsite . dat " ) ; 

f or (i=0 ; i<=PARTICLES_PER_ROW ;
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fHopSiteOut « i « " " « siteHopRateLookup[i] « endl; 

>

fHopSiteOut.close(); 

fColSiteOut.openC'hopcol.dat"); 

for(i=0;i<=TOTAL_PARTICLES;i++){

fColSiteOut « i « " " « columnHopRateLookup[i] « endl; 

} 

fColSiteOut.close();

exit(EXIT.SUCCESS);

// procedures and functions in full if not already so above

void create_site_look_up (unsigned int maxParticles) 

{
int i = OjDorogovtsev, Mendes Samukhin

for ( i = 0; i <= maxParticles ; i

siteHopRateLookup [i] = site_hop_rate(i) ;

void create_column_look_up (unsigned int maxParticles) 

{
int i = 0;

for ( i = 0; i <= maxParticles ; i

columnHopRateLookup [i] = column_hop_rate(i) ;

void random_particle_f ill (unsigned int particleNumber,

unsigned int rowSize, unsigned int rowlndex)
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unsigned int i; 

unsigned int randSite;

f or (i=0 ; i<rowSize ; i

conf ig[rowlndex] [i] =0;

f or (i=0 ; i<particleNumber ; i

randSite = (unsigned int) floor (drand48()

* (long double) rowSize) ;

conf ig [rowlndex] [randSite] ++ ;

columnConf ig [randSite] ++ ; 

> 

return;

void mc_update (unsigned int latticeSize) 

{

unsigned int site [2] ;

unsigned int siteRoll;

long double diceRoll;

long double diceRol!2;

unsigned int destinationSite;

siteRoll = (unsigned int) floor (drand48() *TOTAL_SITES) ; 

site[0] = siteRoll/NO.COLUMNS; // want integer division here 

site[l] = siteRoll7,NO_COLUMNS;

diceRoll = drand48();

if( diceRoll < (siteHopRateLookup[conf ig [site [0]] [site [1]]]

* columnHopRateLookup [columnConf ig[site [1] ]]) ) { 

destinationSite = (unsigned int) floor (drand48() *NO_COLUMNS) ; 

conf ig [site [0] ] [site [1] ] — ; 

conf ig [site [0]] [destinationSite] ++; 

columnConf ig [site [1]] — ; 

columnConf ig [destinationSite] ++;
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hopNum ++; 

} 
return;

void add_to_unnormed_dists()
•c

int i,j,k; 

int degree;

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_ROWS ; i 

degree = 0; 

for ( j =0 ; j <NO_COLUMNS ; j ++) {

unnormedDistribution[i] [configCi] [j]] += 1.0/SNAP_NORM; 

unnormedSiteDistribution[config[i] [j]] += 1 . 0/SNAPJJORM ; 

if(config[i] [j] != 0)
degree ++; 

> 
unnormedoutDegreeDistribution [degree] += 1 . 0/SNAP_NORM ;

f or ( j =0 ; j <NO_COLUMNS ; j ++) {

unnormedColumnDistribution[columnConfig[j]] += 1.0/SNAP_NORM;

f or (i=0 ; i<NO_COLUMNS ; i 

degree = 0; 

for ( j =0 ; j <NO_ROWS ; j ++) {

unnormedInColumnDistribution[i] [config[j] [i]] += 1 . 0/SNAP_NORM ; 

if(config[j] [i] != 0)

degree ++; 

> 
unnormed!nDegreeDistribution[degree] += 1.0/SNAP_NORM;
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